reflections on
a rude and barbarous kingdom
Whether the Soviet air defense apparatus believed it was tracking an American RC-135 reconnaissance aírcraft or knew it was after a civilian airliner, the fate of Korean Air Lines Fiight 007
weaves well into the warp and woof of Russian history. The remark by the Soviet officer who
praised the Sukhoi piiot for his heroic act in defense of the “ sacred borders” of Rússia emerges
more from the history of Rússia than from ideology gone mad or technoiogy gone astray.
Past, present, and future are related in the tragic complexity of history and ideology that have
become the Soviet Union. What sixteenth-century English travelers to Muscovy described as a
“ rude and barbarous kingdom” is, for all its advances in Science and experimentation with the
social order, very much the same as it was under Ivan the Terrible. To comprehend the Soviet
Union, one must first understand Rússia. Corning to grips with the rude and barbarous kingdom
may well be the most important task facing the American military.
Warfare is more than a contest between armies, air forces, and navies. Preparing for war goes
beyond learning orders of battle, capabilities of weapon Systems, and speculating on the course
of enemy research and development. Warfare is, after all, a struggle between societies with political, economic, ideological, as well as military aspects. To understand the Soviet Union in terms
of its instruments of war is to master only a part of the equation. The key to why Korean Air Lines
Fiight 007 was shot down can be found in the study of Russian history as much as it can be deciphered in the workings of the Soviet Air Force air defense System.
The concept of the sacred borders of Mother Rússia reflects a xenophobic paranóia experienced
by travelers from the sixteenth century to the present. Russia’s tragic yet heroic past is a fun
damental part of the Soviet Union. History, geography, religion, and a parade of brutal, sometimes great, rulers shaped Rússia long before the Cerman Karl Marx wrote Das Kapital in the
British Museum.
Stalin fused Marxist-Leninist dogma to the potential of Rússia to set the world on a new course.
The challenge to the military professional in the democratic West is to look beyond the weapon
inventory lists that too often comprise the way we perceive the “ Soviet threat” to ask the impor
tant questions concerning the why and the how of the forces at work in Mother Rússia. Formulating the right questions is the difficult part. Learning all that one can about Rússia is the way to
begin.
E.H.T.
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13. Indicate the degree to which you would like to see the
following subject areas emphasized in the Review (one response
in each column).
Most
Emphasis

Next
Most
Emphasis

Least
Emphasis

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

Strategy and planning
Tactics and employment
considerations.
including intelligence and
threat assessment
International relations and
economics
Management theory and
practice, including human
relations, motivation, and
psychology
Leadership and related topics
Military history and theory
Science and technology.
including
analysis of weapon systems

□

□

□

□

□

□

□
□
□

□

□

□

14. Which of the following do you read or look at frequently
(more than one response permitted)?
□
□
□
□

A ir Force or Army
Airman, Soldiers, or All Hands
Air Force Times, Arm y Times, or Navy Times
Military Review, Naval War College Review, or
Parameters
□ Naval Institute Proceedings or Marine Corps
Gazette
□ Time, Newsweek, or US News and World Report
□ Aviation Week&Space Technology
15. Which do you prefer, an issue of the flewewthat presents a
variety of articles or one that features a special theme idea?
□ Variety of articles
□ Special theme idea
□ Both
16. If you had one important improvement to suggest for A ir
University Review, what would it be?
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COEXISTENCE AND SUCCESSION:
THREE LOOKS BACKWARD
AND ONE STEP FORWARD
D r . G a r y L. G i f r t n e r

T

HE death of Leonid Brezhnev completed
an ongoing processof internai maneuvering and patronage that has evidently produced a successor with a strong political
The elevation of Yuri Andropov to GeneralSecretary onh tuo days after Brezhnev’s death
suggests earl\ and skillful maneuvering in what
appears to be as close to an “orderly " succession
as any in Soviet history. In ihe West, the new
leadership has sent Soviet specialists scurrying to
read Andropov's speeches foi clues about the
future of Soviet-American relations.
Assessing .Soviet behavior can be tedious, and.

at best, onl\ tentative conc lusions can be reached.
There are the predictable problems of holding a
<losed society up to the light of academic scrutiny. Facts are withheld or incomplete, misleadbase.
ing, and even false inforrnation is published in
Soviet source materiais. Compounding these diffidilties are the complex biases and preconceived
ideas about Soviet intentions held by many
Americ ans toward our long-term rival. Analvsis
often begins from these two leveis of darkness.
Kremlinologist Marshall Shulman recently
made an important distinction on th is problem.
Kremlinology, he argued, is the effort to gain
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informed intuitions about the K.remlin’s inner
politics. It is useíul but amounts to little more
than guesswork. Soviet studies. on the other
hand. seek to understand what has happened in
the past and why. This. according to Professor
Shulman. is the more reliable approach since it
reveals a great deal about ‘‘patterns of condiu t."
In other words. Ieadership transitions are important but onK to the extern thai thev tell us somethingabout policv transitions. vvhich is the subject of this essav.
Before looking imo the future of Soviet-

.1

American relations, it is importam to take a
backward glance and reflect on patterns of conduct during and after the previous three succession periods. Specifically, this will indude the
evolving Soviet concept of peaceful coexistence
and its probable evolution in the post-Brezhnev
era.
The Sov iet perception of peaceful coexistence
with the West changed dramatically from the
periods of Lenin to Stalin, from Stalin to Khrushchev. and from Khruslu he\ to Brezhnev. Without these changes. Soviet-American relations
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concepts of peaceful coexistence have played a
central role in their approach to East-West rela
tions. This role from Lenin through Brezhnev
may provide insights to the problems and direction of the new leadership.
Lenin was the first but not the last Soviet
leader to modify the doctrine of peaceful coexist
ence. Lenin’s doctrine was the inevitable outgrowth of his adaptations of Marxism to Rússia
and the world as he saw it.
Marxist theories explained the internai affairs
of capitalist States. These theories predicted that
capitalism would fali through its own internai
contradictions and that communism would ultimately pervade the world as its successor. CapiLenin: Flexibility and
talism’s fali was not onlv desirable but demonstraPessimism toward the West
bly inevitable, according to Marx’s ‘‘scientific
Lenin and his published legacy play an impor laws.” Through his angry genius, Lenin and
tam role in legitimizing contemporary policy- other Marxists saw a powerful economic base
making. Soviet leaders must find him to be an capable of high-mass production but with its
uncertain compass. since he vvas botli dogmatic entire superstructure resting on the backs of an
and flexible. This apparent contradiction can be impoverished workingclass. High-mass produc
partially resolved if one distinguishes between tion combined with povertv and low consumppropaganda and doctrine and between the rhe- tion contributed to social chãos, depression, and
toric of a leader out of power and that of a leader monopolv capitalism. Inevitably capitalism would
in power. His collective literature, which formsa breed its successor as the masses would rise up
great deal of Communist doctrine and ideology and through proletarian revolution combine in
in foreign affairs, consists of published articles, dustrial production with equitable distribution
speeches, and testimonv made in defense of or through a socialist society.2 Lenin’s most signifi
opposition to specifk policies of a particular cam contribuiion to Marxism was the extension
period. It is not surprising that political assump- of his theories to explain international relations.
tions changed from one period to another and In effect. Lenin turned Marxism into a major
from one generation of leaders to another after theorv of foreign policy. In his essay, “ImperialLenin in response to new challenges. Soviet ism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism,” Lenin
ideology' did not fali from on high into the hands explained that not onlv was capitalism exploitive
of its architects: rather. as a recent text observes, to its own working class, but it also required
"it evolved out of the crucible of the political international expansion. It is importam to restruggles in which its proponents wereengaged.”1 member that Lenin expressed these views in
For this reason, Soviet propaganda has histori- 1916, hefore any Communist States were in
callv fluctuated widely over short periods of existence.
time. Basic doctrines and concepts such as eco
Imperialism. heargued, produced an interna
nomic laws of capitalism, capitalist hostility, or tional system in which capitalist States shared a
peaceful coexistence, however. change less fre- common socioeconomk structure that fed on
quentlv and usually over longer periods. When competition and conflict for overseas markets.
changes in Soviet doctrine do occur. they are colonies, and raw materiais. Wars were inevitable
significam. Thedoctrinal modifications in Soviet as long as capitalist states existed. Lenin saw
would be even more tense than they are todav. If
the past is a faithful indicator. it isnot unreasonable to suggest that Brezhnev’s successors will
move rapidlv to improve relations with the West.
Western leaders should becautious, perhapseven
skeptical. toward future Soviet initiatives. They
should not, however, reject Soviet initiatives out
of hand or miss opportunities that might have a
positive effect on turning Soviet priorities and
resources inward toward theirconsiderable social
and economic problems. Looking at the past
may offer insights and suggest strategies for
future Soviet-American relations.
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World War I in preciselv these terms. Only
socialist revolutions throughout the capitaliststate system could rid the world of its major source
of conflict. That struggle could begin in the
exploited nations on which capitalist societies
depended for their stabilitv. Break the system’s
weakesi chain through revolution and vvars of
liberation and the entire structure of capitalism
would fali. Onespark would precipitatecontinuous revolution. For Lenin. the first spark was
Rússia.
Lenins success in leading the first socialist
revolution produced substantial modifications in
his theories. At the time. Lenin andhis followers
gave revolution in Rússia great importance because thev saw it as the beginning of revolution
everywhere. Yictorv through the revolutionary
efforts of respective Com muni st parties would
occur countrv by countrv.
The roleof the first socialist State was not made
explicit in Lenin’s prescription. His doctrine
held that revolution as such was not exportable. It
must be generated initialh from within when
“objective conditions” were present. At minimutn. these conditions included a system of socioeconomic exploitation and widespread class
consciousness and opposition. The first socialist
State could aid and abet revolutions elsewhere but
nothing in Marxist-Leninist theory required that
it initiate war. As both world wars have demonstrated. successful Communist revolution has
grown out of "other peoples” wars.
It is true that during the Russian Revolution
and civil war Lenin saw armed conflict between
communism and capitalism as inevitable. He saw
a role for Soviet arms in that struggle. but it is
necessar> toplace thosedeclarations in their historical contexl. Lenin made his most bellicose
statements during the revolution. at a time when
forces from Western nations. including U.S. for
ces. were occupying parts of Rússia, and when
Lenin naively believed that the fali of capitalism
generally was right around the comer.
B\ 1921. Lenin saw that the stabilitv of capital
ism was a long-run phenomenon. The precarious situation inside the new Soviet State
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required and gave rise to the notion of peaceful
coexistence with capitalism. Peaceful coexistence
was never explicitly developed in detail by eithei
Lenin or Stalin. In fact. both Soviet leaders used
the term only rarely. Rather, the policy was
itnplicit in Soviet priorities and in their skillful
application of realpolitik. Coexistence wasessential not only for building the political and economic power of the State but also to keep the
flame of revolution alive lest capitalist hostility
be provoked to crush the revolution during its
most formative and vulnerable stage. Coexist
ence with the West was a short-term tactic
required by internai weakness. In the long term
the Soviet view of the world continued to be
based on the concept of capitalist hostility and
the inevitability of war so long as capitalism
existed. This concept was tf) remain a pivotal
part of Soviet foreign policy.11
Lenin had begun the turn toward consolidating internai power. That, in turn. required placing Soviet national interests above proletarian
internationalism. The doctrine of peaceful coex
istence could never have survived its many inter
nai eritics if national priorities did not continue
to be preeminent in Soviet thinking. Stalin was
even more insistem on these priorities. He looked
inward with such vengeance that all efforts to
build communism with a “human face” were
swept aside. It is the Stalin legacy that dominates
American perceptions of communism and remains the predominam backdrop to contemporary Soviet-American relations.
Stalin: Pessimism and Brutality

LeninVs death in January 1921 accelerated a
succession struggle that had begun in earnest
more than a year earlier following Lenin’s first
stroke. which had effectively removed him from
public life. Lenin’s policies after the bloody
three-year civil war in the Soviet Union were
models of compromise and moderation compared with what was to follow. It was this contrast in policies that prompted Winston Cliurchill toobserve that twogreat tragedies had befallen
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Rússia: ‘‘The first was Lenin s birth; the second.
his death.”
Lenin, aged 52 when he suffered his first
stroke. was referred to as the ‘‘old man” bv the
26-member Central Committee whose average
age was only 38. The "old Bolsheviks” were
vouthful revolutionaries in comparison with the
mean age of 69 years for members of the “con
tem porary" Politbino.
Few in the West would have predicted Stalin's
rise to power. He maintained a low profile while
Lenin was alive. The tyrant that emerged with
such force lay dormant in the master bureaucrat
and organizer who buih a party apparat with
lovalties to himself. Opposition was overwhelmed and eventualIv destroyed.4
Issuesas well asorganizational skill playeda
criticai rolein thestrugglefor party leadership.
None was more important than the concept of
peaceful coexistence implicit in the debate
between Stalin and Leon Trotsky over the
proper relationship of the new Soviet State and
the non-Communist world. Trotsky argued
that Rússia could not on its own build a com
plete socialist state. That would have to await
the spread of revolution to industrialized States
in Europe. Moreover, the proper role of the
Soviet state was toaidandabet such revolutions.
Stalin countered Trotsky’s theory of "permanent revolution" with his ideaof "socialism
is one country." Stalin insisted that not only
was it possible to build socialism in the Soviet
Union, but it wasalsoanecessity if theproletariat were to survive in a world of hostile and
temporarilv stabilized capitalist States.5
Stalin sargument for domestic priorities was
far more attractive than the dimly held light at
the end of I rotskv's very long path to socialism.
Frotskv argued for more and more revolutions
before socialism could be secure. Stalin offered
respite to an exhausted people after a long war
and revolution. Trotsky‘s enemies openlv wortied that Lenin s former Commissar of War
with his forceful personality and ties to the
generais would becomea Bolshevik Napoleon.6
Stalin s formula implicitly rejected the idea

that revolutionary war would be initiated by
Russia’s proletariat to assist Europeans in overthrowing capitalism. His ruthless policies to
develop ‘‘socialism in one country” were legitimized by a world view based on a series of
mutually reinforcing propositions that all led
to the same gloomy conclusion: the Soviet
Union was surrounded by capitalist enemies
with whom no real cooperation was possible
since they were dedicated to the destruction of
the world’s first socialist state.7
Stalin divided the world into two camps,
socialist and capitalist. The logic of "socialism
in one country” was to buy time and build the
strength of the Soviet camp. "Capitalist encirclement” and "capitalist hostility” made war
inevitable although not necessarily imminent.
In the meantime, peaceful coexistence and cautiousdiplomacy wererequired toavoid provoking conflict with capitalist powers.
The final victorv of socialism in the Soviet
Union wasdefined by Stalin as theachievement
of sufficient security to prevent the restoration
of capitalism. Toaccomplish this, Stalin argued,
"it is necessary for the present capitalist encirclement to be replaced by a socialist encirclement.”
It is important to recognize the thrust of Stalinist strategic thought. Its preoccupation with
conflict. danger, and externai aggression aimed
at the Soviet state made the development of a
general and active strategy of peaceful coexist
ence impossible. Peaceful coexistence was simply
the prerequisite for economic reconstruction
and the development of Soviet power. Stalin s
world view legitimized repression at homeand
diplomatic flexibility abroad.
Stalin’s pragmatic diplomacy rested on his
thesis of capitalist encirclement and hostility
toward the Soviet state. But it was also true.
according to orthodox Leninism, that conflict
still existed among capitalist States. These
st hisms could be skillfullv exploited to prevent
a united capitalist front against the Soviet state.
Realpolitik more than coexistence with or revo
lution within individual capitalist States became
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lhe inost saliem feature of S talins diplomacy.
Stalin s peaceíul coexistence was based on shori
lerm. lactical alliances. not on optim istic hope
ihat peace would prevail in the long run.

The pattern was verv clear. Stalin coniinued
thediplomatic pattern established in 1922 with
the signing of a diplomatic and commercial
treatv with the Germans at Rapallo.8 The two
pariahsof Europeeinerged from isolation with
a diplomatic partner to play off against the
French andGreat Britain. The Treatv of Rapallo
resulted in more than a decade of SovietGerman cooperation that included secret militarv collaboration. Ironically. the German
armv, with the aid of the Soviet army. bypassed
the provisions of Versailles and experimented
with new weapons on Soviet territory. Strengthening the German army was hardlv a wise
strategy for anv Soviet leader who placed a high
prioriiy on the future prospects of the German
Communists' seizing power.
Stalin s use of foreign Communist parties is
worth noting. Manv Westerners feared them for
their revolutionary potential. Stalin was often
believed to be pursuing a dual-track foreign
policy: Proper official diplomacy through the
foreign office and subversion through his control of Communist “fifth columns.” In fact,
both structures tended to support the same
track. Stalin turned the Comimern (Commu
nist International) into little more than an
adjunct of Soviet foreign policy. The role of
foreign Communists in a particular country
was largely conditioned by thedegreeof friendliness or hostility of that country toward the
Soviet State. This was hardlv the role of "gen
eral staff for revolution" originally conceived
b\ Lenin and Trolsky.
Stalin s political agility was especially dramatic following Western appeasement of Hitler
at Munich. From Moscow, appeasement appeared to come at theexpenseof Soviet securitv
since it brought the German armv closer to the
So\iet border. Stalin coumered the following
year with the infamous Nazi-Soviet Pact which,
in effect. turned back the Nazis onto the West at
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a time when Stalin’s diplomatic initiatives
toward Great Britain and France were stalled.9
Soviet historians argue that the Nazi-Soviet
Pact was a skillful move on Stalin’s pau that
bought time to prepare for theantit ipated Nazi
onslaught. The timing of the Nazi attack in
June 1941 was apparently a tactical surprise.
The offensive itself was not a strategic surprise.
The elaboraie military buildup and the deíensive barriersconstructed in the western military
districts prior to the attack lend credence to the
Soviet version of events.10 For those who doubt
the strategic potency of diplomacy. it is also
worth noting that during the final momhs of
the Nazi-Soviet Pact, Stalin also signed a nonaggression pact with Japan. The significance
of a one-front war for the Soviets should not be
lost on C.S. policymakersobserving thecurrent
pattern of initiatives toward normalizing relations with China.
The Grand Alliance with Western democracies forged military victory, but this coalition
forined of military necessity failed to become a
permanent structure for building or consolidating peaceíul coexistem e. The Cold War years of
Stalin's reign saw him revive the old “two
camps" thesis with its messageabout thedanger
oi a capitalist attack against the Soviet Union.
A year before his cleath. Stalin presenteei a
somber reiteration of war’s inevitability so long
ascapitalism and imperialism existed. In a more
optimistic vein, however, he modified the traditional "two camps" model of international ionflict and set the stage for his successors to play a
more assertive role in foreign affairs.11 At the
Nineteenth Congress of the Communist Party,
Stalin announced an end to the long period of
buildingsocialism inonecountry. The"ebbtide
of revolution” had been replaced by a "flow
tide." As a result. he urged an abandonment of
the essentially defensive policy that had been
followed since 1921 and the beginning of a more
assertive foreign policy.
The more aggressive posture was made possible, according to Stalin (in his speech at the
Nineteenth Party Congress), by the economic
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and military recovery of the Soviet Union, the
consolidation of communism in Eastern Europe
and China. and. perhaps most important of all.
by the growth of revolutionary movements in the
Third World. The Soviets could exploit this by
“picking up the banner of nationalism where it
had been dropped by the bourgeoisie.” This
would promote Soviet security bv breaking up or
preventing the consolidation of anti-Soviet alliances and hasten the collapse of capitalism in
general. But even these improved geopolitical
developments did not alter Stalin’s perceived
threat and permanent enmity of the remaining
members of the capitalist world.
Stalin conceived thisnew offensive in nonmilitarv ter ms. The party line he laid down was
carried out almost immediately bv his successors.
One of them. however. was to carry out major
revisions to the theoretical assumptions laid
down bv both Lenin and Stalin.
Khrushchev: Optimism
and Revisionism

Georgi Malenkov seenied the likely successor
to Stalin. since he assumed the posts of both
Chairman of the Council of Ministers in the
government and Secretary of the Party’s Central
Cominittee. Within twoweeks, however, Malen
kov was “released” from hisdutieson the Central
Committee, leaving Nikita Khrushchev as de
facto First Secretary of the Party.12 In retrospect,
the removal of Malenkov was the key event in the
post-Stalin succession. for Khrushchev was able
to strengthen his power base and outmaneuver
his rivais. Before the year’s end, Lavrenti Beria.
Stalin s head of the feared secret police, was
arrested and shot. By 1955, Malenkov resigned
from his remainingpost. Khrushchev had chosen
his issues carefully to build a winning coalition
within the party. He had asserted strong support
for heavy industrv and (like Andropov) support
for the military. On other issues he played the
role of "centrist” or innovator.13
As we watch the current succession to Brezhnev unfold, it is important to remember that no

one in the West. based on Khrushchev’s rise to
power, could have predicted the doctrinal revi
sions he would develop. These were first elaborated in his report to the Twentieth Party Congress in February 1956.
Khrushchev's first revision was based on the
growing nuclear arms race and the danger of
nuclear war with the United States. Heneededto
establish an ideological basis for the existence of
a long-term relationship between communism
and capitalism that would not lead to war.
Khrushchev, like thedeposed Malenkov. believed
that nuclear weapons had fundamentally altered
the nature of intemational conflict. Nuclear war
would result in the “mutual destruction” of both
Communist and capitalist societies.
Once the new Soviet leader had taken the position that nuclear war would destroy Communist
society, it became imperative to revise the Leninist theoryof the inevitability of war lest heend up
with a theorv of inevitable doom. This Khrush
chev skillfully did by asserting:
As long as capitalism survives in the world, the
reactionarv forces represeming the imerests of the
capitalist monopolies will continue their drive
towards militarv gambles and aggression. and may
try to unleash war. But war is not fatalistically
inevitable,14

Khrushchev had reversed both Lenin and
Stalin by declaring that capitalism no longer
meant the inevitability of war. Peaceful coexistence among States with different social systems
could become a permanent feature of international politics rather than a short-term tactic.
The basic aggressive nature of capitalism had
not changed. What had changed was the funda
mental nature of war that allowed the Soviet
Union to deter or perhaps even defeai aggression.
In Khrushchev’s words, “Today therearemightv
social and political forces possessing formidable
means to prevení the imperialists from unleashing war.” Khrushchev later added that “capital
ist encirclement” no longer existed and. furthermore, the "final” victory of socialism had been
achieved. “The danger of capitalist restoration in
the Soviet Union is ruled out. This means that
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the triumph of socialism is not only complete,
but final."15
khrushchev's theory of peaceful coexistence
was the beginning of an active, optimistic, and
purposeful strategy. It was no longer the tactical
necessity of Stalin's “socialism in one country."
Peaceful coexistence rested on the growing nu
clear capabilities of the Soviet State. It did not,
however, mean reconciliation of the two hostile
systems. The class struggle would continue but
at a more regulated and less dangerous levei of
confronta tion.
Suppori for the class struggle through vvars of
national liberation but rejection of wars between
States was a clear theoretical distinction made in
Khrushchev's theorv. The former would con
tinue, as would the obligation of the Soviet
Union to support them. It w-as never made clear
precisely how the Soviets would support wars of
national liberation.
A corollarv to the theorv of peaceful coexist
ence was Khrushchev'$ optimistic assertion that
Communist revolution could be brought about
by peaceful means. "Our enemies," he argued,
"like to depict us Leninists as advocates of violence always and everywhere. . . . It is not true
that we regard violence and civil war as the only
way to remake society.” He went on to describe
how the workingclasses might transform "bourgeois democracy" into the instrument of the
"people's will.”
The right-wing bourgeois parties and their governments are suffering bankruptcy with increasing
frequency. In these circumstances the working
class. by rallving around itself the working peasantrv. the intelligentsia, all patriotic forces, and resolutelv repulsing the opportunist elements who are
incapable of giving up the policy of compromise
with thecapitalistsand landlords, is in a position to
defeat the reactionary forces opposed to lhe interests
of lhepeople. to capture a stable majority in parliament. and transform the laiter from an organ of
bourgeois democracy into a genuine instrument of
the people’s will.16

In another theme directed more perhaps at his
nome audience, Khrushchev appealed to Soviet
workers to increase productivity until the Soviet
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systetn demonstrated its superiority by outstripping the West economically. This "competitive
coexistence" would. in turn, demonstrate the
superiority of the Soviet system to others, especially in the Third World where it might be
emulated.17
Winning power through parliamentary majoritiesor model emulation were clear departures
from Lenin's view that war or violem revolution
were the midwives of social change. What Khrush
chev was struggling to define through doctrinal
revisions were the means for advancing communism in the nuclear age and in the face of West
ern military superiority. He provided a formula
for peace that did not require a stalemate in the
class struggle.
It is ironic that the reception of Khrusht hev's
revisions in both China and the United States
ranged from skepticism to hostility. Chinese
leaders feared that Soviet timiditv would slow the
world revolutionary movement. Publicly, they
saw nuclear weapons as a means for advancing
world communism. Privately, they may have
been more concerned that the Soviet leader had.
in effect, removed their protective, nuclear umbrella at a time of intense hostilities in SinoAmerican relations. There was goocl cause to
question the valueof an alliance with the Soviets
in the event of war with the United States.
Khrushchev's revisionism sounded verv much as
if the Soviets were prepared to leave their Chinese
brethren “twisting in the wrest wind."
In the United States, Khrushchev’s reversal of
the inevitability of war went largely unnoticed.
Instead, American? saw his support for wrars of
national liberation as a threatening new means
for escalating the global struggle. For Americans, the linkage of Soviet activities in the Third
World was a pivotal part of Soviet-American
relations. Protracted conflict, even at a low' levei
of intensity, was not a sphereof activity governed
by a different set of laws. For Presidem Kennedy,
Khrushchev’s challenge was one of the rnajor
threats faced by the rtew- administration. Our
early involvement in Vietnam can be traced to
Kennedy’s belief that Southeast Asia represented
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a test case for the future successor failureof wars
of national liberation.18
There were compelling reasons for American
skepticism of peaceful coexistence. In practice,
the Soviets were discriminating in supporting
only thosestruggles that seemed toenjoy Lenin’s
criteria for “objective conditions." This meam
that "progressive forces” had to be either already
in power or very likelv to achieve it in the short
term. But Soviet support ranged far beyond poliiical endorsementsand model emulation. Soviet
strategv included massive arms support, advisers, and. morerecently, surrogatemilitary forces.
It isalso true that successive U.S. administrations
have credited the Soviets with more power and
influence than they have actually enjoyed in
directing change in a politically intractable and
nationalistic Third World.
Nikita Khrushchev presided overaremarkable
period of ideological and conceptual innovation. He might have succeeded in forging a new
and less tense era. The fact that he managed some
of the most severe crises of the Cold War demonstrates the problem that continues to plague
Soviet-American relations. How can the Soviets
embrace a "science” of history that prescribes
sharp political, economic. and ideological strug
gles between capitalism and communism while
precluding military conflict between States that
embrace the contending systems?
Brezhnev: Realpolitik
and Military Power

No bill of particulars was ever articulated in
the Soviet Union toexplain Khrushchev's removal. But his colleagues evidentlv feared he was
moving too far, too fast, on too many fronts.
There may well have been widespread agreement
after the Cuban missile crisis that the unfavorable strategic military balance threatened the
source of Soviet power on which Khrushchev
had built his theoretical revisions. Cuba mav
well have reminded them of Stalin's cynical
observation: ”V’ou'II see, when I am gone the
imperialist powers vvill wring vour necks like
chickens."19

In October 1964, a vacationing Khrushchev
was informed that his colleagues were to instai 1a
more “stable" team of leaders. He received the
news while conversing with two orbiting cosmonauts.20 With a final message to outer space,
Nikita Khrushchev "retired” to the sudden obscuritv that only the Soviet system could provide.
Brezhnev had been a protégé of Khrushchev.
Western newsmen had once asked who wotdd
replace him as first secretary if he died. ‘Brezhnev,” was his insightful answer.21 Khrushchev’s
forced departure was followed by what appeared
from the outside to be a collective leadership.
Four dominam leaders emerged from the seven
members of the Politburo who survived politi
cally into the post-Khrushchev period. Brezhnev
at age 58 became Party Secretary, Aleksei Kosygin
headed the State bureaucracy as Chairman of the
Council of Ministers, Nikolai Podgorny headed
the State as Chairman of the Presidium of the
Supreme Soviet, and Mikhail Suslov carried on
as guardian of party ideologv through his functions as Secretary of the Central Committee.
These four presented a common from and a
return to normalcy. How contested the internai
struggle for dominante was is not known. but it
isclear that likeall previous leaders, Brezhnev as
First Secretary of the partv was best positioned to
consolidate his personal power. This he did, but
only after a period of more than ten years. His
dominant position became clear by theTwentyfifth Party Congress (1976) where he was given
top military rank. Marshal of the Soviet Union,
and his position as Chairman of the powerful
Defense Council was publk ly acknowledged for
the first time. The following year. Podgorny was
removed as Presidem, and Brezhnev became both
head-of-state and party leader.
Thepolicy transition that accompanied Brezhnev's rise to power shows considerable modification from the Khrushchev period. Peaceful coex
istence remained as Khrushchev had defined it
but with substantial de-emphasis in policy priorities. When the goals of Soviet foreign policy
were listed in Brezhnev’sspeeches. peaceful coex
istence was often ranked last, behind proletarian
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internationalism. building communism in the
Soviet Union, and building the strength of world
socialism.
Building the strength of socialism seemed
especiallv important to the new Soviet leadership. It isessential toremember that Khrushchev
built his theories on the foundation of growing
Soviet militarv power. especiallv nuclear weapons. He seems also to have made greater claims
for that power than were justified at the time.
The shortcomings of Soviet power were revealed
during the Cuban missile crisis. Determined
never to be so vulnerable again. Khrushchev’s
successors expanded Soviet militan programs.
These programs produced steadv and dramatic
increases in Soviet strategic forces during the late
1960s while the United States was preoccupied in
Vietnam (testing theories of national liberation).
Bv 1971 the Soviet Union had equaled and
then surpassed the United States in the number
of Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles. The Uni
ted States retained its strategic advantages in
other areas. but it was clear to everyone that the
Soviets had overcome the military and political
disadvantages that they may haveassociated with
our strategic nuclear preeminence. “Strategic
equivalence,’’ much like the original Soviet
deployment of strategic nuclear weapons under
khrushchev. accompanied a new Soviet interest
in peaceful coexistence, this time under the
rubric of détente.
The strategic nuclear buildup was accompa
nied by a severe downgrading of the importance
atiached toeconomiccompetition. Under Khrushchev. economic competition or "competitive
coexistence” played a major part in Easi-West
relaticjns. He argued in the strongest possible
terms that the Soviet Union would fulfill its
obligation to proletarian internationalism bv
defeating the West in the battleof economic índi
ces. lhe Brezhnev leadership had no such faith
in economic competition.
Ironically, military prioritiescontributed substantiallv to the inability to compete or improve
the living standardsof the Soviet people. Greatly
increased military capabilities under Brezhnev
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became the principie substitute for a growing
inability to compete with the West in any other
arena. Military might is the one symbol that
continues to confer superpower status.
Strategic parity brought with it other challenges to Soviet foreign policy that were best
served by détente in theearly 1970s. It remained
imperative to the Soviets to avoid a nuclear confrontation with the United States. Trade and
technologv were required by an unsound and
declining economy. Détente also served to limit
collusion between the United States and China.
Even so. détente. like coexistence. did not end the
class struggle. According to one widely circulated text in the ’70s:
Peaceful coexistence is a principie of relations
between States which does not extend to relations
between the exploited and the exploiters, the oppressed peoples and the colonialists. . . . MarxistLeninists see in peaceful coexistence a special form
of the class struggle between socialism and capitalism in the world, a principie whose implementatíon ensures the most favorable conditions for the
world revolutionary process.22

The widely circulated endorsements of peace
ful coexistence through détente exemplified the
Soviet ideal of East-West relations. Détente served
the security interests of the Soviet state while
increasing the opportunities for peaceful socialist construction elsewhere.
The dual track diplomacy of détente and
endorsement of the world revolutionary process
may have been the Soviet ideal. In the United
States, this era of negotiation that accompanied
the winding down of American participation in
the Vietnam War was to be played by a diíferent
set of rules. The Nixon-Kissinger strategy offered
concessions in trade, credits, technologv, arms
control, and European security provided the
Soviets made concessions in areas of vital interest
to the United States. These concessions were
inevitably linked to Soviet behavior both at
home (human rights) and abroad (Third World
intervention).23
Even though détente resulted in five SovietAmerican summits and more than two dozen
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formal agreements, no consensus on permanem
rules of the game were established. The cracks in
détente were exposed where Soviet activities in
the Third World collided with American theories of linkage politics. Soviet doctrine made it
clear that peacefid coexistence combined cooperation with competition. Itscompetitiveaspects
wereaimedat limiting Western influenceand, if
possible. increasing Soviet influence throughout
the globe. The waning of détente began over
issues of human rights and the failure to ratify
SALT II, but the criticai blow was wielded bv
Soviet policies in África and the invasion of
Afghanistan.
Brezhnev presided over both the high and low
periods of détente. Mis final party Gongress in
Februan 1981 reaffirmed the policies of détente
and pledged to cooperate with the United States
in reestablishing superpower dialogue at the
highest levei.24 The direction and substance of
that dialogue will be subjected to the intrigues
and power struggles of the Brezhnev succession.
Andropov: Reform or Repression?

At this writing Yuri Andropov appears firmly
established in all tlneeof Brezhnev’s former positions: Party Secretarv. Chairman of the Defense
Council. and State Presidem, a largely ceremonial post but one with added prestige and authoritv in foreign affairs.
Much has been made of his former role as
Head of .Soviet Internai Securit\ in paving his
way to power, but it is probably inaccurate to
base predictions on his future policies on any
negativeassociations with the KGB. Whilethese
contacts make him a well-informed leader, they
apparentlv have not resulted in dogmatism or
ideological orthodoxy. In fact, thedeath of Mikhail Suslov. the last of the rigid Stalin-era ideologues in Februarv 1982. removed what may have
been the most formidable opposition to Andropov'ssuccessful drive within the Politburo structure.
Andropov's early speeches predictably pledged
to base policies on ' the invincible might” of the

Soviet military. These capabilities are to be
retained in support of what Andropov later developed as a major endorsement of peacefid coexis
tence. On 22 November, in his first speech as top
party leader before the party’s Gentral Committee he stated:

\\’e are deeply convinced that the 70s. characteri/ed
bv détente, were not—as is asserted today bv certain
imperialist leaders—a chance episode in the difficult history of mankind. No, the policy of détente is
bv no means a past stage, The future belongs to this
policy.2*

Andropov’s strong endorsement of peaceful
coexistence and his assertion that there are no
acceptable alternatives are a positive sign at this
early stage of succession. His pledge to retain
Soviet military power is not inconsistent with his
early effort to show a conciliatory face to both the
West and China. Once political power is Consol
idated. the Soviet military should not beregarded
as an irresistible force given the magnitude of
domestic problems the new leadership has inherited. Andropov referred explicitly to manv of
these problems. The obligatory clichês of communism’s triumph over capitalism weredropped
in favor of a criticai examination of Soviet economic deficiencies. He spoke of “initiatives and
enterprise,” of greater decentralization, and studving "the experience of fraternal countries.” He
spoke of the need for incentives for workers and
for placing policy personnel correctly so the best
workers and scientists were in a position to aid
economic grovvth. This last statement is intriguing for its potential challenge to a Soviet tradition of granting defense industries first cal 1 on
the Soviet “best and brightest.”26
With a declining economy, unrestrained mil
itary growth cannot be sustained without at least
intermediate efforts to reform and stimulate eco
nomic growth. For an economy approximately
60 percent as large as that of the United States, to
make progress on issues ranging from such basics as food, consumer goods, health. and housing
to more complex issues that include restive
nationalities in the U.S.S.R.. unstable allies in
Eastern Europe, and dependent clients in the
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Third World will requireall of Secretarv Andropov’s adminisirative skills. Further repressing of
Soviet citizens will not solve these problems. Dissent does not express itself on Moscovvr sireets.
Political activism is sublimated often in lhe form
of apathv, indolence. and alcoholism throughout Russian societv. These are not the symbols of
a strong economv or powerful State. The former
head of the RGB confessed that he “did not have
readv recipes” for solving Soviet economic prob
lems. From the tone of his early speet hes and in
spite of police crackdowns against truant workers. Soviet labor may have less to fear than corrupt and inept bureaucrats from Andropov’s
initial wieldingof “carrots and sticks.” At age 69
and in poor health, Andropov does not have the
ten years it took to consolidate the Brezhnev era.
He appears to be prepared to move quickly at
home and abroad to liquidate weak positions.
Earlv overtures to China. índia. Pakistan, and
the West indicate efforts to realign diplomatic
and militarv strength for future cooperation or
conflict with the United States. That future rests
primarily on progress in strategic and theater
arms reductions and in developinggeneral ground
rules for mutual conduct in the Third World.
In retrospect. Soviet leaders have embraced the
strategy of peaceful coexistence first as a shield
that protected the development of “socialism in
one country." With the deployment of nuclear
weapons during the Khrushchev era and the
achievement of strategic paritv under Brezhnev,
militarv power reinforced that shield and extended its protection over the global class struggle. This will undoubtedly continue but with
priority given to Soviet national interests rather
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than proletarian internationalism.
The East-West conflict in this arena mighl be
alleviated in one of two ways. First, Soviet
domestic demands will require less activism in
the Third World and could result in less willingness on the part of Soviet leaders to creaie
dependencies. Second, the United States should
undertake a much-needed reevaluation of its
ovvn strategy. National liberation movementsare
formed in most instances by broad but extremely
nationalistic j^olitical coalitions. The United
States would be well served by political strategies
that distinguish between Soviet support and
Soviet domination.27 For the former, U.S. eco
nomic power in the form of trade. technology,
and investmentoffers more effective instruments
of policy than the militarv containment of revolution that has plagued Soviet-American relations since the end of World War II. Like Stalin
after World War II. the United States should
‘‘pie k up the bannerof nationalism” where it has
been dropped by aging bureaucrats who seem
unable to solve their own internai problems,
much less extend socialism beyond their borders.
I n LOOKiNGat past successions. theoneoptimistic trend that can be identified is the lack of
dogmatism in Soviet ideology. New leaders have
not been wedded to a single course of action.
Soviet pragmatism and flexibility in the past
indicate that U.S. initiatives and joolicies can
play a significam part in determining whether
the Andropov era produces a less dangerous
period in Soviet-American relations.
U.S. Army War College
C.arli.slr Rarracks, Pennsylvania
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ERHAPS the crowning achievement of
the now-concluded Brezhnev era was the
aitainment by the Soviet Union of perceived strategic nuclear parity with the United
States. VVhen Leonid Brezhnev- wrested power
from Nikita khrushchev in 1964, the United
States held a decisive lead over the Sov iet Union
in this criticai area. Brezhnev gave the armed
forces a top prioritv. resulting in a long and
sustained militarv buildup. During the 1970s,
the Soviet nuclear arsenal surged forward dramatically in both a quantitative and qualitative
dimension. Bv 1980 the Soviet Union’s 2500
submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs),
intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs). and
bomber launchers represented more than a 60
perceni increase from the 1500 launchers in 1970.
not to speak of major improvements in quality.
Soviet advances bv the late 1970s had significantly degraded the value of America's landbased ICBMs, opening a possible “window of
vulnerability' in the 1980s. Significam funds
had also been spent on such defensive measures
as ballistic missile defense, antisubmarine warfare, and civil defense. Bv contrast the United
States, far from engaging in itsovvn buildup, had
been content in the 1970s toexercise what Secretarv of Defense Harold Brovvn aptly characterized as "strategic self-restraint." While the Uni-

ted Statesdid MIR\' its Minuteman and Poseidon
missiles and double the number of nuclear warheads with increased accuracy in the 1970s, the
total number of launchers in its ti iad was essentially the same in 1980 as in 1970. Between 1970
and 1978, cumulative Soviet spendingon nuclear
forces was three times ihat of the United States.
Spending on defensive programs remained low,
though. for theonly American antiballistic mis
sile site was dismantled, and civil defense stayed
dormam.1
Asaresultof the Soviet momentum and Amer
ican stagnation, the Soviet Union attained its
long-sought goal of strategic nuclear paritv with
the United States in the 1970s. From this achieve
ment flowed a number of benefits foi the Sov iet
Union. Ideologically. it seemed to validate the
leadership’s Marxist views of the inevitable rise
of socialism and decline of capitalism, of historv
being decisively on the side of the Soviet Union.
Militarily, the Soviet buildup forced the United
States to cede claims of strategic supremacy and,
for the first time. formally acknowledge the
Soviet Union as an equal. This was reflected in
the SALTI and II treaties, which gave the Soviet
Union some leverage over American militarv
developmeni. Politically, the Soviet Union íelt
emboldened to stake out a position in the international political arena commensurate with its
15
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newfound military position. During the 1970s, early 1980s. The Carter administration, espethe Soviet Union launched military transpon cially in its last year, formulated plans for a
efforts for its allies in Egypt and Syria. Ethiopia, major expansion in American military spend
Angola and Mozambique, and intervened directly ing, including the nuclear arena. The Reagan
in Afghanistan, the first Soviet move outside the administration, with its massive $1.6 trillion
Warsaw Pact since World War II. Perhaps Ben- five-year plan for military spending, made a top
jamin Lambeth has best captured this new Soviet priority of reversing the adverse trends of the
1970s. Especially significam in Reagan’s view
altitude:
was a major program for strategic nuclear mod
This mood of sublime self-assurance inspired by ernization
that would give the United States a
the growth of Soviet strategic povver has perhaps
decided
advantage
in this key area by the end of
been most confidently expressed in the widely-cited
proclamation of Foreign Minister Gromyko that the decade.
"íhe present marked preponderance of the forces of
In October 1981, Presidem Reagan set forth a
peace and progress gives them the opportunity to major program of strategic nuclear moderniza
lay down the direction of international politics."2 tion of all three legsof the triad. Hecalled for the
The benefits flowing from the successful Soviet deployment of 100 powerful counterforce MX
buildup did not come cheaply. During the early missiles by the late 1980s to replace the Minuteyears of Brezhnev's rule, continued economic man land-based ICBM. At sea Reagan stressed
growth allowed both guns and butter, easing the the rapid deployment of the Trident II D-5
cost of thearms race. But in the 1970s the marked SLBMs. which possessed real counterforce capaslowdown in Soviet economic growth sharply bility to destroy hardened targets. In the air he
increased the opportunity costs of significam called for the replacement of aging B-52 bombers
real conventional and nuclear appropriations with 100 B-1B intercontinental bombers in the
increases. The fact that Soviet military spending late 1980s and the development of the Stealth
continued to increase at the same rate even in the bomber (ATB) by the end of the decade. Some
late 1970s carne onlv at the expense of major B-52s would also be modernized and used as
decreases in the rate of growth of capital invest- launching platforms for 3000 cruise missiles on
ment and lesser decreases in consumption growth B-52s and B-ls. All this would be accompanied
rate. Thisclearlv demonstrated. in Myron Rush’s by increased spending on C3I and strategic
view. that “the prolonged Soviet military build defense programs. The net result would be by
up is relatively insensitive not only to changes in 1990 to give the United States a strong counter
international climate and in U.S. military poli- force first-strike potential against hardened Soviet
cies but also to changes in Soviet economic targets.'1
circumstances.’’3
The long-term impact of such a program, if
carried out in its broad outlines, would be very
considerable. Not since the Eisenhower adminis
American Strategic
tration has there been such a comprehensive
Nuclear Modernization
review and program for strategic forces. Given
Bv the late 1970s the relentless Soviet buildup, the longevitv of such forces (many B-52s areolder
which seemed to threaten to go even beyond than their pilots), the potential impact could be
parity with the United States, began to alarm felt into the next century.
American defense policymakers. The Soviet inWhile the Reagan program clearly lacked an
vasion of Afghanistan in December 1979 brought overall coherent policy on the role and future of
these concerns to the forefront of American pol- strategic nuclear forces, and elements of it will
icy as did concerns about a “window of vulnera- probably be changed (as MX), the overall thrust
bility" for American land-based ICBMs in the of the program was relatively clear. As Secretary
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of Defense Caspar W. Weinberger reported to that will increase the shakiness and the instability of the world."8In June 1982, Krasnaya zvezda
Congress in Februarv 1982:
and
Pravda articles stressed that MX andTrident
This Administration . . . does place the highest represented
a clear attempí by the United States
prioriiv on the long overdue modernization of our
to
gain
military
superiority over the Soviet
strategic forces. While this modem ization program
is not designed to achieve nuclear "superiority" for Union.9 In December 1982. Defense Minister
the United States, by the same token. tve will make Dmitri Ustinov bluntly warned, "The poini is
every necessary effort to prevení the Soviet l Tnion that Washington has now set itself the goal of
from acquiring such superiority to insure the mar- upsetting parity and achieving military superigin of safety necessary for our security.5
ority. A rough deadline for this—1990—is even
Other Reagan spokesmen have gone even further being mentioned.”10
to implv that the administration is aiming for
In the Soviet view the United States possesses
nuclear sup>eriority over the Soviet Union.6
the economic resources, technological capability, and political will to carry out what they feel
are dangerous programs. Although Soviet obSoviet Perceptions of
servers tend to emphasize the negative aspects of
American Strategic Modernization
defense spending, they have little doubt that
The rhetoric and programs of the Reagan America’s $3 trillion economy could support the
administration have genuinelv alarmed Mos levei of spending necessary for such forces. In
cou-. As earlv as June 1981. V. V. Potashov 1982. strategic forces consumedonly 13.3 percent
declared. "With the aid of the MX program, the of the defense budget (S 16.2 billion), a figure
Pentagon leaders are openly planning to secure scheduled to rise to 16.3 percent of that budget by
strategic superiorit\ to Soviet strategic forces."7 1985 ($33.2 billion).11 Technologically, Vernon
In October 1981. Georgi Arbatov. director of the Aspaturian has seen Soviet feat s of an American
Institute of U.S.A. and Canadian Studies in reversal of the existing nuclear strategic parity
Moscow. averred that "a big step has been taken between the two superpowers as grounded in a
toward a Cold YVar" as "weapons svstems are "deep and even awesome respect for the enorbeing developed which will further destabilize mous economic, scientific and technological
the balanceor in any case create the illusions. . . resources of the United States and realizable mil-
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itary potential inherent in them."12 Politically,
they perceive that the hardline tone of the Reagan administration and presumed povver of the
military-industrial complex make the completion of the strategic program a distinet possibility. Raymond Garthoff has placed the Soviet
view in perspective:
In the .Soviet perception, the USA has continued,
notwithstanding SALT and détente. to seek militarv superiority. Although some highly placed
l '.S. leaders and others are considered to have "soberlv" evaluated the strategic situation and given up
the pursuit of superiority. powerful forces are
believed to continue to seek advantage and superiority in order to compel Soviet acquiescence in
U.S. policv preferences. Moreover, actual U.S. military policv and programs are seen as seeking to
upset or to circumvent the nuclear mutual deterrence balance.13

Clearly thecomprehensive mocfernization program poses a serious military threat in the late
1980s to the Soviet Union, especially as it puts
directh at risk the 70 percent of the Soviet
nuclear arsenal deployedon increasingly vulnerable land-based ICBMs. Also, the asymmetry of
force postures, with the United States deploying
onlv 20 percent of its force posture in such a
mode, works to the disadvantage of the Soviet
Union. So. too. do the difficulties in altering
such an orientation in a country with a strong
militarv tradition of land power, weak access to
open waters, and little history of strong offensive
bomber power.
At the same time, it is important to stress the
limitation of the impact of changes in the
nuclear balance on the thinking of top Soviet
leaders. Their view of the correlation of forces is
far broader and more complex than the simple
comparison of strategic nuclear weapons deploved on both sides or various forms of elevated
bean counting. Even the military component of
the correlation of forces would not focus solely
on the strategic nuclear balance. Rather, viewing
strategic nuclear forces as only one aspect of mil
itary power, it would integrate strategic nuclear
forces, theater nuclear forces, and conventional
military forces under one rubric. This dimin-

ishes lhe impact of the new strategic Systems as
changes in the strategic balance can be offset by
Soviet conventional superiority (as in the 1950s)
or by European theater nuclear advantages (as
seen in the large-scale SS-20 deployment).
Furthermore, in the Soviet view military power
has never been considered a central or autonomous factor in foreign policv. The Soviets do not
emulate the American predilection for analysis
of abstract force exchanges irrespective of the
larger political goals or strategic context. Rather
than simply representing thequantity and quality of men and weapons available to the armed
forces, military power has been often seen as a
function of other factors, such as political and
economic causes. In this context new military
challenges need not be met by military power at
all. Robert Legvold has well understood this
perspective in his observation of the Soviet
Union in the 1980s: “Herability to integrate her
economy intoa larger order, beginning with the
energy sector, for example, will have as much to
do with her security, and perhaps even more to
do with that of her allies, than any plausible
erosion of the strategic nuclear balance.”14
Indeed, there has been no clear correlation
between Soviet foreign policv and the state of the
intercontinental nuclear balance. Stalin made
great gains in Eastern Europeafter World War II
in the face of the American nuclear monopolv.
Khrushchev steadilv advanced the Soviet cause in
the Third World, proclaimed the inevitable victory of communism, and repeatedlv (if unsuccessfully) challenged the United States over Ber1in during an era of American strategic nuclear
superiority. And despite the achievement of stra
tegic nuclear parity, Brezhnev actually pursueda
more conservative and less bellicose foreign policy than his predecessor, oneemphasi/ingdétente.
East-West trade and SALT agreements, espe
cially before 1979 and the freezing of SovietAmerican relations.
Finally, the Soviet notion of correlation of
forces is a verv broad concept, in which the mil
itary balance is only one aspect of a verv complex
balance between the two sides. The correlation of
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forces includes long-term social, economic. and
historical processes embedded in the "objective'
course of historv vvhich u iII, they are convinced,
witness the ultimate triumph of Marxism-Leninism. Great stress is placed on the growth of
international movements. such as the peace
movement and national liberation movements,
and economic factors, such as the deep recession
in Western capitalist countries. Domestic politics, allies, and classes are all given significam
roles. So tooarequalitiesof national leaders and
national resolve. The anti-Vietnam War move
ment is cited as an example where internai class
contradictions forced a change in American foreign policy. Most importam, the Soviets are
likelv to see strategic modernization not simply
in a militarv context but as symbolic of a broader
political context. \'ernon Aspaturian, writingat
the end of the Carter administration, argued:
Widely prevalent in Soviet commentar\ is the view
that the United States is not merely interested in
reclaimingmilitary superiority but yearns to restore
itself to the apex of the international system as
principal arbiter of the planet s destiny, to renounce
its agreement to accept the Soviet Union as an equal
partner and to behave once again as if it were the
worlds onlv authentic global power, with a selfasserted right to set the international agenda,
resolve disputes and in general regulate and manage the international system.15

Everything that has occurred in the first two
years of the Reagan administration has only
intensified these Soviet views.
Soviet Succession Struggle

The new and threatening American strategic
initiativescomeat a particularly sensitive period
in Soviet politics. Thedeath of Leonid Brezhnev
in November 1982 has intensified a sharp succes
sion struggle already well under way before
Brezhnev’s death at age 76. Historically, Soviet
succession struggles have been protracted and
even dramatic battles lastingseveral years. It took
five years after Lenins death for Stalin to smash
the left and right oppositions before gaining the
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undisputed mantle of leadership in 1929. l he
Stalinist succession struggle lasted four years
before Khrushchev’s final ascendancy in 1957,
highlighted by the liquidation of Beria in 1953,
dismissal of Malenkov in 1955, and dramatic
defeat of the ‘‘Anti-Party Group” Politburo
majority in 1957. Even the relatively consensual
ouster of Khrushchev in 1964 precipitated a
moderate struggle that lasted several years between Brezhnev and Kosygin. Given the multiplicity of factions and groups, institutional
rivalries, mobilization of peripheral groups, and
complexity of issues, any fast and final resolution of the succession struggle and reintegration
of the polity is rather unlikely.
This is especially true given the nature of personnel elite turnover on the agenda. While there
have been four changes in the top leadership
(1924, 1953, 1964, 1982), the elite leadership has
changed only once—and that time (1937) did not
coincide with a change in the top leader. While
the Soviet elite from 1917 to 1937 wasdominated
by Old Bolsheviks, the Great Purges in 1937
decimated this group. A new, young postrevolutionary generation, with working class and peasant origins and technical education, rose to
power in the wakeof the purges. This generation
(exemplified by Brezhnev, Kosygin, and Podgorny) is now rapidly passing from the scene.
Seweryn Bialer showed in Stalin’s Successors
that in 1978 the average age range of a full
member of the Politburo was 66-70, 65 among
members of the Councils of Ministers, and 65
among the high command of the Armed For
ces.16 Thus a massive turnover at the elite levei
coupled with a change in top leaders will ensine
true ferment and instability in the Soviet system.
This is even truer since the advancedage of Yuri
Andropov (69) ensures that. even if he consolidates his power, there will probably be yet
another succession struggle at the top by the end
of the decade.
Finally, intense internai struggle is virtually
guaranteed by the large, complex, and often
unpalatable agenda facing any new Soviet lead
ership in the 1980s. The last yearsof the Brezhnev
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era were marked by petrification and stagnation
in Soviet policy abroad and at home. The growth
rate of the overly centralized Soviet economy continued to drop inexorably from the 5 percent
annual GXP rise of the 1960s to 4 percent in the
1970s to 1-2 percent in the early 1980s. Soviet
agriculture suffered several disastrous years, energy production flattenedout, and labor productivity growth dropped sharply.17 In foreign pol
icy the Soviet Union found itself overextended
and even floundering. In Eastern Europe massive Soviet military pressnre and economic help
were needed to defeat the Polish Solidarity trade
movement. In the south more than 105,000
Soviet troops were still bogged down in Afghanistan with little prospect of gaining a decisive
victory. In the east the Soviet Union has 43 divisions tied down along the Chinese lx)rder while
its Vietnamese allies are still trving to complete
iheir occupation of Cambodia. Soviet influence
beyond its borders has dropped notably. In Latin
America, Castro’s Cuba has lx*come an expensive
obligation while in the Middle East, Soviet
impotence was highlighted in the recent defeats
of its dients in Lebanon and subsequent exclusion from Lebaneseand Arabnegotiatingefforts.
And, finally. relations with the world’s other
sup>erpower, the United States, have deteriorated
markedly in recent vears.
These problems, however, will be discussed,
debated, and analyzed against the policymaking
framework created during the Brezhnev era, and
that is where the difficulties will arise. Under
Brezhnev the regime managed to provide both
guns and butter. Consumers benefited from the
doubling of national income during the first
twelve years of his rule. A sharp increase in consumption of high-quality foods, a massive housing program, and a new expanded retirement
system haveall whetted consumer expectations.18
Similarly, all major central hureaucratic institutions received significam real appropriations
increases yearly from the expanding economic
pie. Brezhnev cemented the consensual conservative system of decision-making in 1973 when he
added the Foreign Minister (Gromyko), Defense

Minister (Grechko), and RGB head (Andropov)
to the Politburo.
But in the 1980s, the politics of economic
stringencv will not permit a continuation of
politics as usual. The vast and important investment needs of European Russian reindustrialization, Siberian energy development, and
Soviet agricullure will compete directly with
consumer expectations and the wants and desires
of the powerful military-industrial complex.
This will lead inevitably to bruising political
confrontationson a scale not seen in Soviet poli
tics for two decades. All this will occur, too,
against the backdrop of a rearming and more
menacing America bent on a strategic nuclear
modernizaiion program that threatens to overturn hard earned Soviet claims to nuclear parity.
Myron Rush has well captured the tenor of the
coming political collisions when he observed:

Bv the mid 1980s defense mav receive more than half
the increment, leaving very little for additional civilian investment and for the consumer. Stepped-up
increases in defense expenditures in a continuing
arms race against an American economy that is
roughly twice the size of the Soviet economy could
be achieved onlv by making repeated cuts in consumption. Reducing Soviet living standards at a
time of tight labor supply, however, could further
weaken the economy, creating a downward spiral.19
The Military in
the Succession Struggle

In this context it is especially important to see
the role rather likelv to be played by the military
and its allies in heavy industry in the succession
struggle. The response of the Soviet leadershipto
the American military challenge is also likelv to
be significantly influenced by the military. As
Arthur Alexander has cogentlv observed about
thenatureof the Soviet military decision-making
process:
. . . the lengthy complex process of weapons acquisition and great inertia and sheer survivability of
organizations and their behavioral patterns ensure
that the outcome of that process will be heavily
influenced by the organizations involved—bv their
goals and procedures. This influence derives from
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the orgariizations' control over information, generation of alternatives and implememation of political choices.20

The Soviet military therebv enjovs key advantages in framing the military aspect of a response
to American programs. With its almost total
control of all aspects of national securitv affairs,
from analysis and tntelligence to production and
deployment of weapons, the Soviet military
enjovs a degree of autonomy not found in the
American militarv. Its predominance in all
spheres of military and strategic thought and
monopolv of military expertise enable it to frame
military problems and define the parameters
within which those problems are to be solved.21
The militan has historically played a signifi
cam role in succession struggles since the death
of Stalin. It played a kev role in the arrest and
execution in 1953 of Beria. who led the secret
police, a notoriousenemy of the militan . In 1955
militan support of Khrushchev helped him to
oust Malenkov, his chief rival. In 1957 Khrush
chev prevailed over the "Anti-Party Group"
Politburo majoritv with the aid of Defense Minister Zhukov, who used military transport planes
to bring Central Committee members to Moscow
to help Khrushchev. In 1964 Brezhnev was able
to oust Khrushchev at least in part because of
m ilitan disenchantmem with his policies. And,
as we shall see, Andropov's rapid ascension to
power after Brezhnev's death in 1982 results in
large measure from the backing of the militaryindustrial complex.
In addition, the m ilitan and its heavv indus
trial allies have made great strides over the last
three decades. Under Khrushchev the military
became a legitimate and significam political
actor, a status denied it under Stalin. The size and
power of its Strategic Rocket Forces expanded
enormously. Khrushchev in his memoirs recounted how difficult he found it to withstand
militan pressures:
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ment come and say, ‘Comrade Khrushchev, look at
this! The Americans aredeveloping suc h and such a
systeni. We could develop the same System but it
would cosí such and such.' I tell them there's no
money; it’s all been allotted already. So they say, Tf
we don't get the money we need and if there s a war,
then the enemy will have superiority over us.' So we
discuss it some more, and I end up by giving them
the money they ask for.”22

Under Brezhnev the armed forces flourished,
receiving real appropriations increases of 3 percent to 5 percent a year and sustaining a powerful
military buildup in nearly every sector.
But this is not to suggest, as Roman Kolkowicz
has done, that the Soviet military will become a
dominant political force in an increasingly militarized post-Brezhnev Soviet societv.23 For the
Soviet leadership throughout history has successfully prevented any military challenge to its
power—and there must be serious doubts as to
whether the military even would desire such a
position. Stalin excluded the military from decision-making and ruthlessly and massivelv
purged theofficer corps in the late 1930s. Khrush
chev ousted the popular Marshal Zhukov from
the Politburo in 1957 and sharplv reduced the
size and influence of the ground forces. Even
Brezhnev, closely allied with the military, overrode military objections to reach the SALTI and
SALT II agreements in the 1970s. in the process
reintegrating the military in the negotiating
scheme. Brezhnev's generous treatment of the
military in terms of appropriations, personnel
stability, and professional autonomy was in line
with his treatment of other key central institutions, such as the secret police and government
bureaucracy.
Furthermore, the military faces certain key
problems in maintaining its position. Unlike in
earlier battles, the military is now a satisfied,
status quo power, seeking to defend its position.
Given minimal growth and theriseof reformism
in the succession struggle, it may Ijecome the
object of wrath of other dissatisfied interest
L nfortunately there’s a tendency for people who groups seeking a share of its large pie. Nor is the
run the armed forces to be greedy and self-seek- military homogeneous. Leaders such as Khrush
ing. . . . "Some people from our military depart- chev demonstrated considerable success in play-
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ing one faction against another (as Zhukov ver nesses (Ririlenkoand Pelshe) of theolder generasus Konev). Numerous internai splits, such as tion in the last two years removed many of
conservative ground forces versus radical stra- Brezhnev’s associates. In terms of experience,
tegic rocket forces, navy versus air force, and intelligence, and pragmatism, Andropov poscommanders versus commissars may provide sessed the best qualifications for the post. His
ground for the political leadership toconsolidate move to the Central Committee Secretariat in
themselves at the expense of the military. Recent May 1982 defused fears of his secret police back
military setbacks suffered by the Soviet military ground. His support for arms negotiations and
in Afghanistan and Soviet clients in lhe Middle détente and ties to Georgi Arbatov have shown a
East (Syria at the hands of Israel in Lebanon, moderation that lessensopposition to his rule, as
Iraq by Iran) may diminish its prestigeand legit- well as the fact that at age 69 he is unlikely to
imacy. Overall, then, the military is likely to rule for many years.
Finally his initial policies have shown a
play a strong but hardly dominam role in a
marked
cautiousness in domestic policies and
succession struggle in which it may find itsell on
moderation in foreign polics. His stresson fightthe defensive.
ing economiccòrruption avoids challenging the
interest of powerful economic institutions. His
The Ascension of Andropov
calls for arms negotiations with the West on
The rapid ascension of Yuri Andropov to the strategic arms and theater nuclear weapons,
post of Party General Secretary in the wake of coupled with appeals for negotiations over Af
Leonid Brezhnev’s death in November 1982 sig- ghanistan and China, show an attempt to defuse
naled the initial victory of the hardlinersover the imernational crises and insulate domestic polimoderates. His background as Soviet Ambassa- tics from their volatility.
dor to Hungary during the 1956 crushing of the
revolt and fifteen vears as head of the RGB
The Context of American
greatlv appealed to thehardliners. His strong ties
Strategic Nuclear Modernization
vvith the defense establishment were reflected in
The Soviet Union has with Brezhnev’s death
his declaration in November 1982 that “the
Politburo has considered and continues to con- entered intoa period of intense political struggle
sider it mandatory, especially in the present over the future shape of Soviet politics. This
imernational situation, to provide the Army and process will undoubtedly be lengthened by the
Navy \vith evervthing they need.”24 In response
in December. Defense Minister Ustinov praised
the "complete darity” of Andropov’s policies
while Army General V. Varrenikov called Andropov's speech “brilliant and deeply meaningful.”25 Similarly, his strong ties with the RGB,
which he had headed for 15 years, were seen in
the promotions of his former associates to the
Politburo (Gevdar Aliyev), postof U.S.S.R. Min
ister of Internai Affairs (Vitaly Fedorchuk), and
post of RGB head (Viktor Ghebrikov).
Many factors promoted Andropov’s triumph
over his moderate challenger, Ronstantin Chernenko. The wave of deaths (Brezhnev, Suslov,
Podgorny, and Rosygin) and incapac itating i11-
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clear modernization poses to the major and
expensive Soviet attainmeni of achieving perceived nuclear parity with the United States, it
will surely become a major issue in Soviet politics. Soviet hardliners and moderates would
agree that the American program, if carried
through, would pose a serious danger to the
Soviet position in international politics. But
Soviet hawks will see it as a harbinger of an
overall attempt to dethrone the Soviet Union as a
superpower. In this view only a ‘‘hard" Soviet
response, in the form of competition with the
The fractional natureof Soviet leadership. if borne West and use of force, would deter the West.
in mind. presents options to other powers—as a Converselv the doves, seeing the American stra
potentiai “brake" upon advemurous tendencies tegic program as more purely military in scope
that appear to be surfacing in Soviet actions . . .
denigrating the military factor in the correCertain elements in the Soviet elite may be begin- and
lation
of forces, will argue for détente and arms
ning to feel that there are actions in the international arena of a bold and militant nature. which. control agreements to restrain an economicallv
basicalh. no longer “pose risks" that would prove and technologically superior enemy. Interestreally costly to the l'SSR. Consequently, it could ingly the more moderate position was previously
prove advantageous for other powers to be able to adopted by both Khrushchev and Brezhnev after
“manipulate" factional strife at the apex of Soviet they had gained power with the support of the
leadership. if only by supplying political “ammo"
to those who, in their own interests, would wish to hardline camp. For as George Breslauer has
demonstrate that their domestic rivais reallv are perceived:

fact that Yuri Andropov is 69yearsold. Even if he
succeeds in consolidating his power, a new succession struggle to determine who succeeds him
is likelv by the end of lhe decade. Given lhe
centrality of the Soviet-American relationship in
Soviet eves. moves inade by the United States will
affect the succession. Moderate American moves
can, under certain circumstances, help beget
moderate Soviet responses. Sirnilarly, hardline
American moves can provoke hardline Soviet
responses. For, as Uri Ra'anan has astutely
argued.

“adventurists." Groups in the Kremlin raising "the
banner of caution" could show that actions proposed b\ these rivais might involve ver\ high international costs and that these were Western signals.
not necessarilv of a declaratorv nature, intimating
the gravity with which such ventures would lxa
viewed.26

Given the threat that American strategic nu

Both Khrushchev and Brezhnev presented their collaborative designs at a time vvhen thev perceived
themselves to be in a position of "effective strategic
parity” with the United States but when they
greatly feared that unless the parity relationship
were codiíied and regularized, the United States
could makea technological burst forwardand leave
the Soviet Union behind once again.27
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The Soviet perception of the overall context of hardline Soviet response to the American buildup
the American program thereby becomes quite must be military’ in nature since this is the only
importam. If it is perceived as the dominant arena in which the Soviet Union is truly globally
feature of an overtly hostile American policy competitive and even enjoys some marginal
seeking to revive theCold War, it will strengthen advantages.
Kremlin hardliners. This policy vvould confirm
The first Soviet response might be to launch
traditional Marxist-Leninist views on the irradi- an increased arms buildup of its own to match
cahle vvarlike. aggressive, and hostile tendencies the American program and maintain paritv.
of capitalist States. If they felt that America had Although this would harm key domestic interadopted this policy. it vvould revive deep-seated ests, it would be readily sustainable over a short
historical fears of capitalist encirclement and run of several years. The trillion dollar Soviet
foreign invasion. There will he a strong “rally- economy, already far more militarized than the
ingaround the flag," patriotic reaction in which American economy, would find it easier than the
consumer concems will be shelved for an ongo- American economy to step up military producing Soviet buildup. This would weaken the tion.28 The visible American threat would allow
moderates who have argued for greater contact the Kremlin leadership to contain domestic disand trade with a West which seemingly had satisfaction arising from the downgrading of
accepted Soviet strategic paritv. There would consumer spending. The Soviet leadership could
seem to be little to lose from an outright renewal also doubt the long-term commitment of the
of the Cold War. The worst fears of Soviet mil- United States to such a course, given the volatilitary and civilian leaders will have been con- ity of American politics, frequent electoral
firmed. Soviet hardliners will be able to use the changes in leaders, economic difficulties, and
American program to further their own ends.
strong nuclear freeze movement.
If American policy helps to promote a new,
A further Soviet response could be for them to
hardline post-Brezhnev leadership, the conse- use their military forces in a much more aggres
quenceswill beconsiderable. During the last two sive fashion than heretofore. Since World War II
decades the decline of the Cold War has led to the the Russians have deployed their forces outside
emergenceof a new and tenuous Soviet-American the Warsaw Pact areaonly once(Afghanistan)—
relationship, symbolized by the signing of two and that time in a neighboring country with no
SALT agreements and the Helsinki Accord. As a possibility of direct Western intervention. A
result. China has replaced America as the most more aggressive Soviet policy could take advanimmediate threat to Soviet security. Now, if tage of several favorable conditions. The attainpartly through American actions, the United ment of strategic nuclear paritv with the United
States were to be restored to its old status of the States has freed the Soviet Union from the fearof
Soviet Union’s major enemy, the impact will be having to back down (as in Cuba in 1962) in the
immediate and possibly military in nature. The face of American threats and countermeasures.
Soviet Union lacks the ability to compete on a By a number of measures, Soviet ground forces
global basis with the United States in either the possess means substantially in excess of those
economic or cultural realms. Economically, far necessary for the defense of the homeland. Geofrom being an economic superpower, the Soviet graphicallv, as a massive Eurasian power. the
Union imports high technology goods and in Soviet Union has a unique ability to intervene
dustrial products while exporting natural re- quiteeasily in Europe, Asia, and the Middle East.
sources (gold, gas. and oil), the classic pattern of And even if the Reagan administration succeeds
an underdeveloped country. Culturally, Soviet- in a major strengthening of American convenstyle communism has long since lost its appeal tional forces, this is a protracted process requirin Europe and the Third World. Therefore, anv inga number of years to complete. In the interim
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Soviet conventional superiority could be exploited in a number of areas of opportunity. In
short. the real "window of vulnerability” in lhe
1980s mighi well lie not in nuclear weaponry
(whose use is highly unlikely) bul in conven
tional weaponry.29
The Russians could find a number of areas
around the world where it might be profitable to
use. or threaten to use, forces by themselves or
through surrogates. In Asia they could stage
maneuvers or border incidents along the Chinese
border. The Chinese. intent on pursuing their
ambiuous Four Modernizations program, would
then have to choose between some form of
accommodation with the Russians or building
up their forces at the cost of development. In the
Middle East. the Soviet Union could contemplate resolving its own future energv problerns
through pressure or actual force on the weaklv
armed emirates. Or it could massively supply
Svria with enough advanced weapons to ignite
another Arab-Israeli conflict in which the Soviet
Union could hope to demonstrate that it is the
onlv reliable Arab ally against Israel. Throughout the Third World, from Central America to
Southern África, there are numerous areas where
the Soviet Union might profitablv contemplate
direct or indirect military intervention.
This is not to sav that there are no positive
benefits to be derived from American strategic
nuclear modernization. Indeed, there are impor
tam benefits to be gained. For if the United States
were to continue to allow the Soviet Union to
alter the military balance in its favor, this would
undoubtedly aid the hardliners in the succession
struggle.50The potential benefits from the threat
or actual use of force would soon outweigh possiblecosts. Given theenormouseconomic, political, and social problerns facing Rússia in the
1980s, the temptation would arise to resolve them
partially through the now attractive conven
tional military option. With the vast Soviet
nuclear capabilities inhibiting any likelv use of
American nuclear assets, the Soviets could more
freely utilize their conventional forces. It was in
America’s interest to redress the balance so as to
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help push the Soviet Union away from such a
military solution to its problerns.
But if the American strategic mcxlernization
program were coupled with positive American
proposals (as serious trade and arms negotiations), they will strengthen the moderate position in the succession struggle. For as Alexander
Dallin perceptively observed about the interdependence of the two superpowers:
The mutual perceptions of the superpowers are
shaped, in large measure. by eath other’s Ixdiavioi
along with domestic pressures andconstraints. The
United States is thus an unwitting partic ipam in
internai Soviet arguments and reassessments. and
this is likelv to be the case partirularly at limes of
genuine debate and uncertainty in Moscow—times
which are once again upon us.31

In this context moderate American actions can
show the potential benefits from dealing with
the United States while the strategic moderniza
tion program demonstrates the futilitv of the
Soviet hardline position cri pursuing a military
option vis-à-vis the West. Such an American
position would show that the United States is
not intent on depriving the Soviet Union of its
hard-won status as a superpower.
The key to the moderate position will be the
credibility of the proposals offered to the Soviet
Union. The Soviet leadership believes that the
United States in the 1970s undermineddétente by
not keeping its promises. Militarily, the United
States initialed the SALT II Treaty—and the
Senate never ratified it. Economically, the Uni
ted States never granted the Soviet Union ‘‘most
favored nation” trade status—while China and
Romania were granted the status. Trade between
the two superpowers never rose above the paltry
levei of several billion dollars a year. Politically.
America accepted the centrality of the SovietAmerican relationship—and then actively played
the China card. Constam American policy flipflops and temporary restrictions on the SovietAmerican relationship during the Carter and
Reagan administrations undermined American
credibility.
Three areas are most importam for such a
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moderate policy. The criticai problems facing
the Soviet economy in the 1980s and the domi
nam role of domestic policy in resolving the
succession struggle ensure the primacy of economic issues. Although the eagerness of Ameri
ca^ Western F.uropean and Japanese allies to
trade with the Soviet Union has somewhat diminished the value of American trade. it still
remains importam. The United States, even
today. remains the economic engine of the nonCommunist world and provides its direction.
Especially in the 1980s, the Soviet Union needs
American wheat, nonmilitary high technology,
and capital investment to overcome domestic
economic difficulties. Both direct and indirect
American involvement could he vital to such
tnassive projects as the development of Siberian
energy resourcesand European Russian reindustrialization. Such projects would also aid the
ailing American economy and suffering major
trade deficits. Overall. then, heightened SovietAmerican economic relations would be mutually beneficiai, especially to a Soviet economy
suffering from low productivity and technological backwardness.
Similarly, the United States, as the world’s
other superpower, is seen bv the Soviet Union as
holding importam cards in the military sphere.
Arms control agreements provide public confirmation of the great power status of the Soviet
Union. Thev can provide a cap (albeit a high
one)on thearmsrace, which wouldallow limitations on the growth of military expenditures. Bv
easing tensions between the superpowers and
decreasing the possibility of accidental nuclear
war, they serve the interests of both sides. As
Leonid Brezhnev reflected this view in June 1982,
five months before his death. “The destinies of
war and peace largely depend on whether there
will be reached a Soviet-American accord on the
limitation and reduction of strategic armaments,
an honest, fair accord which infringes the interests of nobody.”32 Perhaps most concretely, by
providing contact and dialogue between the two
sides, arms talks provide a positive climate for
economic and political relations.

Finally, the United States holds importam
political cards as well. The Soviet Union, with a
vulnerable 4700-mile border with China, iseager
toavoid American modernization of the obsolete
but large Chinese army. In the Soviet view, any
final resolution of the crises in Poland and Afghanistan requires American noninterference in
areas vital to Soviet interest. As reflected in Soviet
inactivity in Lebanon in 1982, the Soviet Union
continues to seek to avoid direct confrontation
with the United States in areas of competition in
the Third World. Overall, then, the centrality of
the Soviet-American relationship offers considerableopportunities for significam political negotiations lietween the two sides.
Finally, it is importam to stress the limitations
on the development of such relations. For as
Seweryn Bialer has perceptively argued:
Thedifficulties in C.S.-Soviet relations do not have
as their source mutual misperceptions of the two
powers by each other. At the heart of the conflict is
the real diversity of their interests. a real difference
in their evaluation and perception of the international situation, a real diversity of their priorities in
approaching the world system, and a real asymmetry in the development of their international appetites and their consciousnessof what is possihle and
ohtainable for their respective countríes in the
international arena.53
Soviet Perceptions
of American Politics

If Western observeis have often perceived
Soviet politics as a riddle wrapped up in an
enigma, then Soviet observers of American
politics have often been equallv puzzled. This
unease has onlv been partially reduced by the
academic work of Georgi Arbatov’s Institute for
the Study of t T.S.A. and Canadian Politics. The
very chaotic, volatile, decentralized, and mediaoriented nature of American politics seems alien
to the highly centralized, disciplined, and controlled practitioners of Soviet politics. What is a
Soviet observer to make of the role of “gypsy
moths” and "boll weevils.” Jerry Falwell and the
Moral Majority and nuclear freeze activists, Tip
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O Neill and Jesse Helms (the “Six Million Dollar Man")? How could anv System generate no
fewer than six presidents in the last twenty years.
includinga Texasraneher, Califórnia red baiter,
Michigan All-Arnerican football plaver. Geórgia
peanut farmer, and a fading Hollywood movie
actor? Finding a thread that can explain (or
worse, predict) American politics must seem a
Herculean task to the Soviet leaders.
Mirroring the American image of adualism in
Soviet politics. the Soviet leaders possess a similarlv dualist viewof American politics. They see
acontest between hardliners and moderate “sober
realists" within the capitalist camp. Their initial
concerns about Reagan's hardline rhetoric were
tempered by relief at thedemise of Jimmy Carter
and positive recollection of the last Republican
Presidem who had espoused hardline rhetoric
(Richard Nixon). But Reagan's massive defense
buildup, continued stronganti-Communist rhe
toric, and slashing of domestic social programs
are now seen by many in the Soviet leadership as
the work of an unregenerate hardliner. His arms
comrol proposals are perceived as one-sided and
propagandistic, reflecting the interests of the
powerful military-industrial complex. Moscow
hardliners thereby see Reagan as demonstrating
the innate correctness of their position.
Others perceive the Reagan administration as
beingforced intoa more realistic, moderate position by a series of domestic and international
pressures. Perhaps the inost important impetus
are the dangers arising from a superpower arms
race, dangers directly threatening the American
position. For an unstablearms balance increases
the dangers of war rather than enhancing Ameri
can security. For as Georgi Arbatov wrote in
April 1982:
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Furthermore, an arms race with strengthened
first-strike capability on both sides increases
mutual suspicions and enhances the possibility
of an accidental war. In July 1982, Defense Minister Dmitri Ustinov obliquely warned that the
Soviet Union might be forced to resort to a
launch-on-warning system to counter an enhanced American threat.35
A series of domestic factors will also. in this
Soviet view. push the United States away from a
hardline position. The severe American difficulties, which Pravda has highlighted by reprinting
American unemployment figures monthly by
key States, will be intensified by unproduc tive
military expenditures. The massive nuclear freeze
movement, reflec ting the broad progressiveaspirationsof the masses, will restrain American mil
itar ism. So, too, will the sharp internai contra dictions within American society, sut h as intense
racial problems.
Foreign pressures will also play a role. Strong
Soviet pressure for arms control agreements will
combine with the Soviet capacity to match any
American buildup. As P. G. Bogdanov wrote in
May 1982:
. . . if the government of the U.S.A. and itsallies in
NATO would create a real additional threat to the
security of the Soviet nation and the allies of the
USSR. this would force the Soviet Union to take
such responsive measures which would place in
analogous position the other side, includingdirectly
the U.S. and its territory.36

Large-scale European nuclear freeze demonstrations will push European governments, already
favorable to détente, into pressuring the United
States against a new arms race. According to V.
Kovalev in June 1982:
There has also been pressure on Washington from
its Western European allies in NATO who in turn
are forced to come to terms with the mood of the
societiesof their own countries, disconcerted by the
absence in the White Houseof preparedness tocarry
on real negotiations with the USSR.57

Actuallv. armaments programs, rather than correctíng the strategic disproportion, destabilize the militarv balance. Attempts to gain unilateral advantages. to threaten some particular elements of the
other sides defense capability, inevitably lead to
countermeasures and rebound on the initiators. Finally, the changing nature of world politics.
rhe stockpiling of armaments for more effective
use of arms, instead of making deterrence stronger, which is shifting in favor of socialism. will
adds to the probabilitv of a global confrontation.54 influence American policies. As A. K. Slobo-
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denko has recenily written, ‘‘The strongest influ- will decide the future shapeof Soviet politics, the
enceon thedevelopmentof U.S.A. military strat- American strategic nuclear program will ceregy at lhe contemporary stage is the relation of tainly have an impact. By threatening to upset
forces in the world arena.”38 Overall. then, many the existing strategic nuclear balance in favor of
forces will reinforcea new realism in Washington. the United States and render vulnerable the massive land-based Soviet nuclear rocket forces by
IN HIS first vear in control. Yuri Andropov has the end of the decade, the American program
moved cautiously to consolidate his povver. endangers hard-earned Soviet nuclear parity with
While promoting his formei KGB associates the United States. This American buildup, C o rn 
(Geydar, Fedorchuk, and Ghebrikov), he has ing during the sensitive period of the Brezhnev
avoided domestic initiatives except for a rela- succession struggle, threatens the Soviet Union
tivelv safe campaign against economic corrup- in the only arena in which thev are truly a global
tion. Abroad he has sought to ease tensions in superpower—the military arena. If American
Afghanistan and China along the long Soviet policy is perceived as part of a new hardline, it
border. Andropov has made major arms control will strengthen the position of Soviet hardliners.
proposals at the strategic and theater nuclear If seen as integrated with new moderate initia
levei in an attempt to insulate domestic politics tives, it may deter the hardliners and reinforce the
from volatile international politics. As a hard- moderates on the Soviet side. To this extern
American policies may make a difference in the
liner. he has little to lose from such moves.39
Although domestic policy issues and actors Soviet succession struggle.
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The Dnieper made Rússia Byzantine, the Vòlga made her Asiatic; it was for
the Neva to make her European.
Sidney Harcave

Rússia: A History

Manv a man like Napoleon crossed the Niemen proudly onlv to return
miserably across the Berezina.

Russian Proverb

Rússia has two generais in whom she can confide—Generais January and
February.

Nicholas I. Enifjerorof Rússia
Punch, 1853
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AS with any school of strategic
thought. ihe Soviet school recognizes the need for a combined
and balanced use of the classic
elements of strategv. Tactical
exerrises show how those elements interplay. l Tp to this point, there would
seem to be no significam differences between the
strategic concepts of socialists and nonsõcialists.
That is precisely why students of this discipline
make themistakeof comparing these twogroups.
using the same criteria to analyze the strategic
styles of Marxist and of non-Marxist States.
The drive to simplifv the intellectual content
30

of strategic thought takes us unwittingly in the
direction of error. At times, the same criteria are
used to assess ideas that only appear to be similar.
Naturally, the findings are unrealistic and hear
little relation to the truth. Toattempt to immerse
oneself in a study of Soviet strategv without first
understanding the principal foundationsof Marxist-Leninist theory is the kind of rash impulsiveness that ends in confusion. Indeed, there is a
very close and unvielding Ixxid between Soviet
strategv and Marxist-Leninist theory. Generallv
speaking, research into theofficial philosophical
theory of the Soviet Union is not carried out
properly with qualified expertsand in appropri*
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ate institutions. As a resuli. some professionals
use commonplace parameters to examine Soviet
strategic thought.
The rootof thedifferences between Soviet strategv and nonsocialist strategy is the way man’s
nature and his value as an intelligent social
being are perceived. This is reflected vividly in
Soviet strategic thinking. It may be that the very
close relationship between Soviet philosophv
and Soviet strategy has scarcely any counterparts
or precedents in other parts of the world, which
in itself would be a very importam reason to
examine the substance of those relationships
more closely.
Reduced to its most basic elements, modem
general strategy is developed on the basis of
space. time, and maneuver. with much creativity
and an increasinglv greater technological foundation. Strategy development relies increasinglv
on data Sciences, electronics. Communications,
and other Services that. little by little, are bringing strategv into a closer relation with the sciences. Despite these new circumstances, the traditional elements of strategy are just as important
as ever. The Soviets are fully convinced of this,
although it does not prevent them from adjusting the variants to their own patterns of behavior. For the soeialists. strategv is meaningful only
as part of a philosophv which gives that strategy
its vitality and the means to express itself. This
indissoluble bond makes Communist strategy
unique; it isessential that we understand itsdistint tive nature merelv to survive as free societies.
Theaccuracy of our knowledge will determine
the probability of success against the basicenemy
and give new meaning to the principie of strict
economv in the use of available means. Our suc
cess in continuing the battle against MarxismLeninism will in large partdependon howcarefully we observe that principie. The philosophv
developed by the Chinese strategist Sun T/u in
500 B.C. is just as applicable today, despite its
having been put to the test for more than 2000
vears: “Know your enemy and know vourself,
and you will win 100 battles without ever running any risk of defeat." This simple, wise
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maxim applies today tostudentsof Soviet strategy.
Neither the social system nor the sei of human
values that Marxist socialism adopted is the same
as ours in the nonsocialist world. Hence, lhey
cannot be judged or evaluated by the same criteria. Some specific examples will help darify this
point: the concepts of democracy, freedom.and
peaceful coexisience as defined by a Marxist
would be completely ai odds with the same con
cepts as defined by a nonsocialist. These differences repeat themselves in countless ways and
ultimately establish the cosmography of two
diametricallv opposed worlds.
Why, then, would the strategic elements of
time, space, and maneuver have the same mean
ing as in the nonsocialist world? Why wouldn’t
they be used to denote something totally contrarv
to what we in our world usually understand
them to mean?
Some coun tries comprehend the true nature of
international Communist strategy, which spawns
bloody confrontations that seriously jeopardize
our lives as free nations. If these countries were
able to withstand the initial onslaughts, it is
because they have responded to that strategy adequately and effectively and have remained alert
because they know the danger persists. Such is
the case with my country, Argentina.
T h e time dimension of the prolonged offensive that the Soviet Union has
undertaken tells us in advance how communism
interprets the timeelement in strategy. Red strat
egv' has been figuratively labeled a “strategy
without time," but not because the time factor
was not provided for in the technique. Marxist
strategy measures time by other criteria that follow from the principie of dialectical materialism, which Marx adopted from the philosopher
Hegel and adapted to his own particular perception of lhe cosmos.
Without entering into a critique, the cycle in
Marxist theory established by the laws of “opposites” (theses), “negations" (antitheses),and "transformation" (synthesis) is repeated over the course
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of time as a function of the quantitative and
qualitativechanges that matter undergoes. Apparently, the repetition of this theoretical cycle is
endless, although when applied to the case of
"social matter," Marx believed that perfect communism would be achieved at some point, thus
ending the cycle. That very special State, which is
the utopian goal of political communism, governs the temporal dimension of the l T.S.S.R.’s
global strategy.
If this were true, vvhat could possibly delay the
achievement of that illusorv objective when,
according to Marx, the capacity of each individ
ual will be evaluated so as to deli ver to him goods
that are commensurate with his needs? Our
experience, logic, and the history of mankind
show that that goal is bevond reach because it
will never be possible to produce suffident goods
to satisfy the individual’s free needs. But vvhat
interests us in this case is the amount of weight
given to time in achieving that very impracticable goal. Since the true Communist believes that
perfect communism will indeed come about, he
makes the time factor subordinate to theachievements of the objective and thus makes himself
pari of an almost infinite process, i.e., a process
that is moving toward a moment that cannot be
foretold. If the period of time necessarv to reach
the ideal State "from each according to his capac
ity, to each according to his needs" can onlv be
measured in theoretical terms, one can predict
that the struggle being wagecl to achieve that
ideal State will goon endlessly. The vaguenessof
the time element is very much in keeping with
the "strategy without time" that the Soviet
Union, as the leader of the socialist world, has
kept intactandemploved since 1917. Areviewof
the 65-year history of the Red superpower is an
invitation to reflect on the way the time factor
has been dealt with when developing strategy
and the importance that would have to be attributed to this modus operandi to preserve the
security of the nonsocialist world.
How do the Soviets interpret the presence of
the time factor that is such a substantial part of
our strategy? Briefly, technically speaking, the

search for utopian communism will go on with
out any preset time limit, so that it will last an
indefinite number of vears or generations. This
fact, which is clearly evident in Communist strat
egy, is a source of concern to us since it leaves no
room for a truce; the battle (praxis) has no foreseeable end. Where is genuine peace in this world
that the Soviets force us to share and that they
explain on the basis of their dialectical materialism? Is peace nothing more than an abatement of
the intensity of a battle that has no end? Thepax
soviética is the subjugation of all peoples to
Marxism. Therefore, one cannot expect any polit
ical agreement between the U.S.S.R. and other
States to lead to any real alleviation of world
tensions, since the strategy being implemented
does not allow for that option.

The endless battle to which the official policy
lineof the U.S.S.R. condemns the West makes no
provision for any cease-fire until the basic goal
has been achieved, which is very unlikely. This is
a grim conclusion inasmuch as it indicates that
the Yalta, Geneva, and SALT I and SALT II
agreements, to mention some of the most salient,
have only momentary importance in the Soviet
Union’s strategic approach. Further. in an unmeasured time frame, defeats have no more
importance than passing events. They represem
a partial setback while the monstrous war con
tinues to be waged, a war wherein time loses its
practical dimension and has nothing whatsoever
to do with time as routinely understood. It
becomes an accidental circumstance that will
unfavorablv affect only immediate generations.
What is importam is to bring about that golden
dream of all Marxists, one that systematicallv
becomes more and more remote, slipping through
their hands like some unattainable fantasy.
In the past. wars alternated with periods of
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Regardless of which country they live in.
Marxists are convinced of the viability of expanding the Red internationalist project to the
most remote corners of the planet and work
relentlessly to achieve that ideal goal. While the
classic schools of strategic thought give more
moderate weight to the space factor, MarxistLeninist strategy' puts the space factor on a glob
al scale. In other words, the space factor is on the
same colossal dimension as the time factor,
whose philosophical horizon is the practical íulfillment of perfect communism. Although the
breadth of the space factor is beyond the comprehension of nonsocialist orthodox strategists, it
has been patiemly analyzed by the first Communist power to find a strategic modus operandi
that will enable it to keep that factor under control. In this respect, the Soviets have already
achieved decisive territorial and political suc
cesses that are visible to any observer. More than
one-fourth of the world s population is governed
I HTS far in history, no State or by socialist rules which, though not completely
group of States has undertaken to conquer the uniform among all countries, are in keeping
world with such resolve and dedication as the with the general principies of the Cxnnmunist
U.S.S.R. Nevertheless, if so many difficulties philosophy. This fact shows us clearly that the
arise in putting together reasonablv happv na- techniques that Soviet communism has used are
tional societies. it can be assumed that a political sufficiently effective to make usquestion whether
undertaking that involves the entire planet will it is indeed impracticable to operate strategically
automatically become something colossal.
within a worldwide spatial framework. The ups
But Marxist theory has shaped the intellect of and downs experienced over the course of the
Soviet leaders and has given them a heavy stra- prolonged world ideological offensive that the
tegic responsibility: the ideological and physical Soviets have led may misguide those who do not
conquest of a verv divided and diversified world have an in-depth understanding of Marxistthat has never achieved lastingagreements, shared Leninist doctrine. A rapid reading of the official
common objectives, or established stable agree theory prevailing in the Soviet Union shows
ments to make for better understanding among how its disciples are obligated to make every
nations. Nothwithstanding this apparent politi effort to obtain the seemingly unobtainable.
cal madness, one musi consider carefully the
Logically, expansion of the strategic space to
events that have happened since the Bolshevik include the entire planet is unrealistic. However,
machinery first went into operation in 1917, when that factor is coupled with discretionary
makeailowances for the nonbelieversand remind use of time, the image of the fabulous undertak
them that the successes achieved through that ing that both strategic elements entail again becourse of action are proof of the efficiency of the comes a matter of serious concern. In Western
Leninist revolutionary method which, moral terms, the likelihood of conquering and subjujudgments aside. has vielded positive results for gating the entire world, without correcting for
Kremlin administrators.
the diversity of races, religions, and cultures that
peace thai could be clearly identified by the
absence of violent confrontations between nations. Todav, the concept of war that cominunism has introduced—it is the center of Communist policy. according to Lenin: it is a policy
with bloodshed, according to Mao Tse-tung—
has put an end to anv hope for a true and lasting
peace. The strategy that is employed to transform
such novel notions of war into fact is consistem.
We can understand from that approach why all
triumphs do not end in achieving the purposeof
the war and why defeats are not considered final.
The search for the Marxist paradise in which the
Soviet Tnion is engaged feeds the maelstrorn
that its “strategy without time” produces, where
time as a factor, so vital to a beleaguered world
such as our own. takes on another dimension
that serves dangerously to confound anv attempt
to develop suitable responses.
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now coexist, is a plan that is in the realm of the
psychedelic, one that is impossible to accomplish
within reasonable time periods. However, the
Marxist-Leninist concept of “strategy without
time’’could, if it ertcounters noadequateopposition, vvork the alchemy that we now regard as
pure fantasy.
In anv evem, control over the space factor
under the Soviet Communist conception would
have been much moredifficult had theenormous
theater of war created thanks to the existente of
the Marxist philosophy not been ingeniously
compartmentalized. The systematic division of
the world into large-scale operational sectors
keeps the uniqueness of the various regions and
countries that make up each region intact. This
is a prioritv, the means to deal separately with the
questions that arise in each geopolitical unit.
The Soviet Union has already selected its glob
al strategy model for spreading communism
beyond its borders, in accordance with the dictates of "proletarian internationalism.” It has
optecl for the indirect strategy. where face-to-face
confrontation between the major protagonists in
this hurnan drama is a very remote possibility.
On the other hand, the entire organization and
all fortes have been harnessed to develop revolutionary war worldwide—expansion of the fra
ternal internationalism by way of actual deeds—
as a well-integrated modus operandi diret ted at
defeating the externai monster that capitalism
supposedly represents within the traditional
class struggle that Marxists hold sacred.
1'sing this practical definition of their indirect
strategy, the Soviets decided without exception
that their theater of revolutionary war would
cover the entire world. However. for that political undertaking to be controlled by the Soviets
using their available means or resources, they set
up as many theaters of operation as there were
Communist parties in the various countries. If it
is acknowledged that at present there are 91 par
ties that under various names adhere to MarxistLeninist philosophy, we must suppose that there
are 91 theaters of operation that are kept fully
operational, even though one might not detect

warlike acts or even the presence of organized
violence.
In those91 theaters that have been set up in the
countries around the world that harbor within
their territorv, knowingly or unknowingly, legal
or clandestine Communist parties, the strategic
method employed is that of subversive warfare.
This is a perverse offshoot of revolutionary war,
often silent but in some instances fraught with
violence, when the opposition of those who
refuse to allow themselves to be subjugated is
forceful and effective. In each of those theaters of
operation. under the zonal responsibility of the
Communist party established in the area, the
subversive warfare is fitted to the specific national
circumstances like a glove to the hand. Each of
those political centersof subversive operations is
supervised from the headquarters of international operations headed by prominent leaders
who are little known publiclv; Yuri V. Andropov,
for example, was little known in his role as
Director of the RGB, as is Boris N. Ponomarev,
Chief of the International Department of the
Secretariai of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union.
Some recent examples of that subversion are
reflected in the current situations in Afghanistan, Somalia, Namibia, Guatemala. Nicaragua,
and El Salvador, to cite only a few countries
where the presence and activity of the so-called
local Communist parties have achieved various
stages of Marxist-Leninist domination.
Thus, the Soviets are moving ahead in the
world. Thev are achieving consistem gains and
are confusing the nonsocialist politicians and
military men who are neither accustomed to nor
professionally educated in the strategy of macrodimensional factors. The solution that has been
found to put the space factor into practice has
brought splendid results to the Soviet Politburo,
without its having had to exert efforts that could
not be sustained with the resources available.
This type of warfare (i.e.. subversive warfare) is
one of the most economical and least prone to
verifiable indictment by other States because
by preference the leaders resort to local human

and material means to carry out their superior
tactics. When outside assistance is needed from
socialist countries, lhe support required is relativelv small and at little cost. What aL the outset
would seem to be a utopian objective beeomes
much more realistic with thisadministrativeand
operational division of labor, and the probabilities of success increase significantly.
Thus far in history there has never been a
strategy where the space factor was on such a
massive scale. Not even the insane machinations
of Adolí Hitler were organized and carriedout in
such a wav as to poseany real threat except to the
European countries that had already been invaded. The British, Spanish, Romans. and Mongols saw huge empires collapse before their very
eyes. but none of them ever attempted the physical and ideological expansion to which the
Soviet leadersnow aspire with manifest determination and aggressiveness. What differences do
wedetect between theearlier empire buildersand
those who now aspire to world conquest?
The interests that motivated some of the leaders of the past—Genghis Khan, Julius Caesar,
Alexander the Great, Philip II, Yictoria, and
even Hitler—were basically theclassk ambitions
of political and economic power. The interests

that move the Soviet Marxist-Leninists to revolutionary action have much more deep-seated and
durable roots than any of these others hecause the
conquests to be made were no longer confined to
the realm of material power. Rather, the priority
target is the total takeover of the human mind so
that men will learn to obey the doctrine that
forcefully imposes egalitarianism and ideologi
cal slavery on the masses ("from each according
to his capacity, to each according to his need").
In the face of these disturbing facts, thenonsocialist world has the ohligation and responsibility to ponder carefullv and calmly the threat that
the Soviet Communist strategy poses through
the manipulation of its time and space factors.
The apparent absurdity implicit in the content
of the strategy is no cause to abandon itsanalysis
because if that attitude were to be adopted, our
freedom and independence would be handed
over to Soviet forces because of our own naiveté
and ingenuousness. The evidence compiled in
the last fortv years is sufficient to arouse our
intellectual and moral defense.
I N Soviet strategy, the notion of the
ploy is in no way inconsistent with what we have
35
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said with respect to the utilitarian exploitation of
the time and space factors. On the contrarv. civilian and military leaders, in a close political
communion bom of identical indoctrination,
have understood the need to standardize the practical interpretation of these instruments so that
together they may faithfully serve the final and
lasting ends obscurelv described in Communist
philosophy.
For these reasons, it should come as no surprise to us that Soviet strategic ploys involve
political, economic, social, and military forces
indiscriminately when this is in the interest of the
ends established. We should not forget that the
Soviets are conducting a revolutionary war; by
any yardstick it is an unconventional conflict
because of the heterodox means and type of tactics used. The importam point to remember is
that the complex Soviet strategic activity is
aimed soleiv at achieving a p>olitical objective,
represented in the theory by the iriumph of
Marxist dogmas. Hence, the strategic plov does
not identify with anvonecamp in particular but
rather feeds on any of them indiscriminately and
tends to be stronger where opposition is weaker.
The reason for this phenomenon is that MarxismLeninism is a totalitarian doctrine intrinsically
weakened bv its internai contradictionsand lacking in natural powers, therebv forcing solid
defenses used to oppose it by those who know its
congenital weaknesses. That is whv this doctrine
thrives onlv in regions where defensive barriers
are ideologicallv tenuous.
In the meantime, the Soviets continue to
deploy a strategy that has no temporal limit and
is mapped out on a worldwide spatial dimension; they keep the maneuvering factor flexible
soastoadapt it tosuit theconditions thatevolve
as the battle progresses. For example, let us cite
one of the most conflict-ridden strategic ploys
that the leaders in the Kremlin planned and conducted behind the scenes during the last decade,
with the complicity of the French, Italian, and
Spanish Communist front. Although that ploy
did not achieve the desired success, it at least
served to promote more than one polemic among

the democratic European sectors.
The so-called Eurocommunism, or communism assimilated by Europeans who are under
democratic regimes, sought to hide the wolf in
sheep’sclothing. Had Eurocommunism rejected
the dictatorship of the proletariat, had it played
its part fairly in pluralistic elections and on an
equal footing, had it accepted democratic coexistence without harboring messianic political
ambitions, it simply would have ceased to be
communism and would have become a pseudosocialist hybrid that had reneged on the Marxism
of Marx. But the Eurocommunists betrayed
themselves for what they were when they refused
to condemn the international policy of the Politburo which, under the pretext of proletarian
brotherhood, intervenes in the internai affairs of
other sovereign nations.

Another example of a Soviet irregular strategic
ploy tvpical of the Soviet revolutionary doctrine
is the relaunching of the concept of so-called
peaceful coexistence, a scheme for political advancement totally lacking in peaceful intent.
The peaceful coexistence that the Soviets foster is
fullv in keeping with Leninist dogma which
States that coexistence between two different
societies is impossible. Peaceful coexistence rules
out open confrontation between the United
States and the U.S.S.R. merely in order to avoid
the holocaust that the indiscriminate use of the
world’s biggest nuclear arsenais would mean
and which would not in any wav be to theadvantage of Soviet communism. In this kind of
“catch-as-catch-can” that admitscoexistence, the
onlv thing prohibited is the generalized use of
atomic weaponry; all other methods and means
of political, economic, social, and military combat are legitimateand hence usable, according to
Soviet strategic thought.

FACTORS IN SOVIET STRATEGY

Ploys of th is type suggest that lhe means oi
confrontation are frequently mingled among
variotis fields of human activity, where subversive warfare is an undeniable fact and operations
take on strange forms that defy the conventional
understandingof nonsocialist leaders. The useof
one type of variant or another (be it political,
economic, social, or military) is a response to the
specific circumstances prevailing in each theater
of operations—each state where a Communist
party exists—and therefore theexamples must be
evaluated with particular care since they are not
always useful as experience in other theaters.
The Solutions applied in the United StatesVietnamese conflict are of little use in the
Salvadorian-Guatemalan-Honduran case, since
it must be recalled that each theater of operation
where a subversive war is being conducted with
the intervention of local Marxist-Leninist organizations backed by the Kremlin is unique. Hasty
comparisons in this area lead to dangerous and
irreparable mistakes.
It is no wonder that nonsocialist strategists feel
somewhat disconcerted because of the odd mixture of ingredients that the Soviet operators
bring to their strategic plovs. parading a considerable political-military agilitv. The best means
to detect in advance strategic situations that are
likely to crop up in the context of a total world
confrontation is to makean in-depth study of the
theory of subversive warfare as the most advantageous political-military scheme selected by the
U.S.S.R. to carry Marxist-Leninist doctrine beyond its borders. When war compulsively becomes the center of policy. separate and isolated
study of each one of the instrumenis that is being
manipulated in the gigantic confrontation is
totally meaningless because one runs the risk of
losing sight of the real center of gravity that the
Soviets have established to unleash their strategic
offensive; even more so when countries under
attack are targets of an insidious and wellorchestrated psvchological campaign conducted
with the support of the social Communications
media and organizations associated with Cx>mmunist parties. What happened on the United
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States domestic front between 1965 and 1975 is a
crude example of what can happen when. On
one side there are strategists who are experts in
subversive warfare, and on the other side an
attempt is made to respond to the attack b> using
classic and conventional means. The result of
that campaign, which wasso well planned, wasa
corrupting sense of national frustration, whose
sideeffects haveonly recently begun todissipate.
Just as the space and time factors of Soviet
strategy are consistem conceptually and in terms
of dimension, a pattern repeats itself in the ploys.
It continues when it vields positive effects over
the courseof time and is interrupted only when it
has achieved its objective or when there is evidence of failure. It is not subject to either time or
space; there are no outside pressures or limits,
only decisive success or decisive failure. These
operational criteria apply in manipulating the
strategic factors; they give the leaders of the
Soviet Politburo significam freedom of action,
which they know how to use to support novel
initiatives and ethical-moral standards that are
contrary to man’s nature.

W HAT is the material purpose

of the huge global Soviet strategy ? In summary,
it is to organize a double claw or set of pincers
with colossal arms that will enable the Soviets to
surround, via exterior lines (outflanking maneuver), the heart of its most difficult enemies:
Washington and Peking. In the meantime, inte
rior lines (local subversive wars) rush upon each
oneof thegeopolitical units in succession. These
are the countries that, when combined, form the
arms of the pincers that will make that deadly
embrace possible. How long will the maneuver
in that global strategy last? Its importance is
relative: what is vital is to make the idea set forth
in Marxist-Leninist theory a reality. Is what we
have said a gross exaggeration? To those who
think so, we invite you to look at any political
map of the world and affix red flags to those
countries that at the present time are threatened
by or governed by Marxist socialist regimes and
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pseudo-Marxist regimes, and either supported by
or looked kindlv upon by the U.S.S.R.; then
draw a line to connect those red flags. You will
see with surprise that the lines take on the shape
of rudimentary pincers that hovers over the tvvo
capitais mentioned earlier.
No one can honestly deny that there are gaps
in those lines that indicate fissures caused by a
variety of reasons such as the so-called European
arm that sogallantlv took on the Berlin blockade
(1949), the Portuguese fiasco in 1974, the freezing
of the Eurocommunist campaign, vvhich has
caused a persistent atrophy. However, one must
not fail to recall that the political-geographic
gaps have not appeared becauseof the absence of
subversive action but rather because of the momentary triumph of peoples and governments
that refuse to become new “popular democracies.” In this particular regard, it is wise to recall
that thedefeatsof the Marxist-Leninist praxisare
temporarv. The fact that the Soviets still cling to

this concept should alert the nonsocialist world
to the fact that it must cease to be so easily
ttapped by the temptations of a false security.
This interpretation of the strategy of the most
aggressive Communist-spreading center of our
time indicates that mankind has a criticai period
ahead, during which we will have to fight off the
domination of the Red vvave. The seriousness of
the situation described here should not transform us into incurable pessimists who assume
that all is lost. Nevertheless, a solid and united
response to the offensive strategy that the Soviet
Union isconducting isessential to neutralize the
freedom of action with which it currently operates. To accomplish this, it is essential that we
begin by knowing every detail of the enemy that
threatens our lifestyle and our basic freedoms.
YVhat hangs in the balance is nothing more and
nothing less than the security of our world.

1984 Air University Airpower Symposium
The eighth annual Air University Airpower Symposium, featuring the
topic "United States Air Force Role in Security Assistance," will be held 5-7
March 1984 at Air YVar College, Maxwell Air Force Base. Alabama.
Papers will be presented to illustrate problems, policies, developmems,
and recommendations. Panei topics for subdivisions of the theme are the
following:
Security Assistance Policy, Responsibilities, and Organization;
Implememation of Current USAF Security Assistance Prograin Training;
Impacts of Security Assistance on the USAF: and
Issues, Initiatives, and Trends.
More information on the symposium may be obtained from Lt Ctrl
Richard J. Eyermann, Airpower Symposium, Air YVar College (AYVC
EDRR), Maxwell AFB. AL 36112 or AUTOVON 875-2831 Commercial(205)
293-2831.

Buenos Aires,
Argentina
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HE new Soviet Military Encyclopedia
(1976-80) boasts of one of thc Soviet Air
Force’s firsts: the Uva Muromets, a fourengine bomber designed by Igor Sikorskv and
first flown in 1913, during the reign of Nicholas
II.1Under General Nlikhail Vladimirovich Shidlovskv, these aircraft proved themselves the world’s
first heavy bombers, participating in 422 World
Wrar I raids, some of which involved four and
one-half-hour sorties. Seventv years later, as lhe
Soviets prepare to celebrate the 66th anniversary

of the establishment of the Red Air Force, they
can boast of a forthcoming major addition to
lheir long-range bomber force—the NATO-designated Blackjack, a manned bomber capable of
speeds in excess of mach 2.2This plane, which is
20 percent larger than our B-1B, can fire airlaunched cruise missiles (ALCMs) or penetrate
air defenses to drop gra vity weapons. The T upolev
plant could be producing as many as 100 of these
planes a vear by 1986. Photo reconnaissance satellitesdetected the new aircraft in 1981; currently
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it is undergoing testsat Ramenskoye. The Blackjack could be operationallv deployed with the
Soviet Air Force—the Voyenno-vozAushnye sily
or W S by 1987.
The old Muromets and the new Blackjack
should remind us of a recurrent theme in Soviet
strategic planning: the capability to deliver ordnance as far as possible from the landlocked
frontiers of Mother Rússia, thus expanding her
frontiers at minimal risk to the “spark” of the
world revolution. V. I. Lenin appreciated the
importance of a strong air force to the future of
world revolution. All succeeding leaders—including today’s General Secretarv Yuri Andropov—
have renewed their commitment to Lenin’s
position.
Neglect of Bombers

Although long-range aviation as epitomized
by the four-engine bomber has been a part of the
W S since the surviving Muromets were drafted
into the Red Air Force, and despite the strategic
importance of keeping war as far as possible
from Rússia, the Soviets have seldom attempted
to develop more than a modest air-breathing
capability in this area. Why? Although Soviet
revolutionary expansionism is linked to the military power necessarv to achieve Lenin‘s goals,
Soviet expansionistambitions—until the 1950s—
outpaced their mastery of aerial technology. Not
even the greai Russian aircraft designer Andrei
N. Tupolev (1888-1972), whose first long-range
bombers were manufactured in limited quantities in the earlv 1930s, could convince Stalin of
the wisdom of heavy bombers. Furthermore,
engines for such aircraft were too small or too
unreliable to meet Tupolev’s advanced airframe
designs.3Thus, thecountry that led the world in
heavy bombers in 1917 spent the next 18 years
struggling with technology in an attempt to
regain her leadership and was without a new,
indigenously produced four-engine bomber for
virtually the entire period. The Soviets again
achieved their pre-eminence in the field in 1935,
but it was short-lived because of the role that
Stalin played.

Josef Stalin has often been accused of para
nóia, and that paranóia was perhaps best evidenced in his suspicion of the professional military and the intelligentsia. The purges of the
general staff and the sênior officer corps in the
later 1930s attest to the more dreadful side of his
nature. Tupolev fell from favor not for any failings of his scientific work but because Stalin
suspected him—as he did Marshals M. N. Tukhachevsky and V. K. Blvukher, army commanders I. P. Uborevich and I. E. Yakir, and many
scores of thousands of others—of being Nazi
sympathizers. One theory holds that the Gestapo
passed incriminating "evidence" to tsarist émigrés in Paris whogave the information to NKVD
agents who then passed it on to Stalin. Whatever
the reason, the purges removed the brain trust of
Soviet aviation. Most were never to reappear,
but, fortunately for the U.S.S.R., some were
merely put into cold storage. When Germany
invaded the Soviet Union in June 1941, Tupolev,
like many other Soviet scientists, was released
from prison and brought back into the defense
fold.
Despite this turn of events, the use of longrange bombers was never fullv accepted by Stalin
as a viable method of waging war. Nor have
many Soviet professional soldiers or uniformed
strategists accepted it until recentlv. For example, the contemporary Soviet officer's library
textbook, Military Strategy, edited by a team of
military thinkers headed by Marshal V. D. Sokolovsky, vehemently rejects the recommendations
of Italian theorist Giulio Douhet.4 The latest
edition of the Soviet Military Encyclopedia echoes
Sokolovsky:

. . . Douhet's theories suffer from the bourgeois
disease of fear of the revolutionization of mass
armies [by] commending the use of bomber avia
tion . . . to deride the outcome of war, The experienreof World War IF proved the complete unsupportability of Douhet's views on air war: the
experience learned from later local wars [since
World War II] also exposes the groundlessness of
the Douhet point of view.5

Although some large Tupolev-designed airplanes like the Maxim Gorky were produced in
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lhe early years of the Soviet State, they were not
part of a concerted effort to produce a strategic
force of heavv bombers. Aviation theory in the
Stalinist era stipulated the use of air power primarilv in close coordination with ground forces
and for transport of troops and supplies. In large
measure. technological shortcomings—particularlv in engine design—inhibited the development of heavv bombers. so that the Russians did
not keep pace with the British and Americans.
The small number of large aircraft produced in
the Soviet Union in the 1930s were primarily
used for display over Red Square (for foreígners)
and on tour (for the native population), to garner
propaganda benefits and achieve specific aviation records.
At first glance. one is tempted to point to the
Stalinist theory of "socialism in one countrv,”
the ideological manifestation of Stalinist communism. as inhibiting long-range bomber development. Some have interpreted the expression of
this doctrine as evidence that Stalin had renounced Trotsky’s and Zinoviev’s—indeed the
Communisi International—goal of revolutionizing the globe and reforming it in the Soviet
image. Stalin. however, rejected this interpretation:

The very development of world revolution . . . will
be that more rapid and thorough the more Socialísm strengthens itself in the first victorious countrv
[the USSR], the faster this countrv is transformed
into a base for the further unfolding of world revo
lution, into the lever for the further disintegration
of imperialism. . . . The development of world
revolution will be that more rapid and thorough.
too, the more effecliveh aid is rendered the workers
of other countries bv the first Soeialist countrv.®

Thus, Stalin did not reject but. rather, wholeheartedlv endorsed Lenin s admonition to revolutionize the world. The echo of Stalin’s statement has been heard and heeded by each succeeding generation of Soviet leaders. and Yuri
Andropov has said that he adheres to the same
commitment.
Neglect of the long-range heavv bomber arm
of the Soviet Air Force until the 1950s did not
stem from ‘socialism in one countrv’’ or any

li

“abandonment” of Leninist goals for world
revolution. Rather it resulted from a combina*
tion of factors including Stalin s predilection for
ground forces and a traditionally Russian commitment to defense in depth. There were also
technological limitations which, despite the brillianceof many of the early Soviet aircraft design
ers, were not overcome until after the Second
World War. Finallv, there was the effect of the
purges on the professional and technical classes.
A Look at the

W S

The Soviet W S was not born like an Athena
full-blown from the brow of Zeus—or even
Lenin. Lenin’s military advisers, including Leon
Trotsky, wanted to exploit and adopt whatever
they found to be useful in the tsarist military.
Besidesco-opting the Ilya Muromets, Lenin’sad
hoc “Bureau of Aviation Commissars” began
rounding up as many spetsy (tsarist aviation specialists, including pilots and mechanics) as they
could find in December 1917. Within two vears
the Red air arm included 500 aircraft, 270 qualified pilots, enough ground crews to suffice, and
sufficient knowledgeable technicians toestablish
a number of aviation schools.7 Former tsarist
officers made up 80 percent of the pilots, 60
percent of the detachment commanders, and 62
percent of the frontal and army air commanders.
Some 40 percent of the enlisted ground crew had
served in the old Imperial Army.
Aviation proved crucial in defeating the White
and Green forces* as well as the interventionist
forces during the Russian Civil War. Later. the
Red Air Force assisted in the tremendous task of
sovietizing the w-hole of the vast tsarist empire,
including the non-Russian borderlands such as
the Ukraine, Geórgia, Armênia, central Asia,
and the Tatar regions, areas that comprised
nearly half of the former imperial population.
From its earliest period until the mid-1930s,
aviation contributed to the emerging Soviet State
•The G w rn were originallv ihose who evaded the White "draft."
l-aler the (errn reíerred to White desorters who banded togfther and
defied Red attempts to control dispnted terrilorv in 19)9-20.
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in a number of ways. Among significam firsts
were (heoriginal over-the-pole flight to the Uni
ted States in 1937. Politically, the quest for air
power helped lay the foundation for an elaborate
Soviet-German collaboration, which continued
until the Nazi legions poured across the Soviet
border on 22 June 1941.
In the intervvar period, while the Soviets generallv lagged in bomber development, they kept
pace with or led most Western countries in the
development of fighters and light bombers
(though a good deal of their equipment was of
foreign design).8 More important, Soviet strategists developed a viable doctrine for coordinating air and ground forces. To some degree, they
have the Germans to thank for progress in this
area. After Junkersbuilt its factory in Fili outside
Moscou in 1922toavoidtherestrictionsimposed
on Germanv by the Versailles Treatv, the Soviets
began enjoying the best of all possible arrangements: Notonlv did thev get thedirect benefitsof
aid from German technic ians but they were also
able to send officers to Germanv for extended
sojourns. The trainingof Russian aviation technicians and military personnel proved a signifi
cam by-product of this symbiotic relationship
that lasted. in one form or another, for nearly
twenty years.
Theexpansivenessof thevast Russian Steppes
facilitated the testing of airplanes and, incidentallv, rockets. On the Steppes the Russians constructed their oerodromy and testing facilities. In
chargeof thiseffort was Andrei Vasiliyevich Sergeyev (1893-1933), a former tsarist flyer who
headed the Main Directorate of the Air Fleet in
1921 and 1922.
Under Sergeycv, who was to become a central
figure in the development of Soviet aviation, and
subsequent administrations, the Red Air Force
began to field planes that were a credit to their
Russian designers. Between the early 1920s and
the mid- I930s these designers produced an everimproving series of fighters including the 7-2,
7-3,7-4, and 7-5.* These designers also produced a
•/ is the abbreviation for istrebitrV or fighter/ pursuit airrrafi.

reconnaissance aircraft of considerable capability, the R-3, and two heavy bomber versions, the
TB-1 and 77T3.*9
Early Developments

In the early 1930s, with the aircraft industry
firmly established, Soviet military strategists
began to focuson an air strategy. Two traditions
emerged. First, there was to be close coordination
between tactical support aircraft and thedeveloping armored component of the Red Army.
Unlike other air forces of that time, the Red Air
Force did not move toward independence as a
separate service. Second, long-range aviation
continued to stagnate.
The period was rich in innovation. There
were significam improvements in the parachute,
which had first appeared in tsarist Rússia in
1913.10 In 1926, the BICh-3,** the world’s first
“flying wing,” was flown.11 Soviet pilots set a
number of international long-duration flight
records.12 Finally, the Soviets formed the world’s
first paratroop and airborne divisions, with the
enthusiastic support of Red Army Marshals K. Y.
Voroshilov and M. N. Tukhachevskv.13
Still, it was the development of close cooperation between the tactical air components and the
ground units that dominated this period. These
developments enjoyed not only the blessings of
army commanders like Tukhachevskv (whose
exhaustive writings reveal some amazing anticipations of current Soviet doctrine and strategy)
but also had the benefit of the innovative thinking of Soviet designers and inventors who contributed their own Creative notions. Not only was
there A. N. Tupolev but also K. E. Tsiolkovsky,
pioneer rocketeer, as well as N. N. Polikarpov
and D. P. Grigorovich, fighter designers, and
literally dozens of other engineers who were perhaps not so well known but just as important to
the future of Soviet aviation. Together, each in
his own way, these designers worked to keep the
*H is (he abbreviation for razirdt htk (reconnaissanie) while TB
stands for tyazhyolyy bnmbardirovshchik (heavy bomber).
••fl/Cfl is an arronvm for floris /vanovich Cheranovskvv

IVhtle impnsoned in 1936 and 1937. .3. X. Tupolei designed lhe Tu-2
tabcne> as a counterpart to Germany's Ju-88. The Tu-2s performed both
closeairsupport and interdiclion-txpe missionsduringthe Red Army's thrust
mto Europe m 1944-45. . . Soviet pilots javored lhe 11-28 íbelow) over a
competmg Tupolev design. Built bx the ihousands, many ll-28sstillserve in
lhe Soviet Air Force as target tuçs. meteorological aircraft. and trainers.
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Soviet Air Force thinking about airlifting heavy
loads, flying longdistances with significam payloads, and, above all, in combining and coordinating the air arm with the ground forces.
Prewar Developments

As noted earlier, the purges took a tremendous
toll among the Soviet General Staff and from the
commanders of the various Services. During the
first purges in 1934, the Red Army was left relativelv unscathed, but in 1937 the Soviet dictator
turned his full furv against the professional
officer corps. Of the 75.000 sênior and field grade
officers in the Red Army. 30,000 were either executed by the NKYD or imprisoned. The purge
claimed 90 percent of the general officers and 80
percent of the colonels.14 Three of the five Soviet
marshals were executed, among them Marshals
Tukhachevskv and Blyukher. A similar portion
of the Red air command was also swept away.
Combined with the setbacks it suffered in the
latter days of the Spanish Civil War and the
embarrassment of its performance in the VVinter
War with Finland in 1939 and 1940. the Red Air
Force faced significam problemson theeveof the
war with Germany. On paper, however, the
Soviet militarv seemed impressive. The defensecentered five-vear plans had produced an awesome military-industrial complex by the late
thirties. The Red Air Force was larger than any
of the capitalist air forces;15 the Russians accomplished this by doubling the number of aircraft
to be produced under each successive five-year
plan starting in 1928. Just before the German
invasion in 1941, the Soviets were mass-producing
Yak-1, LaGG-3, and MiG-3 fighters, Pe-2 and
Pe-8 light bombers, and 11-2 Shturmovik singleengine attack planes, but this was too little, too
late.
World War II Experience

When the German war machine rolled across
the Soviet frontier, the Red Air Force consisted of
an imposing 8000 to 10,000 aircraft in 12 air

divisions. Unfortunately, despite advances in
fighter design, much of the fighter strength of the
Red Air Force consisted of obsolete 1-15 and 1-16
aircraft of Spanish Civil War vintage. Furthermore, the German attack caught most of the Red
Air Force on the ground. Soviet pilots who
engaged the Luftwaffe found that Me-109s and
Me-llOs generally outclassed their fighters. Ignoring the effect of the purges, the greater skill of
the German aircrews, and the technological
superiority of the German machines, Chief Marshal of Aviation Pavel S. Rutakhov. the present
Commander in Chief of the W S , insists that the
losses suffered in the summer and fali of 1941
were due primarily to German planning and
surprise. It was these factors that, according to
Rutakhov, enabled the Germans to achieve air
superiority over the crucial sectors. Despite this
handicap, Rutakhov notes, Soviet airmen flew
some 6000 sorties “which inflicted serious damage to the enemy’s tank forces as well as to the
Luftwaffe, which lost 200 aircraft” early in the
war.16
Rutakhov also points out that the early losses
prompted sw-eeping measures “aimed at reconstructing the Soviet aircraft industrv, strengthening the
upgrading the preparedness and
training of aircrews.” Soon to follow were new
aircraft including the Yak-3 and Yak-9. the La-5
and La-7, the two-seat Shturmovik 11-2, and new
Ilvushin, Petlyakov, and Tupolev bombers.
Rutakhov notes that significam improvements
were made in airborne armament and ordnance;
aerial photography; air navigation equipment;
radio Communications and ground-based radar;
and in optics and other technologies. However,
Rutakhov fails to mention that the few heavy
bombers in the W S fell behind their Western
counterparts by lacking such advanced equip
ment as radar aids to navigation.
Above all, Marshal Rutakhov’s article stresses
the usefulness of deployments of “air armies”
(vozdushniye armii) during the latter phase of
the war. According to the Marshal, after deploving their air assets to the greatest advantage for
supporting the advancing Red Army, Soviet
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airmen struck enemy airfields and destroved
many German planes on lhe ground. Nevertheless, throughout the advance the Air Force “gave
consiani atiention to supporting the infamry, to
massing air forces in conjunction with cotnbat
actions of the ground forces.”17
The Modem

VVS

Modern Soviet aviation theory has gone
through a number of phases roughly conforming to the phases through which Soviet military
strategy has passed.
During Stalin's reign, the Red .Air Force served
as an arm of the ground forces. Reflecting the
tactical and strategic thinkingof Frunze, Tukhachevsky. and others. the Red Air Force formed
part of the “combined operations” aspect of
Soviet war-fighting. Accordingly, the Soviets
continued to fill their inventorv with fighters,
médium bombers. and transports.* The few
heavy bombers they had played only a small role
in prosecuting the war against the Nazis.
In the late forties, Soviet Science took a quantum leap with the development and detonation
of nuclear weapons and the building of the Tu-4
heavy bomber. Tupolev copied the Tu-4 from
three U.S. Army Air Forces' B-29 bombers that
made emergency landings in Sibéria after raids
on Japan in 1944. Since the U.S.S.R. was not ai
war with Japan. the bombers were interned and
then exploited by Tupolev and his engineers. By
the end of Stalin's reign, the Soviet Air Force had
over 1200 Tu-4s. At the same time. mass production of the Tu-4 may have seemed like a mistake
just when Soviet inventories of the aircraft were
skyrocketing. Imagine the consternation in the
VVS when the Korean War proved the B-29
defenseless against Soviet MiGs! While the MiG15. as an interceptor, was superior to anything
•The Soviets producrd more than 123,000 aircraft tlunng World
V3ar II, this number was supplemented by several thousand aircraft
from Great Bntain and the l nited States. Thf t* S. total of approximatels 14.000 Ia-nd-Lease aircraft to the I S.S R included 9000 P39 40 63 tvpes. about 4000 A-20 and B-23. and 700 C.-47. No heavy
bombers were included.
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the United States had operational. the B-29 was
also superior to the Tu-4. Hence, just when the
U.S.S.R. had developed a significam bomber
capabi 1ity, their advantageevaporated overnight.
Production of the Tu-4 ceased after Slalin’s
death. In the early fifties a new generation of
bombers. including the T u-16 Badger mediumrange jet. the Mya-4 Bison long-range jet, and the
Tu-95 Bear long-range turboprop bombers
entered the Soviet inventory. It seems thai inter
continental bombers like the Bison and Bear
were seen as a temporary expedient until rockets
of sufficient power and reiiabi 1ity could be devel
oped.18 During this period, American intelligence overreacted and overestimated the prospective size of the Soviet bomber fleet to prompt an
illusory "bomber gap.”19
With the death of Stalin, Soviet military
thinkers enjoyed new freedom to be innovative.
This led toan all-out effort to build inissiles capable of carrying nuclear and thermonuclear warheads. Soviet strategv. previously subject to the
whims of Stalinist dogmatism. began to develop
along more logical lines.
Strategy and Technology

Colonel Oleg Penkovsky, a GRU intelligence
officer executed in 1962 for spying, discussed the
increased vitality in Soviet strategic and military
thinking in the post-Stalinist period in the famous Penkovsky Papers. In the midfifties, Pen
kovsky notes, a decision was made to move away
from heavy bombers and to concentrate on build
ing the Strategic Rocket Forces as an independ
em branch of Service.20 While it is difficult to
determine the order in the relationship between
technological innovation and political-military
planning and doctrine (and, specifically, which
drive which), it is clear that in the post-Stalinist
period—and especially since Khrushchev’s fali
in 1964—doctrine and strategy have worked synergistically with technology.
As the capabilities of the Soviet Air Force and
the Strategic Rocket Forces grew in the late fifties
and into the sixties, the Soviets continued to

In 1051 Stnhn ordered í\ M. Myasishchyev Io build
an intercontinental jet bomber. The lechnological
State of lhe uri demanded that it be large, but lhe
Mya-4 ícas also underpnwered and only 200 were
built. Approxim ately 45 remam in theSA F as longrange bombers, and 30 serve as in-jhght refuelers.

support Marxist-Leninist revolutions throughout ihe world. Even though Khrushchev announced in January 1961 that theSoviets would
confront the West through warsof national liberation, the importante of a strategic striking
force not only remained but perhaps grew in
importance. While missile development was
emphasized in th is period, long-range homl)ers
continued to play a role in the W S .2'
Enter the Blackjack

Sovietairdoctrinecalls for the W S to support
thearmy, defend the homeland from ht)inber and
missile attack, and maintain transports todeploy
troops to overseas hotspots. Traditionally, although they have great theoretical value. longrange bombers have played only a minor practical role in Soviet strategy. Why then has the
U.S.S.R. opted to build a new supersonic inter
continental bomber?
The answer to this question is to be found in
how the Soviets might use the Blackjack. The
bomber may be the result of a major change that
took place in Soviet military thinking at the end
of the sixties and in the earlv seventies when
Soviet planners began thinking in terms of waging large-scale conventional as well as nuclear
war.22 The Soviet concept of protracted war is
that warfare might go through several prolonged
stages.* It might start as a conventional war and
move into nuclear conflict and revert toa form of
warfare that wotdd include the use of both con
ventional and nuclear weapons. The develop
ment of the Blackjack suggests that the Kremlin’s
On the declaratorv polit v or propaganda levei. Soviet riviltan
writers. when discussingcontrolledescalationand theU.S. strategy of
flexibleresponse, (ritici/ethenotion ofphasedescalation, attribnting it to a "rapitalist plot" to legitimi/e nuclear war.
46

The An-22 (left). which fnst fleu‘ m 196>. represents
lhe L’.S.S.R.'s imtial effort at building a heaiy transport capable of supportmg Soi iet power projection
overlongdistances. . . . The Tu-22 labove i. a contemporary of lhe B-58. is a supersomc bornber which. with
m-fhghl refueling. threatens allof Europe. Japan.and
shippmg in lhe Xorth Atlantic and western Pacific.

The Tu-95 Bear intercontinental bomber tbelow) ha»
been part of tlie SAP since tlie rmdfiftie». It still is the
backbone of the strategu bombmg fleel and al.so performs long-range reconnatssance and antishipptng roles.

I
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strategists have accepted the view that their
bomber—like the American B-1B—could perform as an ALCM-carrier or be used to deliver
either conventional or nuclear weapons in the
period after the initial nuclear exchange. Certainly the Blackjack—unlike a missile—has the
advantage of being recallable, and the ability to
recall a strategic striking force means that the
force can be used with greater flexibility to intimidate or demonstrate resolve during crises.
Yet another possibility is that Blackjack. with
its long-range capability, may be part of a new
Soviet effort to enhance their force projection
potential. If. for example, the U.S.S.R. were to
acquire additional basing tights in the Western
Hemisphere—perhaps in the Caribbean island
of Grenada, where a new long runway is under
construction "for civil purposes,” or elsewhere
in Central America—Blackjack would be able to
deploy with ease and perform missions from
these bases which would have the bomber ranging all over the hemisphere. Furthermore, the
Blackjack could be used in the European theater
to strike crippling blows in the opening phases
of a conflict and do so with blinding speed. The
Soviets seem to have adopted what they call the
“Douhet philosophy” previouslv rejected with
vehemence. Certainly there is evidence to suggest
that Soviet military thinkers are once again examining their World War II experience from the
standpoint of aerial bombardment and its uses in
nonnuclear conflict.
For the present, the main tenets of Soviet
aviation doctrine are likely to remain unchanged:
• Support ground forces in mass attacks of
conventional. partly nuclear, or totally nuclear
constitution;
• Carry out a variety of theater or interconti
nental missions involving transport and bombing
raids;
• Intimidate potential foes throughout the
world; and

• Gain aerial supremacy in any military confrontation.
To these ends, the Soviets seem to be restructuring their strategy to develop their own version of
flexible response.
The latest innovation in air force organization
in the U.S.S.R. reveals a reassessment of the
assignment of air forces and their organization
by fronts, military districts, and so on. New aircraft such as the Su-25 Frogfoot close-air-support
fighterand theSu-24 Fencer interdiction fighterbomber promise new flexibility across the battle
front and extending to the enemy’s rear.23 Helicopters will play a large part in any Soviet blitzkrieg attack into Asia or Europe. Choppers like
the Mi-24 Hind. under the direct control of
ground commanders, will provide assets for a
form of close air support that has the advantage
of being able to move with the offensive and. if
required, provide continuous air coverage for a
unii.24 Furthermore. wemight expect the Soviets
to overhaul their air forces to combine the command of long-range aviation with that of the
Strategic Rocket Forces to create an entitv that
would more closelv resemble the U.S. iriad.25
T
. S
remains as it has since the
1960s and 1970s and echoes Stalin’s behest that
the first socialist State must hold the initiative at
every stage and be prepared to go to war with the
capitalist powers. Moreover, Soviet military literature abounds with terms like frustrate, preclude, crush, forestall, etc., a nuclear attack.
Indeed, both the “short war” thesis and the "long
war” thesis are but alternate parts of the arsenal
of Soviet strategic thought. In either or both
scenarios, tactical and strategic air power occupv
very important niches. The W S has a varied and
rich history, and it most certainly seems to have a
promising future.
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failed to predict a single event in terms of figures, quantities, time-scales or
locations . . . it absolutely astounds one by the economic and mechanistic
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Aleksandr I. Solzhenitsyn
Letter to the Soviet Leaders
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A POSSIBLE FALLBACK
COUNTEROFFENSIVE OPTION
IN A EUROPEAN WAR
Dr R ic h a r d B. R e mn e k

I

N recent vears serious doubts have arisen
about the ability of the North AtlanticTreaty
Organization to withstand a Warsaw Pact
attack in Europe. Several factors underlie this
contem: the numerical superioritv and improving quality of the Soviet armed forces: the narrowing technological gap in U.S.-U.S.S.R. combat systems; nevv Soviet operational concepts
designed to counter NATO’s defense strategy;
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the Soviets’ ability to achieve tactical surprise
through deception and by selecting the time and
place of áttack; and strains within the NATO
alliance that hinder our efforts to strengthen
Western Europe’s defenses.
A major part of these efforts centers on improving our ability to reinforce the kev central region.
For this purpose the United States has decided to
preposition equipment for sixdivisionsplanned

FALI. BA CL COVN TER OFFENSI VE

to be airlifted to Europe within ten days. (This is
the POMCUS or Prepositioned Overseas Materiel Configured in Unit Sets program.) The
Navy has acquired eight SL-7 fast Container
ships, each capable of transporting 56,000 measurement tons of equipment to Europe within
five or six days. The crucial importance of these
and other plans to enhance our strategic mobility
has been stressed in a recent NATO study of
military balance:
The Warsaw Pact can . . . mobilize its manpower
more readilv than NATO. It can also reinforce more
quickly. . . . NATO cannot sustain an effective
defenceagainsi these reinforced Warsaw Pact forces
solely with in-place forces. Therefore, a successful
defence is largelv dependent upon the timely arrival
of substantial reinforcements... However. lhe probIems would be considerable even if there were to be
reasonable warning time. Rapid reinforcement is a
very complex operation that demands the timelv
availabilitv of numerous resources, particularly
transport aircraft and shipping.1

However, it is unclear whether the early reaction to advance warning and close coordination
among NATO allies needed for XATO's mobilization plans to work would take place during a
crisis leading to war. To be sure, Soviet preparatory activities would probably be detected fairly
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early, but determining what they meant would
be difficult, mainly because the Soviets would
undoubtedly atteinpt to disguise their intentions. There is no reason to believe there would
be any greater consensus among and within
NATO countries about Soviet intentions than
now exists. The Soviets would try to work
through the European peace movement toexert
pressure against mobilization. On both sides of
the North Atlantic, there would be reluctance to
mobilize, since diverting civilian aircraft, merchant ships, airfields, ports, railroads, and other
facilities to military uses would disrupt local
economies.
Moreover, should our allies be slow to declare
mobilization, it would delay our own buildupas
well. In part, that is because much of the support
infrastructure necessary for the deployment and
reinforcement of U.S. forces belongs to our West
European allies.
And even after mobilization had lx*en declared,
the required intricate timing and close coordina
tion might bf‘ lacking. NATO's consultative
mechanisms are cumbersome; its communication system could be overloaded, especially if key
Communications relay points were sabotaged
during the crisis phase. In general, there is
serious concern whether NATO is well suited to
wartime crisis management.
Should mobilization be delaved and impeded,
it would follow that much of the manpower and
materiel scheduled for early air and sealift to
Europe might not be in place by D-day. Indeed,
they may not even have reached their forwardbasing and staging areas before the latter were
overrun or so damaged as to be essentially
unusable.
Following the initiation of hostilities, the
Soviets would try to interdict supplies and troop
reinforcements to Europe. As the Soviets have
begun recently to think that a war with NATO
could be fought and won by conventional means
alone, they have upgraded the antisea line of
communication mission accordinglv.2 Should
they interdict effectively the flow of supplies to
Europe, their chances of achieving a break-
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through on the Central Front would also improve
significantly. In such circumstances the National
Command Authorities (NCA) could be pressed
by field commanders to employ theater nuclear
weapons. The NCA, however, might be reluctant todo so for fear of uncontrollableescalation
to an intercontinental nuclear exchange. And
even if the NCA vvere willing, it might be unable
to employ theater nuclear weapons effectively.
The Soviets have developed “operational maneuver groups" to counter NATO’s strategy by
exploiting penetrations of NATO's forward defense lines to disrupt its rear and destroy primary
targets like nuclear storage facilities.3 Should
they succeed, they would destroy much of NATO’s
forward-based nuclear assets and at the same
time mix so closely with NATO's forces in the
rear as to make employ mem of remaining theater
nuclear weapons difficult.
In a scenario where, partly as a result of
delayed and disorganized mobilization, the military situation along the Central Front cleteriorates beyond the point of stabilization, I believe
there may yet be a conventional alternative to
vertical escalation. This alternative would be to
launch a counteroffensive from NATO’s South
ern region.
The idea of a counteroffensive is not new.
Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger, in his
annual report to the Congress for FY 1983,
pointed to the peacetime deterrence value of a
counteroffensive that would seek toexploit Soviet
vulnerabilities in Eastern Europe.

rratic nations.... Our plans for counteroffensive in
war can take account of such vulnerabilities on the
Soviet side.
Strategic planning for counteroffensive is not
provocative. It is likely to increase the caution of the
Soviet leaders in deciding on aggression. because
they will understand that if they unleash a conven
tional war, they are placing a wide range of their
assets—both military and political—at risk.4

To the limited extern the idea of a counterof
fensive along these lines has been considered, it
has usually been within the geographic context
of NATO’s central region.5The counteroffensive
option I atn proposing here, however, takes the
collapse of the Central Front as its point of
departure. This does not mean 1believe the Cen
tral Front would collapse. Rather I am simply
exploringcourses of action that might be available in the event the Soviets prove stronger than
anticipated.

M Y aim here is to stimulate dis-

cussion about alternative strategies in a European war by considering one of them, a fallback
counteroffensive option that has two variations.
This first variation could be to stage the counter
offensive from Southern France. The counterof
fensive could proceed directlv north through the
Rhone Valley or flank main Soviet forces by
swingingwest and then north, around the Massif
Central and through Toulouse and Limoges, or
in both directions simultaneously in a envelopment maneuver. The counteroffensive would
A wartime strategy that confronts the enemv, then moveeast to the West East German border,
were he toattack. with theriskof our counteroffen thereby restoring most of the status quo ante.
sive against his vulnerable points strengthens deter- (Should the Soviets overrun West Berlin, it
renre and serves the defensive peacetime strategy. would be extraordinarily difficult to retake it
This does not mean that any allied offensive, using short
of liberating East Germany.)
anv means whatsoever and at any place other than
The second variation of the counteroffensive
the point attacked, would serve our purpose. Our
counteroffensives should Ix- direc tecl at places where option could be staged from northern Italv and
we can affect theoutcomeof the war. If it is tooffset move east through the Ljubljana gap and then
the enemy s attack, it should Ix launched against north toward the Baltic. It would advance by the
territory or assets that are of an important e to him shortest route and path of least resistance through
comparable to the ones he is attacking.
Some important Soviet vulnerabilities have todo the “weakest links” in the Warsaw Pact—Hunwith the fact that the Soviet empire, unlike our gary, Czechoslovakia, and Poland. Bv interdictalliance, is not a voluntary association of demo- ing Soviet lines of communication, it would
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flank a Soviet thrust into Western Europe. Its
objective would be not simply to reverse a deteriorating military situation but also to lih>erate
Eastern and ihereby Western Europe as vvell.
Mv assumption is that the Soviets may be able
to check either West or East European counteroffensive operations, but they could not deal with
both simultaneouslv, especially after the (proba
bly major) losses they would have suffered during the first week of the war. And should the
Soviets commit themselves to countering one
variant, it would make available theother one. In
short, we would take whichever avenue of advance the Soviets would leave us.
Furthermore. their unfavorable geographic
position would induce them to make the first
move. It is roughly 150 miles between Marseilles
and Genoa, the two principal ports for offloading equipment and supplies for West and East
European counteroffensive operations. respectively. In contrast, it is a little less than 500 miles
between Lyon. a likely jumping off point for a
Soviet assault on remaining NATO forces in
Southern France, and Bratislava on the Danube,
which could serve well asa lineof defenseagainst
a U.S. thrust into Eastern Europe.
Besides the greater distances involved, Soviet
movements of men and materiel across northern
continental Europe would likely be hindered by
NATO air interdiction and hit-and-run attacks
by NATO military and paramilitary forces still
holding out behind enemy lines. A U.S. commander on the other hand would be able, with
relative ease, to swing forces over a far shorter
distante from one staging /one to the other, especially since NATO would probably control the
air above the staging areas. Also. the transfer of
men and materiel between staging areas would
be assisted by hundreds. ií not thousands, of
vessels of all tvpes and sizes that would have put
into the numerous French and Italian Mediterranean ports during the prehostilities crisis period. Because it would be far easier for the United
States than the Soviet commander to switch
forces from one European “theater" to another,
we could keep the Soviets guessing about the
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direction of our counteroffensive. Because of
their unfavorable situation, the Soviets would
proba bly not be able to wait and react to our
move; they would probably have to commit
themselves first.
It is difficult to predict in advance which var
iant the Soviets would first try to counter. To a
major extern their response would be based on
their strategic war objectives and priorities, but
these would undoubtedly be unclear, to us at
least, particularly if the Soviets were able to disguise their intentions to achieve tactical surprise
at the outset of war.
In the absence of certainty about Soviet stra
tegic priorities, one can nevertheless hypothesize
that the Soviets would probably choose to com
mit forces to the defense of Eastern Europe. This
is not because they think it would be easier for us
militarily to carry out an East European rather
than a West European counteroffensive. It isn’t.
An East European operation would have to cross
some very difficult mountainous terrain in Yugoslavia and have much longer logística! supply
lines, which could be attacked along both flanks.
Rather, they would tend to recognize they have
more to lose in Eastern Europe than gain in
Western Europe, for the stakes, and hence the
dangers, are far greater in their own backyard. A
U.S. victory in Eastern Europe means the liberation of both East and Western Europe. That is
because an exchange of occupied territory would
be politically unacceptable for the United States,
for unlike the first Sinai disengagement agreement after the October 1973 War, the bargaining
would not be over miles of sand but the fate of
millionsof human lives with strongkindred ties
to the West. l he Soviets would also anticipate
that anti-Soviet elements in East Europe would
be mobilized to assist the allied counteroffensive
operation in numerous and potentially impor
tam ways. Orchestrating that support would
require clandestine preparatory organizational
activities well before the counteroffensive started.
Moreover, it would take time to overcome the
demoralization of pro-Western elements in East
Europe that would have set in after Soviet victo-
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ries along the Central Front. Major East European support would probably follow, not pre
cede. initial successes of a counteroffensive, and
only then if the objective of that operation were
clearly seen to be the liberation of Eastern
Europe. Should the East Europeans distrust U.S.
intentions and believe we were willing to trade
East for West European territory, they would
probably not even cooperate with U.S. military
authorities in "liberated” areas, much less sup
port our forvvard advance.
An East European counteroffensive would be
a response proportional. in an international
legal sense, to a Soviet invasion of Western
Europe. However, sincean East European oper
ation would not restore the status quo ante, it
would be far more destabilizing and hence less
desirablean option than a West European campaign to retake lost territory. Faced with the loss
of their East European buffer, the Soviets would
be more likelv to employ theater nuclear weapons and thus escalate the war perhaps out of
control. Given these inherent dangers, an East
European counteroffensive should be selected
only when thealternatives—capitulation or escalation—seem worse.
However, the feasibility of the preferred West
European counteroffensive may well rest on the
military creciibílity of the East European variant.
Wilhout the Untied States’ demonstrating the
capability and willingness to exercise that option,
the Soviets would have little incentive to withhold forces to protect their deep rear. And this in
turn might doom any attempt to regroup and
counterattack against the main Soviet combat
forces in Western Europe. Our willingness to
undertake an East European operation could be
demonstrated convincingly only in practice. Inserting at the outset of hostilities the large
numbers of U.S. Special Forces and covert operatives needed to orchestrate support for the coun
teroffensive among East Europeans might serve
as an earlv indicator of our intent to initiate the
operation if necessary. The military capability to
perform this operation can be demonstrated in
peacetime.

The feasibility of this fallback counteroffen
sive option with the forces currently available
can be determined reliably only through extensive war gaming and campaign analysis at a levei
of detail and classification beyond the scope of
this article. My objective here is simplv to identify and briefly consider some obvious problems
connected with the operation. The key issues are
the availability of men and equipinem; the securitv of the sea lines of communication, receiving
ports, and staging areas; the physical and political problems connected with Crossing Yugoslavia; and, as the forces advance, the long logistic
lines and their vulnerability to flanking attack.
The Availability
of Men and Materiel

No reliable prediction is possible about what
the military balance of remaining NATO and
Warsaw Pact forces would be after a successful
Soviet offensive in the central region. But planning estimates can be made in peacetime to
determine what ratiosof U.S. to Soviet forces and
supplies would be needed to provide some confidence that a counteroffensive plan would work.
And these ratios could then be compared with
real-time intelligence information to determine
whether the counteroffensive had a reasonable
chance of success.
There is no way a priori to know whether
enough men and materiel would be available
when needed. However, in a scenario where
mobilization had been delayed and, partlv as a
result, the Soviets broke through early (say on or
about D+7), large numbers of U.S. combat forces
and materiel should still be in the pipeline.
Some, if not most, of the six divisions scheduled
for early reinforcement of the central region
might be available, as might mobilized reservists.
any withheld forward-based strategic reserves,
andevacuated frontline troops. U.S. troopscould
be augmented bv Italian, French, Spanish, and ii
NATO’s southeastem flank were reasonablv
quiet, Greek and Turkish forces as well. Even
with prepositioning of equipment in Europe
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and the enhanced sealift capability of eighi SL-7
fast Container ships, the bulk oí the heavy
equipment would still be shipped to Europe by
slower vessels. which might not have reached
their destinations by D+15. Thus. large numbers
of tanks, armored personnel carriers, and other
heavy equipment, which could be used in a sustained operation requiring high mobility, could
be available for the counteroffensive. This might
not be sufficient to accomplish the mission
unless a considerable amount of equipment prepositioned in the central region could also be
saved and deployed.
The Security of Sea Lines
of Communication

Of all the issues related to the feasibilitv of the
counteroffensive operation. this one appears to
be the least problematic. The sea lines of com
munication to the Mediterranean ports should
be safer than those extending directlv to the
Channel ports. Routing transatlantic convovs
farther south to the Mediterranean would reduce
the effectiveness of a Soviet air interdic tion campaign directed from the north.
The potential Soviet submarine threat to our
shipping lanes in the Atlantic does not appear to
be serious. The Soviets recognize that the more
cost-effective way of performing the anti-SLOC
mission would be bv destroying ports or mining
straits, not by sinking cargo vessels on the open
ocean. The Strait of Gibraltar would be difficult
to mine because of its width, depth. and fast
currents. Moreover, any Soviet attempt to mine it
would be ineffective because of Western military
control of the area. A Soviet surface ship or sub
marine could be detected and destroyed before it
could lay many mines. And the few mines that
might be laid could be cleared before safe passage
through the Strait would be required.
The Soviet threat in the constricted waters of
the western Mediterranean would bt far more
serious. There the Soviets’ primary target would
be NATO naval forces, especially the T.S. Sixth
Fleet carriers; ports and other shore facilities
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would be a secondary target and cargo shipping
a tertiary one.
The Soviet Mediterranean Squadron consists
on average of 45 ships, roughly 12 of which are
submarines.6 During a local crisis such as the
October 1973 War, the Soviets doubled their routine peacetime presence. In a war crisis that
focused on central Europe, however, the Soviets
would probably commit their Northern Fleet
attack submarines, which normally service the
Mediterranean Squadron, to perform a higherpriority mission—protecting their own SSBNs
withheld as a strategic reserve in the Norwegian
and Barents seas. While the Soviets would be
unlikely to augment their submarine force in the
Mediterranean, neither would they be likely to
draw it down if NATO carrier groups were
deployed there. The Soviet Mediterranean Squad
ron normally has enough combatants to form
three antic arrier warfare (ACW) groups,* enough
to target two T.S. and one French carrier battle
groups.7
In the western Mediterranean, Soviet subma
rines probablv pose the main threat to Western
naval forces. The noise generated bv the great
volume of peacetime seaborne traffic there undoubtedly hinders our abilitv to detect Soviet
submarines. Our abilitv to listen to(noisy) Soviet
submarines would improve significantly if the
thousands oí fishing vessels and smaller craft
were called to port in a crisis leading to war.
The Soviet air threat is probably less proble
matic since the western Mediterranean is beyond
the range of unrefueled Backfires operating from
Crimean airfields. To be sure, the U.S.S.R.
might deploy its Backfires to Libvan airfields
before hostilities if it believed it had a reasonable
chance of disabling our carriers thereby. But
such forward deployment of Backfires during the
prehostilities period would be a risky exercise in
crisis management.
Soviet surface combatants pose even less of a
threat provided they are not allowed during the
•A Soviet ACW group usual!)' includes one SSM-equipped major
surface combatam, a SAM-equipped surlace combatam, an SSMequipped submarine. and one or more attack submarines.
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crisis period to interposition themselves with
C.S. warships, as they did during the October
1973 Middle East War. Should Soviet combatants be located beyond the SSM range of C.S.
ships at the outset of war, they would be highly
vulnerable to l T..S. land- and sea-based attack
aircraft.
In general the Soviets would seem to pose a
serious but manageable threat to our naval forces
in the Mediterranean. With our naval and landbased air forces, we should be able to neutralize
the Soviet Mediterranean Squadron in time to
protect the SLOC through the western Mediter
ranean.
The Security of Ports
and Staging Areas

There is a reasonable prospect that the ports
and staging areas would be secure long enough
to initiate a counteroffensive. The underlying
assumption here is that lhe Soviets do not possess
the resources or capabilities to break through on
central and Southern regions simultaneously.
With their forces concentrated along the Central
Front during the initial phase of the war, a
simultaneous sweep in the Southern region to
the Mediterranean ports would lx* beyond their
capability. In peacetime, there are four Soviet
and six Hungarian divisions, equipped with
over 2300 tanks and 1400 artillery pieces, stationed in Hungary.8 In a crisis, these divisions
could be reinforeed from the Kiev Military District. This augmented force wotdd then be available for a push against northern Italy. Given
their questionable reliability, however, it seems
unlikely that the Hungarian divisions would be
used in front-line combat operations. The reinforced Soviet combat forces even with the Hun
garian divisions are a little more than 200,000men strong. They would probablv be supported
by most of the 2300 Warsaw Pact aircraft estimated to be available in the region. These War
saw Pact forces would faceat minimum 8 Italian
divisions. or some 128.000 men, equipped with
1250 tanks and 1550 artillery and mortar pieces,

and with 3127 tube-launched, opticallv-tracked,
wire-guided and Milan antitank-guided weapon
systems on order. These ground forces would be
supported by most of the 990 NATO aircraft
committed to the Southern region’s defense.
Although the Warsaw Pact would have 50 percent more troops, more than three times as many
tanks, and more than twice as many aircraftt
available, it might not be sufficient to offset the
Italians’ defensive advantage.
Furthermore, the Soviets would have to push
through difficult mountain passes in Yugoslavia, which could be blocked by the Yugoslav
Army. Even in the worst and highly unlikely case
that the Yugoslavs permitted the Soviets to pass
through to the Italian border prior to hostilities,
a Soviet advance into northern Italv would be
impeded by numerous river obstacles. And if the
Soviets succeeded in moving up the Po Valley,
they would beenteringa cul-de-sac, which could
be surrounded by Italian forces defending mountainous terrains along the Apennine ridge and
Dolomites. Even in the worst case the Italians
should be able to hold the high ground above
their Mediterranean ports and thereby defend the
staging area needed for a counteroffensive.
One wonders, moreover, whether the Soviets
would be willing to bear undoubtedly heavy
combat losses for initial objectives limited to
taking out specific targets such as NATO airfields and any theater nuclear assets. These could
be targeted perhaps just as effectivelv by saboteurs or long-range S.S-12 Scaleboard or followon SS-22 surface-to-surface missiles, whose employment would have the diplomatic bonus of
not violating Swiss, Austrian, or Yugoslav airspace.
While the Soviets probablv could not overrun
the Mediterranean ports and staging areas in
time, they might be able to saturate them with
enough missiles equipped with Chemical weapons to forte cancellation of the operation. It is
worth noting that the Italian ports are tiofurther
from East Germany than are the Frenchchannel
ports and are well within the range of SS-12 and
SS-22 missiles. However, the Soviets are esti-
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mated to have 170of these missiles.9 And should
they have other targeting priorities when the
battle in the central region was in doubt, there
mav be too few of these missiles Ieít afterward to
get the job done.
Finallv. there seems to be a reasonable chance
that NATO forces would be able to comrol the
air above the staging areas vvith land-based aircraft supported by sea-based fighter aircraft from
U.S. and French carriers. Should the Soviet
Mediterranean Squadron beeliminatedearly on,
the Sixth Fleet carriers might then move into the
western Mediterranean. When the Central From
collapsed. the carriers could be stationed where
their aircraft could cover the ports and staging
areas as well as possible withdrawal south of
surviving NATO forces. Our ability to maintain
air superioritv would also be enhanced through
aircraft attrition. After the first week of the war.
the number of Soviet long-range Su-24 Fencer A
and MiG-27 Flogger D J ground-attack aircraft
would probably have been significantly reduced.
Destruction of forward airfields, including any
of those the Soviets may have captured. would
make it difficult for them to employ their older
and shorter range tactical aircraft in either a
ground-attack role or as fighter escort for bombers. Also, if our air defense system, including C3
and AWACS, remained intact in the region. we
should have the advantage when perforrning the
easier air intercept mission with the support of
surface-to-air missiles over our own territory.
Therefore. we should be able to hold and defend
the ports and staging areas long enough to
launch the counteroffensive. But once it started,
the severe military challenge would come.
Crossing Yugoslavia

The winding, narrow roads of the Ljubljana
gap make passage difficult for any army. Should
the Soviets already possess that territory, say as a
result of having penetrated northern Italy, it
would be doubly difficult to retake it. At a minimum this would require tactical surprise, which
might beachieved by timing airborne operations
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to coincide with thestart of the counteroffensive.
There are two obvious problems connected with
an airborne attack: First, would there be enough
airborne forces available after the first week of
war to seize the Yugoslav passes? Second, ií their
drops were successful, could the airborne forces
hold long enough for link up with main force
elements? I believe the first problem would Ix- the
more serious of the two.
It is unlikely there would beany U.S. airborne
forces that had not been committed to battle
within the first week of war. And should any
paratroops survive a Soviet breakthrough, it
would be difficult in the extreme to reconstitute
them for another airborne operation. Of the for
ces currenily available. the reserve airborne forces
would probably come from Italy’s airborne brigade and perhaps France’s airborne division. If
they succeeded in taking the passes, they should
be able to hold them until ground forces arrived.
The lead units could be Italian forces that had
earlier taken up defensive positions in the Trentino-Alto Adige region, only 120 miles from
Yugoslavia’s Julian Alps. (Should the Po Valley
be overrun, the Italians could fali back to defen
sive positions north and south of the Soviets and
then proceed to counterattack from both directions at the start of the counteroffensive.)
But what might happen if the Soviets had not
breached the Ljubljana gap and Yugoslavia
decided to defend it with front-line troops? If the
Yugoslavs, perhaps “fraternally” assisted by the
Soviets, had dug in, it would seem to be extraordinarily difficult todislodge them. Onecan onlv
hope, perhaps wishfully, that with the fate of
both East and West Europe in the balance, Yugo
slavia would be willingtocooperate with a U.S.led counteroffensive.
It is in Yugoslavia, furthermore, that the war
could well turn nuclear. Soviet employment of
tactical nuclear weapons to attempt to check our
advance would be far moreeffec tive in the Yugoslav mountain passes, where our forces would be
concentrated, than in the Hungarian plain,
where our troops could spreacl out. The Soviets
would also try everything they could, perhaps
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including the use of nuclear weapons, to keep us
from entering Hungary and unleashing thereby
the force of anti-Soviet nationalism in Eastern
Europe.
Hovvever, while the dangers of escalation to
nuclear war may be great as U.S. forces push
through Yugoslavia, so too would the opportunity be for a peaceful resolution of the war. This is
not simply because of the heightened tensions
that would surround our movement into Yugo
slavia. It is also because both sides would be
reluctant to proceed further—the Soviets toward
initiating nuclear war and the U.S. toward enter
ing and hence liberating Eastern Europe, a militarily demanding and politically provocative
mission whose incalculable consetjuences could
well push the war out of control. Yugoslavia
might be the interlude that would give both sides
reason to pause and perhaps end the war on
mutually agreeable terms.
Long Logistic Lines and Their
Vulnerability to Soviet Counterattack

Should the counteroffensive continue into
Eastern Europe. the long logistic supply lines
would becomea problem. though how serious it
would be is unclear. The narrow roads through
Yugoslavia could become a major bottleneck
that would slow the advance. Ammunition and
spare parts in particular might then be in short
supply.
The Ionger the logistic lines became, the more
vulnerable they would be to a Soviet counterat
tack along their flanks. However, the Soviets
would have problems in mounting a counterof
fensive. It would certainly bedifficult for them to
do so from the west, since that would draw down
on their main forces in Western Europe, perhaps
enough to allow us to open a second front in
France. Also. Soviet troop movements along
north European roads would be harassed by a
NATO air interdiction campaign. The Soviets’
air interdiction capability from the north might
be far more constrained, however. Were Switzerland and Áustria to declare neutrality at theoulset

of war, the U.S.S.R. would probably prefer that
they continue to remain neutral with a U.S.
counteroffensive under way. Were Moscow to
believe that violating their airspace would give
them a pretext to support NATO, it might opt to
respect that airspace. With the shorter-range
strikeaircraft they would probably have left, they
would almost be unable to fly around the 420mile-wide zone of Swiss and Austrian territory
that would shield the movement of U.S. troops
and equipment across Italy through Yugoslavia
and into Hungary.
A flank attack with less capable reserve forces
from the east poses other difficulties for the
Soviets. Given the terrain features, the Soviets
would probably counterattack across the Hungarian plain. Their advance could be resisted
by the local population supported by U.S. Special Forces. After U.S. forces had entered Hungarian territory, local support for the counterof
fensive .would probably be at its peak.
Should the Soviets use airfields and staging
areas in the Western Ukraine for this counterat
tack. we could wage unconventional warfare
there to hamper their operations.*
To be sure. expanding the war to Soviet terri
tory and energizing centrifugai ethnic strains in
the process would raise the stakes considerably
and push the Soviets toward vertical escalation of
the war. Nevertheless, were the United States to
demonstrate beforehand its capability to infiltrate and organize one of the most nationalistic
regions of the U.S.S.R. (e.g.. by organizing a
Ukrainian detachment within the Special For
ces), it might deter the Soviets from mounting a
counterattack from their soil. Therefore. it is not
as easy as it first might seem for the Soviets to
attack the flanks of an East European counterof
fensive.
•It is worth noting that the Western Ukraine wasoffirially ineorporated into the U.S.S.R onlv in 19-15. In the intenvat period the
Western Ukraine was divided between Poland and Gechoslovakia. It
has always had strong lies with the West through the Uniate Church.
Since 1945, the region has been a major seedbed of dissent nationalism As that pari of the Soviet Union tnost likelv to weliotne U.S.
liberation o! Eastern Europe. tt would he a fertile giound for covert
operations deep in the enemv’s reat
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The discussion thus far has focused on problems connected with an East European counteroffensive. This is not to suggest that the preferred
West European counteroffensive thrust is problemfree. Although the problems are fewer and sim
ilar (e.g., securing the SLOCs and staging areas),
there is one problem that is unique and deserves
attention. And that concerns the French role.
French military doctrine calls for a nuclear countervalue riposte to a Soviet invasion of French
soil. The French Army is not configured for a
prolonged conventional war bul for brief offensiveoperations employing tactical nuclear weapons.10 For the counteroffensive to work, the
French would have to forgo their doctrine.
employ their forces in a defensive role for which
they are ill-prepared. and permit their territory to
be used as the principal battleground of choice.
This presupposes a degree of cooperation well
bevond that which now exists as a result of recent
French moves toward closer coordination with
other NATO countries. One can only hope that
at the crucial moment the French would desist
from unilateral nuclear escalation and subordinate their plans to ours.
Alternatively, the Soviets might promise not
to attack France in exchange for French neutrality. That transaction would leave us with only
the Eastern Europe option and would also facilitate the release of Soviet forces to counter it.
However, such a bargain would be far more
likely to be struck in a limited war that involved
only issues in which France had no interest than
in an all-out war that threatened the viability of
the West European economic system.
One final issue that pertains to both counter
offensive options concerns the allocation of
scarce resources. To remedy any deficiencies in
our ability to carry out a fallback counteroffen
sive it might be necessary to divert resources for
this purpose from strengthening our defenses in
the central region. This would be worse than
"robbing Peter to pay Paul.” since it would make
gTeater the need for a fallback plan.
However, in a scenario where raobilization
wasdelayed, large numbersof men and amounts
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of materiel should beavailable, though whether
they would be sufficient would depend on the
correlation of remaining military forces at the
time. Our needs are likely to be specific (e.g.,
expanding U.S. Special Forces for multiple missions). Some improvements in our ability to
undertake a fallback counteroffensive might also
strengthen our overall defenses (e.g., developing
an air assault and airborne reserve force). In the
final analysis. developing the capability for a
fallback option is somewhat like purchasing life
insurance. For both there are opportunity costs
to be paid in anticipation of future need.
It is worth adding that acquiring the capabil
ity to undertake a counteroffensive option is not
simply a military maiter. Political factors are
equally important. Yugoslavia and France, for
example, would play pivotal roles in determining the success or failure of the counteroffensive.
Hence, effective diplomacy in support of specific
military objectives would be essential.
T h is DISCUSSION suggests that a fallback coun

teroffensive could become a realistic option
should the need arise in a European war. More
detailed analysis and planning, changes in our
force structure, and successful joint exercises
would be needed to gain conlidence that such an
option could be successful. However, what is
perhaps more important for the purpose of
peacetime deterrence is that even with our current capabilities, there is no certainty that the
counteroffensive would fail. And that should
create uncertainty in the Soviets’ mind about our
response to the collapse of NATOs Central
Front. It would certainly heighten their caution
about the dangers of starting a war if they
believed that even were they able to place at risk
our valued assets in Western Europe, we might
still beable to threaten their control of their vital
East European buffer. Given their acutesensitivity to their strategic vulnerabilities in Eastern
Europe, it would not take very much convincing
for the .Soviets to take an East European counter
offensive option seriously. If they were todo so, it
would also induce them to reallocate forces from
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offensive to defensive purposes and to improve
the flexibility and adaptability of their forces to
deal with unexpected militarv responses—areas
in which the Soviets are currently deficient. By
exploitingSoviet political and militarv vulnerabilities. an East European counteroffensive op-
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The polir \ of Rússia is changeless. . . . Its methods, iis tactics. its maneuvers
mav r hange. but the polar star of its policy—world domination—is a fixed
star.
Karl Marx. 1867
I cannot forecast to you the action of Rússia. It is a riddle wrapped in a
mystery inside an enigma: but perhaps there is a key. That kev is Russian
national interest.
VVinston Churchill. London.
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LEVELS OF STRATEGY AND AMERICAN
STRATEGIC NUCLEAR POLICY
D r Do n a l d M. S n o v v
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HE DEBATE over American nuclear strat- oiy of victory” in a nuclear conflict as the necesegy for deterrence is clearly in disarray. sary ingrediente for continued deterrence of
Deep divisions separa te scholars, defense Soviet nuclear aggressíon.1 Such suggestions
analysts, and policymak/rs about lhe nature appail
of other analysts and bring alxjut ringing
the nuclear ihreats that eonfront üs. appropriate appeals for a return to more conventional deter
strategies to counteract tFiose threats, and proper rence conceptions grounded in assured destruc force configurations to support the deterrent tion.2 As one British observer dourly concludes,
purpose. Disagreement covers the intellectual "From the surreal world of the analysts have
spectrum of possible advocacy. At one extreme, emanated hypotheses about how to fight and
harsh assessments of the Soviet threat have led survive a nuclear war that corrupts the Western
analysts like Colin S. Gray to advocate a much concept of deterrence.’’ As a result, “the outlook
more robust force structure and a plausible “the- at thestartof the 1980sisquitesurprisingly grim.
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tive, buteach generally changesdeclaratory strategy to some degree, reflecting changed perceptions of the threat and the balance of capabilities,
among other things.
The other tvvo leveis of strategy are more
implementary in nature, falling within therealm
of militarv strategy or Desmond Ball’s action
policy. Development and deployment strategy
actually refers to tvvo distinct operations that are
related, since one cannot deploy a weapon Sys
tem that one has failed to develop in the first
place. (The obverse, hovvever, is not true: one can
decide not to deploy a successfully developed
system.) Genericallv, development and deploy
ment strategy refers to the process that begins
with investigation of the vveapons potential of
some physical principie to the point that a finished weapon system or component enters the
operational inventory. Collectively, the two pro
cesses have the purpose of force acquisition, but
different actors and dynamics are prominent in
each phase.
The development phase of development and
deployment strategy refers to the process of scientific endeavor that begins with ideation of weap
on svstems possibility through the point that a
successful weapon system prototype is produced.
As such. it is roughlv equivalem to the familiar
research. development. testing, and evaluation
(RDT&E) cycle. In tttrn. RDT&E can Ix* divided
into two subphases suggested by the different
operations conducted: research and develop
ment. followed by testing and evaluation.13
Different actors predominate and make decisions that cumulatively constitute strategy
within each subcycle. Research and development
is the primary province of basic scientists (e.g.,
physicists and chemisls) and engineers. Decisions about what to investigate and how to solve
engineeringproblems are largely based on scientificcriteriaabout physical propertiesof the universe. As W. K. H. Panofsky explains, scientific
endeavor is relatively insensitive to strategic or
policy direction because “ ‘pure scientists’ take
pride in their ability and success in pursuing
Science for its own sake. unaffected by the poten

tial application of end products of their achievements.”14Therefore, it is difficult to influenceor
control what will be discovered; if one already
knew what scientists would find in their re
search, there would be no need for the inquiry.
Moreover, the time line on scientific discovery is
difficult to predict, much less control: scientific
discoveries are made when they are made and
cannot be ordered to meet a politically dictated
strategic timetable. F.fforts to influence the pace
and direction of scientific endeavor are indirect,
stimulating, or depressing specific research
efforts through differential funding leveis. As
well, manv weapon possibilitiesarise from scien
tific and engineering in nonmilitary research
that may be related to militarv' programs or be
wholly unrelated. Often, these contributions are
entirelv serendipitous.
When basic research yields promising weapon
possibilities the fruitfulness of which is a matter
of developing practical applications, some decisional discretion occurs. Development is largely
an engineering concern. seeking applications of
basic ideas and designing prototype weapon Sys
tems incorporating the research findings and
making engineering improvements on current
designs. At this point. hovvever, outcomes are not
assured. making assessment difficult. so that
decisions tend to be made primarily on the basis
of likelv technical feasibility rather than on some
broader criteria of strategic desirability, and there
is a natural tendency to pursue as manv promis
ing areas as budgetary constraints will allow.
Those individuais responsible for making such
decisions, mostly scientists and career officers.
bring their own viewpoints and perspectives on
the nature of the threat. desirability of certain
vveapons, and the like, which may or may not
reflect the perceptions of political authorities up
to and including the Presidem. A classic case in
point was Presidem Carter’s purported "discov
ery of U.S. nêutron (enhanced-radiation) bomb
research in a newspaper account of a congressional subcommittee hearing where an Energy
Research and Development Administration
(ERDA) official unintentionally made reference
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to the project duríng testimony.
During the testing and evaluation subcycle,
when prototvpes undergo op>erationaI tests, the
results are noted and evaluated and necessarv
modifications are made: the criticai point is in
deciding whether deployment recommendations
will be forthcoming. To some extern, the criteria
for these recommendations are likelv to be purely
technical: Does the weapon system work at all or
up to some usable standard, and is there a mission for it? Two decades of failure in the cruise
missile program (largely because of guidance
svstem deficiencies) comes immediatelv to mind
as a major system whose deployment recommendation was delaved because of technically
based deficiencies.
A bureaucratic dynamic in this process provides a bridge from development to deployment
strategv. In the RDT&E process. weapon Systems
tend to develop constituencies within the indus
trial defense bureaucracy that create internai
pressures for positive deployment decisions. The
most obvious advocates are those individuais
with a direct interest in the system: the scientists
and engineers who designed and developed the
system; the agency or agencies that sponsored
stages of development; and the service or Services
that would add the system to the operational
inventorv. Sincenoonewantsthereputation for
developingor sponsoring bad ideas, this basis for
advocacy is natural and understandable, as is
service interest in adding new (and presumably
superior) components to the arsenal. Also, those
defense industries that would be primary contractors or subcontractors for a system have a
direct vested interest in positive procurement
decisions.
Although those associated with developmental strategv remain active advocates in pushing
for particular deployment decisions, they are not
the central actors. Decisions aboul what weapon
Systems in what quantities enter the inventory
and whichcumulatively definedeplovment strategv are economic and hence political in character. The economics and accompanying politics
are evident at a minimum of two leveis: in the
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interservice allocation process of proposing and
later dividing up the defense budget; and in the
political decision process where defense allocations must compete with other budget priorities.
Different actors with differing interests and motivations are involved in each phase of the eco
nomic process that supports deployment recom
mendations. with technologists interested in
specific systems and theoreticians concerned
with effects on the structure of deterrence in a
support role offering expert advice in support of
the various contenders. If it is true that policy is
what receives funding, deployment strategv is at
the heart of nuclear strategv' writ large. The large
points to be made are that the criteria used in
inaking budgetary decisions are political and
economic, they are made by politicians, and
those decisions may or may not be swayed significantly by abstract notions aboul deterrence.
Determining what kindof defense budget will
be proposed is largely an executive branch inhouse affair. At one levei, it is a competition
between the Services, where each presents its
needs and where outcomes expressed as proportions of defense requests and allocations for each
service (as well as trends in those percentages)
take on both great substantive and symbolic
value. At another levei, the competition is
between the Department of Defense and other
agencies, where the chief arbiter and devil’s
advocate (especially in the current administration) is often the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB). The roleof OMB Director David
Stockman was particularly prominent within
the early months of the Reagan administration.
Ultimately, of course. deployment is based on
what Congress appropriates. Internai executive
branch political processes result in budgetary
tradeoffs and compromises where procurement
patterns are altered on the bases both of strategic
and nonstrategicrequirements. Moreof thesame
is likelv to occur in Congress when budget
recommendations must compete with other
national priorities for funding. Although both
houses have members expert in defense issues on
their Armed Services committees, the ultimate
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disposition of the defense budget, including
those systems that can be procured and deployed,
is done by the entire membership, many of
whom may vote up or down a particular allocation on grounds entirely divorced from any
notion of deployment strategy. The budgetary
process is poliiics in its purest form, and since
deployment strategy is the result of decisions
about what to buy in vvhat quantities, that levei
and hence overall nuclear strategy are guaranteed a political content.
Employment strategy, the third levei, represents planning for the actual use of nuclear weapons in combat should deterrence fail. The most
concrete manifestation is the single integrated
operational plan (SIOP). The term SIOP is itself
a bit misleading, because the SIOP isandalways
has been a complex series of different attack scenarios emphasizing varying leveis of destruction
and different kinds of target sets. Guidance
regarding targeting priorities for the SIOP is
provided by Presidential memoranda, such as
President Nixons National Security Decision
Memorandum (NSDM)-242 that sought to bring
about limited nuclear options and President Carter’s aforementioned Presidential Directive 59.
This guidance in turn is "spelled out in the
Xuclear Weapons Employment Policy (NUWEP)
issued by the Secretary of Defense.”15
Within the parameters established by the
NUWEP and the various Presidential memo
randa, the detailed SIOP is crafted by the Joint
Strategic Target Planning Staff (JSTPS), a body
composed primarily of professional militarv
officers. As a nuclear ‘‘battle plan," the SIOP
serves tvvo broad purposes. First, although its
details are secret, its broad objectives are openly
available through statements by public officials
like former Secretary Brown’s announcement of
P.D. 59 (he cited the priorities as "the things the
Soviet leaders appear to value most—political
and militarv control, militarv force both nuclear
and conventional, and the industrial capacity to
support a war,”16a list essentially identical to the
priorities listed by Bali in the current plan,
SIOP-5D)17 and unclassified congressional tes-

timony. Making general contours public serves
the deterrent purposeof informingour adversaries of the potential kinds of destruction they
might have to endure in response to their nuclear
aggression. Second, the plan provides the Presi
dem with a carefully elaborated set of options for
fighting a nuclear war at whatever levei of intensity seems appropriate.
That the planning process for employment
strategy should be "designed by militarv men, as
a militarv operational plan”18 comes as no surprise, since it is the military’s role to plan for, and
if necessary to fight, wars. Dominance of the
operational element of employment strategy by
the professional militarv does, however, enter yet
another distinct set of actors with distinct orientations to the strategy process at this levei. Profes
sional officers rarelv become involved. at least
publicly, in discussions over declaratory policy,
and, until recently, most theoreticians have
demonstratedonly passing interest in employment
matters beyond a general preference for countervalue or counterforce targeting. The result is to
facilitate a general lack of awareness by one
group about what the other is doing and, when
interaction does occur, to increase the prospect
that dialogue will occur within separate frames
of reference.
The fact that different actors operate at the
various leveis of strategy facilitates independem
development at each levei, but there is another
vexing dynamic that virtually ensures some discontinuitv. That problem is the time frame
within which each levei operates: all three leveis
have distinctive and independent time lines
for their activities that make it virtually impos
sible to synchronize them at any given time.
Declaratory statements of strategy have the
least sensitive constraints imposed by time: a
President or Secretary of Defense can issue state
ments of declaratory strategy whenever he deems
it appropriate. Certainly, there are constraints
arising from the other leveis and externallv. A
President cannot change strategies too often
without appearing indecisive or foolish, and
strategy' must reflect judgments about what the

LEVEI S OF STRATEGY

public will suppori. Declaratorv formulations
also reflect the State of activity in the other leveis
of strategy in twodistinct ways. First, declaratorv
strategy must reflect the current State of the art at
other leveis, or the declaration will lack credibility (for example. even if one has the perceived
will to carry out a strategy, one must also have
the hardware).
Second. declaratorv- strategy is used to provide
guidance to and influence other leveis of strat
egy. The motivation underlvingassured destruction. as a means to influence the deployment
portion of development and deplovinent strat
egy, illustrates the point. As Laurence Martin
argues, “finiteassureddestruction was originally
more a wav of constraining procurement than an
operational strategy clearly thought through
and actuallv intended for execution."19 In support of this contention. it must be remembered
that there was active support within the military
and elsewhere to deploy an intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) force of 2000-3000 missiles
during the 1960s. Moreover, the emphasis on
targeting noncombatants was never fullv accepted
by those responsible for the SIOP. for whom
counterforce targeting was always more military
and hence natural. As a result, in operational
planning ‘“assured destruction' measures were
no more than an insensitive—and quantitatively
conservative—shorthand for the hideous realitv
of nearly any full-scale retaliation.”20
Whether the function of declaratorv strategy is
or should be to reflect realitv at the other strategic
leveis or whether the function should be to pro
vide policy guidance from which the other leveis
deductively flow is. of course. the central question, but the answer is prejudiced by the time line
function. Of the three leveis, declaratorv- strategy
is least influenced by temporal constraints. Ball’s
action leveis, however, are much more sensitive
to time constraints that are internai to their own
processes rather than being the product of exter
nai assessments.
Development and deployment strategy is the
most obvious case in point. Science proceeds at
its own pace, and scientific and engineering dis-
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coveries cannot be finely calibrated to a precise
timetable. The period from the time of conceiving the idea for a weapon to the time a usable
. system reaches inventory is generally measured
in years. During that process, breakthroughs in
development occur but cannot be predicted. The
development stage of this strategy levei is long
and uncontrollable. Furthermore, deployment
decisions are made over long periods of time.
The arsenal components deployed todav are
products of research and development efforts
initiated in the 1940s and 1950s (the designs for
Systems in the air-breathing leg of the triad are
1940s vintage), and the predicted life span of
strategic Systems is measured in decades. Given
these facts, current development and deplovmem
decisions affect and must be measured against
strategic needs in the 1990s and beyond, just as
decisions made two or more decades ago influ
ence capability and hence strategy today.
Finally, the ultimate transition from strategy
to war plan (emplovnient strategy) has its own
distinctive temporal dictates. The basic dvnamic
is that targeting as reflected in the SIOP will
inevitably lag behind declaratorv strategy and
reflect capability resulting from developmental
and deployment decisions. The reason follows
from the wav operational employment strategy
is fashioned; the SIOP is constructed using the
various methods described earlier as guidance,
and it is a time-consuming technical task. According to Desmond Bali, the current plan,
SIOP-5D. “includes some 40,000 potential target
installations, as compared to some 25.000 in 1974
when NUWEP was promulgated and the developrnent of SIOP-5 initiated.’’21 Since the warhead arsenal is less than one-quarter that size, a
significam amount of time goes into setting
target priorities. There is also the extremely
technical. complex task of matchingappropriate
warheads from different sources to targets. In this
matching process. one must allow for problems
like MIRY footprinting limitationsandconsider
cross-targeting requirements. All of this means
that it can take years for a fuily operational new
SIOP to be developed. Thus, there will be a time
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lag while the new plan is being developed. To
the extern ihe new guidance creates demands for
change, a declaratory-employment strategy mismatch is inevitable. Because declaratory strategy
and guidances change fairly often, this problem
is dynamic and constant.
Too much of the literature and defense debate
proceeds as if the problems associated with the
interactions between leveis of strategy do not
exist. The academic debate, centering around
assured destruction and its alternatives, rarely
gets past the theoretical underpinningsof declaratorv strategy-, and vvhen it does, its contribution
is often a Greek chorus of appall and despair. At
the same time, a great deal of the debate occurs as
if it were divorced from any political context. At
least implicitly, the debate over declaratory strat
egy assumes a fundamental rationality to the
enterprise; once one has accepted certain princi
pies about what deters, the rest is a mechanistic
application of those principies. Viewed from the
leveis of strategy, however, the political elements
are revealed as fundamental and criticai. Declaratorv strategy is made by the nation's chief politician and his assistants and reflects a variety of
political purposes (most prominent of which, of
course. is preserving the national existente), and
bottom-linedeployment strategy is theculmination of the political process, appropriations.
The failure of so much analysis to view strat
egv in its political context is the most damning
indictment of avoiding the leveis of strategy
problem. Decisions that cumulatively define
nuclear strategv are made by politicians, and it is
not surprising that those politicians regard
strangely recommendations from theorists ignoring that basic realitv. The scholarly debate
emerges as a theological contest thatcan safely lxrelegated to the cloisters. The lack of Communi
cations between theorists and politicians frequentlv results in politically unacceptable strat
egy and strategically deficient policy.
Implications

In an analytically tidier world, the relationship between the various leveis of strategy would

be a simple deductive exercise where declaratory
strategy was translaied precisely into development and deployment and employment strate
gies. As has been argued, such a view oversimplifies and distorts realitv. In fact, there are discontinuities and even contradictions among the
various leveis arising at least partially from the
two broad dynamicscited earlier: there are different individuais and institutions with different
perspectives involved in strategic formulations at
each levei, and the internai dynamics of each
levei dictate a temporal sequence to strategic
activity that virtually guarantees some discontinuityat any time. It is worthwhile briefly to view
the current State of the nuclear debate in the
leseis of strategy framework.
The heart of the debate that has been goingon
since the early 1970s has largely been over declar
atory strategy (limited nuclear options versus
assured destruction),22 with residual concern
over development deployment strategy (MX is
or is not necessary given a mutual assured de
struction [MAD]or limited nuclear options [LNOs]
declaratory posture) and employment strategy
(counterforce or countervalue targeting is or is
not compatible with MAD or LNOs). Particularly when the debate is extended beyond declaratory strategy, there is at least the implicit assumption that development deployment and employ
ment strategies do or should flow deductively
from current declaratory' positions. Whether such
a relationship ought to exist is a philosophical
question that can lx- debated; such a formulation contradicts the way the process operates.
In one sense, the whole debate is, in Shakespeare’s phrase, “much ado about nothing." Certainlv the debate about MAD and LNOs is overblown, in the sense that, at the operational levei,
MAD has alwayscontained more finite targeting
objectives (employment strategies) and the LNO
position admits all-oui countervalue exchange
as the ultimate possibility, whether it is featured
or not. A debate focusing on "pure" MAD or
LNO positions hence distorts the policy debate,
which occurs over shades of emphasis rather
than at the extremes.

LEVELS OI- ST R AT EA, Y

Understanding that declaratory strategy is
neither MAD nor LNOs but rather the pari of lhe
mix emphasized serves two essential purposes.
First, it moves the debaie away from lhe extreme
ends of the poles bac k toward the middle ground
where real policy debates among those political
and military actors who devise strategy occur. In
the process, vve create the possibilitv that academics and strategv makers can engage in dia
logue instead of talking past one another. Second.
understanding that changes in declaraton’ strategy are matters often of subtle reemphasis and
repackaging creates a greater sense of continuity
to the strategv process than does vievving the
formulation of declaraton strategv questions in
either-or terms. In the process, this recognition
promotes an appreciation of the continuities
rather than ihediscominuities between the leveis
of strategy.
Linkage becomes apparent vvith both employment and development deployment strategies.
At the emplovment strategy levei, recognizing
that declaraton strategv in fact has always dictated a range of strategic options makes more
natural a dual emphasis on countenalue and
counterforce targeting. since limited options
imply selectivitv in targets attacked and these
quite naturallv contain counterforce objectives.
Given the natural military professional inclination toward attacking combatants (counterforce
objects) rather than noncombatants (countervalueohjects). acounterforce-oriented SIOP (and
guidance therefore as in P.D. 59) represents not
so much a change in philosophical positions
over what kinds of threats deter best as it does an
improved linkage between declaraton employment, and development deployment strategv-.
Developments in weapon Systems capabilities
are expanding the list of counterforce objectives
that can betargeted. Furthermore, theseadvances
in weaponry permit greater flexibility in one’s
response to changes in adversary offensive and
defensive capabilities. Such developments are a
natural outgrowth of technological processes
both in the l ,S. and l .S.S.R. and reflect no more
than the dynamic nature of weapon Science.
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Strategy that emphasizes a variety of options
also suggests a development and deployment
orientation investigating a wide variety of possible capabilities. This observaiion is clearly true
within the development cycle of this levei of
strategy, but true discrimination occurs when
deployment decisions are made. Within this
cycle, political actors are most prominent, and
deployment strategv’ is often effectively formulated on bases that are largely nonstraiegic (for
example, budgetarv tradeoffs) rather than on the
basis of clearly articulated deterrence grounds.
Tradeoffs and compromise are the basic stuff of
politics, and as long as the process does not produce strategically unacceptableoutcomes (which
it has not to date), it is natural and not pathological.
These dynamics, suggesting both sources of
continuity and discontinuity. are complex and
have some clear implications for theoreticians
and practitioners alike. Two implications stand
out for theoreticians (undoubtedlv there are others). On the one hand, deterrence strategv- as a
complex interaction of the various leveis of strat
egv’ clearly suggests that concentration on any
one levei is inadequate. The disserv ice such an
emphasis provides is vividly demonstrated in
shock and dismay over P.D. 59. If one had been
looking at questions of MAD versus LNOs exdusively, the pronouncement apjx*ared a dramatic and definitive statement of philosophy;
viewed from the levei of emplovment strategy as
influenced by development and deployment strategic decision-making, P.D. 59 was little more
than an incrementai link in an ongoing process.
On the one hand, and relatedly. this mode of
analvsis suggests that theoreticians need to
broaden their horizons toencompassall leveis of
strategy if they are interested in influencing pol
icy decisions that affect the deterrent condition.
Probably most critically, this implies the need to
become involved in the criticai deployment levei
where decisions are made that define arsenal characteristics, targeting possibilities, and limitations, and, hence, the capabilities that make different declaratory strategies credible or intTedible.
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That involvement is likely lo be the most effective in pointingout the relationship between the
theoretical and the concrete. If nothing else, the
contribution may be best in pointing out the
long-range, nonobvious impact of discrete decisions on the structure of deterrence. If policy is
indeed that which receives funding. the criticai
intervention point, where the greatest impact
can be registered, is the political processes leading to funding decision for various patterns of
force depioyment.
For practitioners, the problem is not understanding the process, it is coordinating the leveis
better. At the operational leveis of development/
deplovment and emplovinent strategy-making,
there is too often only a shallovv avvareness of the
theoretical implicationsofvariousdecisionsand
a resultam surprise when objections are raised.
At the same time, coordinating activity at the
various leveis more tightly can avoid logistical
difficulties in selling strategies, as the P.D. 59MX controversy illustrates. In Iogical fashion,
the sequence of policy decision would have
flowed from counten ailance as declaratory strategy (emphasizing limited options) to P.D. 59 as
employment strategy (to determine target coverage patterns necessarv to carry out identified
options) to developmental depioyment strategy
to provide the necessarv-hardware for the employ
ment strategy (the most obvious need arising
from such assessment beingadditional warheads,
which MX would provide). Steps two and three
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miiitary
affairs
abroad
OBATO:
SUPPORT OF THE SOVIET
AIR REGIMENT

Without the combat readiness of the Soviel Armed
Forces Rear Services, there is no íroop combat readiness. War may begin, but without a well-prepared
rear, without precise and comprehensive rear support, ü would end sadly a feu> days later. That is
why we rnust make every effort to see that the Soviet
Armed Forces Rear Services are always as combat
ready as the forces they are supporting.'

T

HIS statement, taken from a speech made by
the Soviet minister of defense at the conclusion of the Neman major exercise in 1968, is a
useful reminder that an understanding of Soviet
Air Force (SAF) operations is incomplete with
out an understanding of the Soviet Air Force
Rear Services, their lo.gistics System. The basic
combat element of the SAF is the air regiment.
Although there are several elements in the support structure of an air regiment, the principal
element is the independem airfield technical
support battalion (otdelnyy bataion aerodromnoteknicheskogo obsluzhivaniya—OBATO).
The predecessor of the OBATO was first
formed in early 1941 in the course of a major
reorganization of the Soviet Air Force Rear Ser
vices.2 It was designated an airfield service battal
ion (batafori aerodromno/obsluzhivaniya-BAO)
and was, in the words of a World War II BAO
commander, intended to be the
basic unit of aviation rear Services, an independem
unit intended to support two flying regiments,
equipped with any tvpe of aircraft, with everything
necessary for the life and combat work of the personnel. Quarters, rations, clolhing, financial sup
port, transport, munitions, armaments, fuel, and
lubricant materiais, weather data for flights—all
this and much more were the responsibilitv of the

BAO.5
This mission statement. with a few modifications, could apply to the current OBATO.
The Airfield Technical
Support Battalion Today

In the transition to jet aircraft after World War
II, the Soviet Air Force made organizational
changes in both its flying and rear Services units.
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In late 1945, the highest elements, the air basing
regions, were reorganized as aviation technical
divisions and given the mission of supporting an
entire air corps. The next lower levei in this nevv
organizational scheme was the aviation techni
cal regiment, designed to support an entire air
division. The technical regiment, in turn, consisted of aviation technical battalions, each sup
porting one air regiment at a separate airfield.4
The continued existence of the technical di vi
sions and regiments cannot Ix* confirmed from
the available literature, but the battalions were
redesignated independem airfield technical sup
port battalions bv at least the 1960s, and they
continue tooperate under this designation today.
As a component of the Soviet Air Force Rear
Services, the battalion is assigned to an entirely

different chain of command from the flying unit
it supports.5 The battalion commander is operationally subordinate to the air regiment com
mander, but he remains administrativaly subor
dinate to the next higher echelon of his oattalion.
Seemingly, this arrangement could lead to conflicts, but reports of any problems in this respect
are virtually nonexistent. The reason, perhaps, is
that the air regiment commander normally has a
higher rank and, within the military district or
group of forces, ultimately reports to a com
mander whose rear Services chief is only one of
several deputies.
The accompanying chart shows the general
organizational structure of a typical battalion,
which is normally commanded by a major but
may also be commanded by a lieutenant colonel.

Structure of the Independent Airfield Technical Support Battalion

Nole

Services subordinate to deputy commander lor supply are not shown Other elements. such as cadres department
presumably exist, but they could not be identified in the available literature
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The commander has deputies for technical matters, supply, and political affairs, the last of
which, normallv a major, is at least first among
equals.
The battalion deputy for political matters Con
trols the unit’s political department and is presumably a second reporting official for the deputv commanders for political matters in the
companies. The functions of a political officer at
any levei include not only organizing and directing political vvork but also overseeing ideological development among the troops; to some
degree, he also functions as information and
educational officer and counsels people with
regard to familv and personal affairs.6The polit
ical department itself and the immediate staff oí
the deputy for political matters are usually small
elements of not more than three or four officers.
The department is probablv also responsible for
the units enlisted and officers' clubs.
Internai security and counterintelligence are
the responsibilitv of the special department
(obsobyy otdel) headed by a KGB officer. Neither
the title nor the functions of the special depart
ment are mentioned in contemporary Soviet
literature. Primary sources of information about
this department are defectors,7 but it appears
rather likely that these officers operate entirely
outside the military chain of command.
Routine battalion planning and administrative matters are handled by the chief of staff.
usually a major, and his small section. The
actual mission of the battalion—providing Ser
vices and material to the regiment—is performed
by a number of Services and other elements.
fuel and lubricants Service

The mission of the fuel and lubricants Service
(sluzhba GSM) is to receive, store, maintain
quality control, and issue aviation fuels, gasolines, various alcohols. fire-extinguishing mate
riais, and special liquids such as hydraulic fluids
and antifreezes.8 The service, normallv directed
by a captain, is responsible for one or more fuel
and lubricant dumps, a fuel analysis laboratory,
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vehicle refueling points, and portable pumping
stations. The portable pumping stations are used
frequently in units that receive fuel shipments by
rail.9The service is also responsible for the operation and maintenance of centralized refueling
Systems at airfields with such facilities.
A handbook for the Soviet Armed Forces Rear
Services mentions both underground and aboveground storage of fuels but provides specifications only on horizontal Steel tanks with capacities of 4.1 to 26.9 cubic meters. Rubberized cloth
bladder tanks, probablv used during deployments, are available in capacities of 2.5 to 25
cubic meters. When empty, the tanks weigh from
47 to 250 kilograms and probablv can be easily
transported by truck.10
automotive-tractor and electric-gas service

This service normally directed by a major, formerly consisted of two separate Services, but il
has functioned as a single service since at least
1981.11The motor transport and motor technical
companies in the service are commanded by
either a sênior lieutenant or a captain who has
deputies for political and technical matters. The
motor transport company is organized into at
least three platoons and a motor pool (avtopark)
and is used to transport personnel and equipment. Trucks are the most frequently mentioned
vehicles, but the company’s inventory probably
includes cars, crew busses, and aviation refueling
trucks.12
The motor technical company, the “electricgas” component of the service, is often called the
"special equipment” (spetstekhnika) unit because
of the nature of its vehicles. These vehicles
include the MZ series of oil replenishment vehi
cles, AKZS oxygen trucks, AUZS carbon dioxide
vehicles. VZ and MS series of compressed air
vehicles, APA series of aircraft starier trucks, AZS
battery-charging stations. AKV air-conditioning
units, MP series of engine heaters, aircraft and
general-purpose tugs, and fire trucks. One reference indicates that a platoon of aircraft starter
trucks has at least nine APA vehicles, but the
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actual strength is probably much greater.13
Many of the Services provided by both companies obviously must be available at precisely
specified times to satisfy requirements of flight
operations, and the chief of the service faces a
complex managerial problem in meeting these
requirements. He resolves the problems on a dayto-day basis by appointing an airfield technical
support duty officer (derzhurny po ATO) vvho
coordinates all relevant support activities on a
given day and normally vvorks from a central
control point with radio Communications.14 Although this system apparently functions quite
well, it depends entirely on the skill and experience of individual officers. For long-term Solu
tions. the useof network planning, similar to the
"decision tree” rnethod used in the West, in air
field technical support operations has been discussed and apparently even used in some battalions since the early 1970s.15

formations are removed by KPM combined selfpropelled sprinkling and sweeping systems.
These machines and the AP-60and V-63 vacuum
sweepers are used during warmer weather to
keep runways and other areas free of debris and
thus prevent possible foreign object damage to
aircraft.17
Fhe Soviets apparently make widespread use
of precast ferroconcrete slabs for runways and
taxiways. These slabs, designated PAG-XIV, are
14 centimeters thick, 2 meters wide, and 6 meters
long and weigh 4.2 metric tons.18 The company
devotes much time throughout the year to inspecting and caulking seams between slabs. The
combination of severe cold and extremely rapid
thawing in most of the Soviet Union also means
that runways and taxiways must have very efficient drainage systems.19
The airfield operations company also maintains natural-surface runways used asemergency
landing strips at most permanent fields. These
runways can be built with either packed earth or
the airfield operations company
sod, depending on local conditions, and they
All functions relative to operation and mainte- must be periodically packed or sown with grass,
nance of permanent and natural surface run- fertilized, and mowed. In winter, these strips
ways, taxiways, and hardstands are performed by must be cleared of snow, or, if the accumulation
the airfield operations company (aerodromno- is too great, it can be rolled and packed until the
ekspluatatsionriaya rota). This unit is com- surface becomes suitable for landing. To permanded by a sênior lieutenant or captain and form these tasks, the company uses equipment
organized in specialized platoons headed by war- ranging from mowersand seeders to rollers, bull
rant officers. The priority mission is keeping dozers, and graders.
Although aircraft crash barriers are not fre
permanent surface runways operational. Although the problem of removing sand from quently mentioned, the airfield operations com
runways appears occasionally in Soviet litera- pany is also responsible for installing, maintainture,16 heavy snovvfalls—apparently the only ing, and operating these systems. The system
kind in the Soviet Union—are mentioned far mentioned most often is the ATU-2, which is
more frequently. The company uses several suitable for aircraft of the MiG-17 19 21 weight
models of heavy rotary snowplows or scraper class, but indications are that more advanced
blades mounted on trucks to remove snow. Ice is models are available.20
removed with so-called heat machines. These
vehicles, apparently unique to the Soviet Air guard company
Force, consist of old jet engines mounted in
movable frames on special chassis. Spreader The security and defense of the entire airfield.
devices are mounted on the exhaust nozzles to including aircraft and separate facilities. is the
ensure even distribution of hot air. Fragments of responsibilitv of the battalion’s guard company
ice left by the heat machines or less extensive ice (rota okhrany). This unit consists of at least two
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platoons commanded by vvarrant officers, but
the companv is normallv commanded by a captain. The companv normallv mans a series of
fixed guard posts connected by landline to the
guard control point, and it mav use patrol vehicles.21 Its weapons are assault rifles and machine
guns, and it has some organic Communications
equipment. With the exception of training in
heavy weapons, the companv apparentlv receives
training similar to that received by a Soviet motorized rifle companv. The emphasis in specialized training includes exercises in defending
against enemv airborne assault and dealing with
hostile penetrations bv diversionary groups.22
supply senices

Soviet Air Force Rear Services units are expected
to supplv flving units with virtually all essential
itemsexcept complete aircraft. Oneofficial handbook lists spare parts for aircraft, engines, air
equipment (presumably instruments and the
like), armament, ground support equipment,
airfield equipment. and other classes of items.
such as metais, paints, Chemicals, pressure vessels, and the like. The same source also provides a
general list of special clothing items. such as
flight coveralls, G-suits. full pressure suits, winter clothing. life vests, and life rafts. The battalion’s deputy commander for supply is apparently responsible for general supply, and a
number of other Services handle specific classes
of supply items. For example, one report of the
activities of a batialion’s aviation technical sup
plv Service indicates that it accepts written-off jet
engines and scrap for salvage and is responsible
for forwarding “time-expired” engines to the
manufacturing plant for overhauls. Another
sourcerefers tounpackingand issuingammunition bv an aviation armaments service (sluzhba
aviatsionnogo vooruzheruya) to squadrons of a
flving unit. Presumably. such a service would
also be responsible for operating the missile storage facilities mentioned in the late 1960s by a
former SAF deputy commander-in-chief for rear
Services.25
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food service

The food service (prodovol'stvennaya sluzhba) of
the battalion operates separate dining facilities
for aircrew and maintenance personnel of the air
regimem and. presumably, other facilities for
support personnel. Soviet flving personnel receive a special high calorie diet known as the
“flight ration" (letnyy payek) in four meais per
day.24 At permanent bases, the food service
employs many civilians in capacities from chief
of dining facilities to waitresses.* The service is
probably also responsible for operating the auxiliary farms assigned to many Soviet military
units. In one instance, a battalion reportedly
raises 350 pigs and maintains a 400-square-meter
hothouse producing eight tons of vegetables per
year.25
other Services

The battalion has itsovvn finance service, which,
in addition to paying the troops, develops and
Controls the unit's budget. Whether the same
Services are provided to the air regimem is not
clear. Other operating elements provide criticai
medicai and meteorological support, but I was
unable to determine whether these elements are
pari of the battalion or whether thev function
directlv under the air regimem. High-level Soviet
interest in housing and working conditions at
SAF bases suggests that the battalion has considerable responsibility forquarters, buildings, gen
eral maintenance, and provision of such Services
as heat, electricity, water, gas, sewers, and the
like, but the general officer addressing this topic
does not identify a specific element as being
responsible for such functions.26
deployment operations

The capability to move rapidly to remote and
often unprepared locationsand begin immediate
•Despiu- propaganda claiins 10 thecontrary, waiting tables isconsidered "woman's work" in lhe U.S.S.R. Consequenllv. women are
emploved virtually cxdusivdy in this íunciion ai Soviei hases.
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air operations is an important element of combat
readiness for all units, particularly for SAF Fron
tal Aviation. A deployment of this nature, however, requires much support from the battalion.
Once such a move is ordered, the battalion forms
a deployment support group (komendatura)
consisting of sufficient personnel, equipment,
and supplies to begin operations at the new location. Heavy equipment will be necessary if a
totally unprepared site requires construction of a
runway. One SAF general officer noted that rear
Services units have accomplished training deplovments with their own vehicles, railroads, helicopters, and transport aircraft.27Tvvo more recent
accounts, both describing support of deployments of helicopter units, mentioned onlv the
use of organic motor transport. However, the
author of oneof theseartidesaptly described the
purpose of such activities as “practical training
under complex conditions as dose to combat as
possible.”28
personnel strength and sources

The personnel strength of a technical support
battalion cannot be prerisely determined. but it
probably includes several hundred officers, enlisted personnel, and civilian employees. Officer
personnel are apt to be graduates of a Soviet
Ministry of Defense school that trains rear Ser
vices specialists for all the Services. They may
also be graduates of reserve officer training pro-
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CUBA AND
UNITED STATES STRATEGY
D r . P. E d v v a r d H a l e y

A

NATION’s vital interest, as Charles Burton Marshall once observed, is what it
will fight to protect or achieve. The
United States has a vital interest in the maintenance of a favorable political and military environment in Central America and the Caribbean,
but it has lost military and political initiative in
the region. A hostile revolutionary government
in Nicaragua and civil war in El Salvador,
together with the growing military power of
Cuba, threaten to transform the political and
military circumstances in the region to the detrimem of the United States.
In its efforts to overcome these adverse developments, the Reagan administration has concentrated on vigorous programs of economic
assistance, propaganda, covert support of militarv intervention. and military aid and training.
These measures have provoked an intense debate
over the wisdom and morality of the course the
administration has chosen. To the responsible
critics—such as Senator Christopher Dodd and
Wayne Smith, former chief of U.S. interests in

Havana—this course reveals fundamental errors
of understandingand judgment. Thev insist that
the disturbances in Central America are local in
origin and do not threaten U.S. security. Also, if
a genuine threat to U.S. security developed—
such as direct Soviet intervention—Dodd and
Smith allege that the United States has the mil
itary power to deal with it.1
Supporters of the administration’s policy reply
that U.S. security is endangered not because of
local grievances but as a result of Cuban and
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Soviet intervention. The National Security Plan- United States is without adequate militan support for its foreign policy objectives in Central
ning Group observed:
In practical terms, this means the
Strategicallv. [the United States . . . has] a vital America.
United States is unable to take more drastic meainterest in not allowing the proliferation oí Cuba- sures
in opposition to pro-Castro forces in Cen
model States which would provide platforms for
subversion, compromise vital sea lanes and pose a tral America other than those cfeveloped by the
direct militarv threat at or near our borders. This Reagan administration. In this sense, the nonwould undercut us globally and create economic nuclear strategic military weakness of the United
dislocation and a resultant influx to the U.S. oí States
has predetermined U.S. policy.
illegal immigrants.2
However. fordifferent reasons, neither thecritics nor the supporters of U.S. policy have examined the militarv dimension of the issue about
which thev so fervently disagree. Critics avoid it
because they oppose anything having to do with
the use of force in Central America, even the
careful discussion of it. Ironicallv, their arguments depend on an invalid militarv premise:
that the United States possesses overwhelming
military superiority in Central America and the
Caribbean and could crush Cuba and any combination of anti-U.S. revolutionary governments
there if it chose to. Supporters of the administration are silent about the militarv questions,
either because they, too. are unaware of the
actual militarv weakness of the United States in
the region or because thev wish to avoid embarrassing admissions.
.Asa result, the public debate about U.S. policy
in Central America is incomplete and misleading. It is based on the false premise that the
United States has a militarv trump card to play.
Such a trump may exist if Castro is foolish
enough to takean extremely provocativeaction—
such as basing Cuban warplanes in Nicaragua—
or if relations deteriorate severely between the
United States and the U.S.S.R. Neither appears
likely. More importam, such extreme contingencies providean unsuitablebasison which to plan
U.S. foreign policy. Because neither the critics
nor the supporters of this policy are prepared to
acknowledge the militan realities in the Carib
bean, they are unable to recognize theadvantages
and disadvantages of the United States as it
attempts to transform the situation there.
The unavoidable militarv realitv is that the

A Comparison of Caribbean Powers

Cuba is free to support revolution and subver
sion in Central America because Cuban leaders
know that the United States is unable to force
them to stop. The inability of the United States
to coerce Cuba may be demonstrated in two
ways: by comparing the m ilitan forces available
to each country in the event of a showdown and
by comparing U.S. forces presently available to
those that participated in two other amphibious
campaigns; these campaigns were the seizure of
Okinawa during World War II, a military campaign that would be roughly comparable to an
invasion of Cuba, and the British recovery of the
Falkland Islands in April-May 1982.
The U.S. military isconstituted for the nuclear
defense of the United States and for the conventional and nuclear defense of Western Europe.
There are other vital U.S. security interests. In
the western Pacific, the United States has deployed the Seventh Fleet and two divisions to
defend Japan and Korea. A carrier task force
operates in the Indian Ocean, and there are token
forces in the Panama Canal Zone and the Carib
bean area. However, unlike the strategic nuclear
forces and the units in Western Europe, these
other deployments are valuable primarilv as
symbols of U.S. commitment and asa frame to be
filled out by mobilization rather than for their
immediatecombat power, which is not on a scale
comparable to that of the enemy forces nearby.
In a confrontation with Cuba. the United
States would possess total nuclear superiority.
However, one assumes that nuclear weapons
would not be used against Cuba unless a threat of
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nuclear attack arose from the island, as it did in
1962. Therefore, the force available for use
against Cuba would have to be drawn from the
nonnuclear units not earmarked for deployment
elsewhere. As the following tables indicate, very
few U.S. military units are available for use
against Cuba without significantlv reducing
forces already committed to other theaters.
The shortfall in C.S. land and naval power
revealed in Tables I and II is even greater than it
appears. Two army divisions, for example, are
not completely manned by active duty personnel. Moreover. it would never be possible to deploy 100 percent of the active ships and submarines in anv of their assigned areas. At best only
some fraction of the ships would be on station.
(See Table II.) The others would either be in
transit or in port becauseof equipment and weapon shortages, training, crew leave, and maintenance. During one of its perennial struggles
with the Congress for operating funds, the Pentagon revealed how severe these reductions can
be. In June 1983, a Defense Department spokesman stated that the United States wasable toarm
fully onlv 5 of its 13 operational carriers at one

time.3 This observation underlines the inability
of the United States to use its existing naval
power against Cuba. Any diversion of carriers
and surface combatants from their regular assignments to blockade or combat duty in the Caribbean would reduce the other fleets to token forces
unable to carry out their missions.
As Table III reveals, the United States has no
tactical fighter squadrons available for use against
Cuba without reducing its capabilities to intervene in the other vital theaters—Europe, Asia,
and the Middle East—to which the nation is
committed. This is criticai to the formulation
and execution of U.S. policy in Central America
and the Caribbean because of the vital importance of control of the air to effective naval and
amphibious action in the region.
As was true with naval strength, the table exaggerates U.S. tactical air power, since only a portion of the airplanes listed would be ready for
combat flight. If one generously assumes that 50
percent of all tactical aircraft are ready for com
bat. Cuba hasan operational force of 109 aircraft
available for combat in a confrontation with the
United States. The United States has none.

Table I. Planned and present deployment of L'.S. Army divisions
Deployment

Mechanized

Europe
Europe (planned)
U.S. Central
Command (planned)
Japan
Korea
Alaska
Panama
Hawaii
Totais
Total in U.S. Army
Total Planned
Deployment
Army divisions
Avai'able for use
against Cuba

2
3

Armored

Infantry

2
2

2

4
1
2

1

Brigades

Airborne

1
support troops

1
1
1
1*
6
16

4

4

2

8

16

0

Sources: Report o t the Secretary o t Defense to the Congress (Washington: U S. Governm ent Printing Office. 1983); United

States Military Posture. prepared by the Organization of the Joint Chiefs ot Staff (Washington: U S Governm ent Printing
Office. 1983): Th e Military Balance 1982-83 (London: International Institute for Strategic Studies. 1982)
*Unit's establishment is detached
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Fleet

Carriers

Second
(Atlantic)
Third
(Eastern Pacific)
Sixth
(Mediterranean)
Seventh
(Western Pacific)
Indian Ocean
Mideast
U.S. Central Command
(planned)
Totais
Active Strength
Available for use
against Cuba

Surface Combatants

Attack Submarines

4-5

76

41

3

44

30

2

14

5

3
1
0

21
6
4

8
0
0

3
17
14

60 (?)
225
204

0

0

Source: The Military Balancei 1982-83 (London:

H.r>

8 (?)
92
90
0

International Institute tor Strategíc Studies. 1982).

Table II. Deployment of U.S. Naiy major combatants

Clearly. the table reveals the same unfortunate and the Middle East, the United States lacks lhe
pictureastheothers. Withoutaseriousreduction air power to engage Cuba militarily.
in the ability of the l Tnited States to honor its
The U.S. Marine Corps has a strength of
commitments in Europe. the western Pacific. 192,000. It is constituted in three divisions, each
Table III. Strength and deployment of L’.S. tacttcal air force divisions
L o c a t io n

Base
Alaska
Germany
Iceland
Japan
Korea
Netherlands
Philippines
Spain
United Kingdom
Totais
Active Strength
Remaining
Fighter Squadrons
(F-4. F-15. F-16.
A-10) Remaining
U.S. Central
Command
(planned)
Europe (planned)
Available for use
against Cuba

S q u a d r o n s (a ir c r a f t)

F-4
1(24)
6(144)
1(24)

F-15

F-16

3(72)

2(48)

F-111

A-10

3(72)
2(36)

2(48)

1(18)

1(24)
2(48)
1(24)
13(300)
31(708)
18(408)

7(168)
16(376)
9(208)

4(96)
13(312)
9(216)

7(156)
7(156)
11(252)
4(96)

40(976)

20('7) fighter squadrons
20

Source: The Mílítary Balance 1982-83 (London: International Institute tor Strategic Studies. 1982).

7(126)
8(144)
12(288)
4(144)
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with its own air wing, a total of 441 combat
aircraft in 26 fighter and ground attack squadrons. Plans for the Rapid Deployment Joint
Task Force call for an independem Marine
amphibious brigade, but this unit apparently
has not vet been established. (See Table 1\'.)
Table II' Strength and deployment of l ’.S. Marme.s
Deployment
Japan/Okinawa
CONUS
Hawaii

Division
1*

2

brigade from
Japan-based division

1

Califórnia
North Carolina
U.S. Central Command
(planned)
Total Marine divisions
Deployed or committed
Available for use
agamst Cuba

1
1

3

2

1

SouTce: The Mihtary Balance 1982-1983 (Lootion: International Institute for Strategic Studies, 1982); U .S Naval Institute P roceedings/
Naval Review 1983, M ay 1983. p. 272.
*Part of unifs establishment is detached

The unavoidableconclusion is thatout of this
impressive force of armv, navy, and air forces, the
United States has at best one Marine division

with its air wing available for Service in the
Caribbean without disrupting the assigninent of
other units to other theaters. In a word, Cuba has
the military initiative in the region. Cuban not
U.S. foreign policy is adequately supported by
military power.
The following survey of Cuban military power
shows that Castro has acquired potent selfdefenseand interventionary capabilities. The effectiveness of this Cuban military power is enhanced by the inadequaciesof conventional U.S.
military forces opposed to it. The Cuban army,
reserves, and paramilitary forces have expanded
dramatically in the past six yearsand now greatly
outnumber the active force the United States has
to send against them. (See Table V.) During the
same period, the U.S.S.R. has significantly increased both the size and quality of the Cuban air
force, which now disposes of some 190 advanced
fighter aircraft, MiC-21 and MiG-23. (SeeTables
VI and VII.)
The Cuban navy is a coastal defense force.
However, the range of its missile boats and the
narrow waters around Cuba make it formidable
to an opponent who has not established air
superiority. The missile boats are the Osa-I and
II and Komar class, with a range of 800 nautical
miles at 25 knots and 400 nautical miles at 30

Table T. Recent developments in Cuban military manpower
(in nearest thousands)
Service
Armed Forces
Army
Navy
Air Force
Reserves
Paramilitary
State Security
Frontier Guard
Youth Labor
Territorial
Militia

77

78

79

•80

’81

189
160
9
20
90
113
10
3
100

159
130
9
20
90
113
10
3
100

189
160
9
20
90
118
15
3
100

206
180
10
16
90
118
15
3
100

227
200
11
16
130
118.5
15
3.5
100

-

-

-

-

-

82
225
200
10
15
190
618*
15
3
100
500*

Sources: The Military Balance (London: International Institute for Strategic Studies. annual); U.S. Department of State.
"C u b a n Arm ed Forces and the Soviet Military Presence," Special Report No. 103, Bureau of Public Affairs, Washington.
D .C ., August1982.
‘ Castro began toform this military unit early in the Reagan administration. The Military Balance gives a total of 50.000
for the unit in 1982. Th e m uch larger U.S. State Department figure is used here. Presum ably the unit is still being formed
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Aircratt

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

2(30)
7(118)
3(50)
2(54)

3(40)
8(128)
4(30)
3(40)

3(40)
8(128)
4(46)
4(49)

3(42)
8(113)
4(57)
4(59)

3(50)
14(169)
4(54)
7(112)
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Squadrons (number of aircraft)
Ground attack
Interceptor
Transport
Helicopter

4(75)
7(120)
3(50)
2(54)

Source: The Mihtary Balance (London: International Institute tor Strategic Studíes. annual).

Tablt VI. Strength of lhe Cuban Air Force
fby ancraft lype and squadron)

knots respectivelv. They are armed with lhe Styx square miles; its population in 1940 was 435,000.
missile, which has a range of 18 miles and carries Cuba has an area of 44.218 square miles and a
a 1100-pound conventional warhead. (See Table population of 9,827.000.
For the invasion of Okinawa, the United States
VIII.)
amassedan impressiveforce. Altogether, 184,000
troops were assigned to the operation, codeCuba, Okinawa, and the Falklands
named Iceberg. Supported by Vice Admirai Marc
A comparison of present U.S. forces to those A. Mitscher's Fast Carrier Task Force (FCTF).
employed in the invasion of Okinawa underlines five divisions or 116,000 men were committed to
the inabilitv of the United States to coerce Cuba. the inicial landings, which began on 1 April
The island of Okinawa. one of the Ryukyu 1945. The Fast Carrier Task Force included 9
chain, runs north to south and is some 60 miles carriers. 5 fast battleships, 8 escort carriers, 4
long and from 2 to 18 miles wide; total area, 485 heavy cruisers, 7 light cruisers, 3 antiaircraft
Table VII. Strength of the Cuban Air Force
tbx ancraft t\pe)
Aircraft
Combat aircraft
M iG-17
M iG-19
MiG-21
M iG-23
Transport
11-14
An-2
An-24
An-26
Heltcopters
Mi-1
Mi-4
Mi-8
Mi-24
Surface-to-air
rrnssiles
SA-2/3
SA-6

77

78

79

'80

'81

82

195
75
40
80

148
30
40
78

168
30
40
78
20
46
10
12
4
20
49
5
24
20
Some

175
30
40
78
27
57
10
12
15
20
59
15
24
20
Some

259
30
40
154
35
54
20
12
2
20
112
Some
60
40
12

144
144
Some

144
144
Some

200
144
56?

—

—

—

—

168
30
40
78
20
30
10
Some
Some
20
40
10
20
10
—

144
144

144
144

144
144

—

—

—

—

—

50
Some
Some
Some

50
Some
Some
Some

—

—

54
30
24

54
30
24

Source: The Military Balance (London: International Institute for Strategic Studies. annual).
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Ships

Submarine
Frigate
Patrol (large)
Fast attack
(missile)
Fast attack
(torpedo)
Coastal patrol
Minesweepers
(all able to
lay mines)
Landing craft
(médium)
Survey
vessels
Frontier
guard
Totais

78

'80

81

'82

1
18

2
1
14

3
1
12*

3
1
10

26

27

26*

23*

26

24
12

24
12

23*
12

22
12

24
12

—
—
18

79
—

2

8

9

9

7

7

7

7

7

6

12

13

13

13

15
108

14
117

14
120

14
116

14
119

Sources: The Military Balance (London: International Institute for
Strategic Studies. annual): Jane's Fighling Ships (London: Jane's.

1981).

* Jane s and The Military Balance sometimes give different figures.
T h e figures show n represent the author's best estimate where
marked by an asterisk.

Table VIII. Strength of the Cuban \'aiy

cruisers, and 58 destroyers. In addition to the
FC.TF, another 1500 American ships followed
the invading American troops, including lObattleships, 9 cruisers, 23 destroyers, and 177 gunboats. In all thev fired 44,825 shells of 5 inches or
more, 33,000 rockets, and 22,500 mortar shells.
All the landing area for 1000 yards inland was
blanketed with enough 5-inch shells, 4.5-inch
rockets, and 4.2-inch mortars to average 25
rounds in each 100-vard square. Simultaneously,
aircraft from American carriers attacked Japanese positions. They were aided by a British carrier force, whose planes flew 345 sorties to destroy
enemy aircraft on nearby islands. To supply the
invasion force required a sealift of approximately 745,000 measurement tons. Japanese
forces defending Okinawa numbered approximately 77,200. Less than 10 percent survived the
battles. American casual ties were also heavy:
12,300 dead. Aircraft and shipping losses were
severe on both sidesd
In contrast to the American armada deployed
against Okinawa, the active l T.S. forces available

for conventional military operations against
Cuba are minuscule. Without disrupting Ameri
can commitments to other theaters, they include
1 Marine division and its fighter wing, several
carriers, and a handful of surface combatants. It
is beyond the capability of this brave but slender
force to establish control of the air around Cuba.
Without adequate air cover, U.S. naval commanders would be reluctant to bring their carri
ers and large surface combatants into the waters
around Cuba. For the same reason the Gulf of
México would be closed to U.S. capital ships if
hostilities between Cuba and the United States
were imminent. It follows, then, that a naval
blockade of Cuba could not now be established.
A blockade that depended on mines for complete
coverage would also fail because of Cuban air,
missile boat, and minesweeping capabilities.
(See Tables VII and VIII.) The United States
committed 180 ships to blockade a far weaker
Cuba in 1962. This was less than one-fourth (21.5
percent) of the active U.S. fleet of 835 ships.
Twenty vears later, the commitment of 180 ships
would represent nearly 45 percent of the entire
fleet.5
In contrast to the American operation against
Okinawa in 1945, the forces assembled by the
British government to recover the Falkland Islands were much smaller. Even so. they provide a
standard of successful amphibious warfare and
would probably surpass the American forces that
could be committed against Cuba without borrowing heavily from other commands. For the
Falklands campaign, the British assembled a
task force of 28,000 men and 100 ships. They were
opposed by some 12,000 Argentine troops in the
garrison on East Falklands and bv the Argentine
air force and navy operating from the mainland.
Among the 44 warships in the British task
force were 2 carriers, 6 submarines, 2 missile
destroyers. 6 destroyers, 15 frigates, and 5 mine
sweepers. Altogether, 42 Sea Harrier vertical
short takeoff aircraft were committed tocombat.
British losses were 255 dead and 777 wounded.
The task force lost 12 ships and 28 aircraft (7
planes and 21 helicopters).
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Two of the most importam advantages gained
by Britain during the fighting vvere control of the
air—b\ Brítish count 117 Argentine warplanes
were destroyed—and control of the sea. After
their initial heavy losses, and fearing attack by
the nuclear submarines of the British task force,
the Argentine navy would not venture beyond
the 12-mile Coastal safe limit allowed by British
commanders and, therefore, was unable to hinder
the operation against the Falklands in any sig
nificam way. Perhaps the most striking comparison relevant to U.S. strategy in the Caribbean is
that in an operation against forces that are much
smaller, less potem, and less well trained than
those of Cuba. the British deployed a task force
whose warships numbered one-fifth the entire
surface combat fleet of the U.S. Navy. Plainly,
the lesson of the Falklands is that the United
States can find the power to coerce Cuba only by
wrerking the structure of its military commitments to other vital theaters.6
Alternative Policies toward Cuba

United States foreign policy toward Cuba and
the nations of Central America must now be
made on a basis of U.S. military weakness. But
most critics of the Reagan administration will
not address this militarv realitv. Rather, they
appear to share the view that nothing short of the
establishment of a Soviet military base in the
region is harmful to U.S. vital interestsor would
justify U.S. countermeasures. Senator Christopher J. Dodd took this position in his reply to
Presidem Reagan's address to a joint session of
Congress on 27 April 1983. Charles Will iam
Mavnes, editor of Foreign Policy. expressed this
view succinctly in a widelv publicizedarticle: "In
the final analysis," Mavnes argued. "there is only
one step these countries could take that would
affect the national security of the United States:
They could offer militarv facilities to the Soviet
Union.”7
This might be termed the minimalist definitionof U.S. vital interests. It isattractive to critics
of administration policv because it seems to
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postpone indefinitely the day of a showdown.
After all, what Latin American revolutionaries
would be foolish enough to offer military facili
ties to the U.S.S.R.? Can we so easily have forgotten Castro’s offer and its acceptance by the
Soviet Union?
Contrary to the view of the minimalists, the
United States must continue to be intimately
involved in the defense of endangered countries
in Central America precisely because revolutionary disturbances may bring to power radicais
who would offer military facilities to the Soviet
Union. It is a matter of political common sense.
No prudent government throws away military
and political allies. To do so would be strategic
folly. In addition, it would demoralizeall potential U.S. allies, making military showdown with
the Soviet Union even more likely than it is at
present.
There are other serious problems with the
minimalist argument. Apparently, there is noth
ing to admire about U.S. policy in Central Amer
ica. To Mavnes, there is no diíference between
U.S. policy in Central America and Soviet policy
in Central Europe. “The United States should
recognize," Mavnes wrote, "that it cannot oppose
the Brezhnev Doctrine in Eastern Europe while
proclaiming a Reagan Doctrine in Central Amer
ica." The argument is false. The constam effort
of the Carter and Reagan administrations has
been to bring about democratic reform in Cen
tral America. Admittedly, both administrations
were unwilling to overthrow the existing friendly
governments in order to achieve rapid peaceful
change. But this is prudence rather than a compromise of principie. In any case, the U.S. search
for democratic reform, a lessening of repression
and violence, and íree elections have nothing in
common with Soviet policy in Poland, which
has been to do exactly the opposite.
The remedy offered by these critics is as flawed
as their analysis. They say, if the Soviet Union
should attempt to establish a base in Central
America, the United States should then ruthlessly wipe it out. Moscow and the nations of
Central America and the Caribbean should be
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told, as Maynes put it, that anv establishment of
Soviet military bases in Central America “will
trigger an immediate U.S. invasion to wipe out
the facility.” The statement has a certain appearance of toughness to it. But it inust not be taken
at face value for at least two reasons. First, as this
analysis has shown, the United States has no
immediate conventional military options in the
Caribbean and Central America. It would acquire
them over a period of years, but few of the critics
speak in favor of the large-scale conventional
huildup that would be needed to get them. In
thesecircumstances, to speak of unilateral Amer
ican intervention to destroy Soviet bases is to
indulge in fantasy.
Second, a Soviet base already exists in the
Caribbean, but neither Maynes nor Dodd nor
anv of the other critics of this school advocate its
elimination by military attack. Why should one
believe that if another Soviet base were to be
established in Central America they would favor
its destruction by prompt American military
action? Rather than advocating such firm steps,
they would be the foremost spokesmen for the
peaceful acceptance of the new status quo.
Arguments would be found to prove that the base
was small or concerned only with strengthening
the internai position of the newly installed revolutionary regime. The Soviet action would be
shown to be the result of a new power struggle
within the Kremlin, a conflict that would be
wronglv influenced if the United States took decisive military action in Central America. Interdependence would be cited as proof of the irrelevance of such military outposts. Then, the War
Powers Resolution would be recalled, and the
strategic defense of U.S. vital interests would be
transformed into a constitutional question.
If one rejects such criticisms—and rejection is
appropriate—one does not readily find more
satisfactory proposals among those basically
friendly to the policy of the Reagan administration. Perhaps the most elaborate constructive
criticism of administration policy was presented
in a monograph prepared in September 1982 for
the U.S. Department of State and Air Force.8 It is

a serious, conscientious work whose shortcomings
stein less from errors of its author, Edward Gonzalez, than from the limitations imposed on him
by his government sponsors. Clearly, he was
instructed to confine his advice to measures that
could be implemented within the present political and material limits on U.S. policy. Gonzalez
was not allowed to suggest, for example, a signif
icam increase in U.S. conventional military capabilities, although he warned that significam mil
itary action against Cuba would surpass the
present military capabilities of the United States.
Given these limitations, it is not surprising that
Gonzalez recommended little more than incre
mentai increases in present policy: better surveillance of arms shipments, better propaganda, and
intensified economic and diplomatic pressure on
Castro.9 Until such steps are backed by adequate
U.S. conventional power deployed in the Carib
bean, Cuba will ignore them. The visit of Cuban
General Arnaldo Ochoa Sanchez, organizer of
Castro’s African interventions, to Nicaragua in
June 1983 suggested that the Cuban government
was planning to increase its aid to the Sandinista
regime in disregard of the Reagan administration’s opposition.
In addition, Gonzalez has made a criticallv
important error. The goal of U.S. policy, he
argued, should be to "Finlandize” Cuba. By his
definition, this would mean: “The integrity of
the smaller country’s political institutions and
economic system, and its international autonomy, are observed by the neighboring superpower on the condition that the smaller State
respect the superpower’s security interests.10This
is a misleading analogy for at lea.f *'hree reasons.
Most important, the U.S.S.R. has gone to war
against Finland twiceand hasannexed part of its
territory in order tooblige the smaller country to
“respect the superpower’s security interests.”
Although the United States has used force against
Cuba, notably during the Bay of Pigs invasion in
1961, it now lacks the military capabilitv to
attack Cuba without mobilization. Tbis is not
trueof the Soviet Union and Finland. Moreover,
the Soviet Union has repeatedly used massive
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force against the nations of Eastern Europe since
1956 and. in Poland, has continued (o threaten
invasion.
The Soviet capability to invade Finland is all
too credible. To the east of the Finnish-Soviet
frontier lie Murmansk and the Kola Península,
where the U.S.S.R. maintains one of the largest
concentrations of conveniional air and sea power
in the world. John Erickson has described the
Soviet Northern Theater of Operations as:

. . . one of the sirongest—possibly the strongest—
complex of bases in the world . . . housing strategic
forces capable of and commitied to operating far
bevond the Soviet periphery plus tactical forces
deployed to protect these bases and embodying the
capability of seizing and holding anv appreciable
territorial buffer zone... It is this search for security,
avowedly defensive in origin, which has led and
will conunue to lead to overweening presence.
impressive tactical readiness and pressure inevitably inducing instability."

Second. Finland has a large Communist party
and for the sake of its own internai unity must
accommodate all but the most extreme demands
from the Soviet Union. As part of the armistice
agreement with the U.S.S.R. in 1944, Finland
was obliged to legalize the Finnish Communist
Party (SKP). Previously the party had operated
directly from Moscow. Since the end of World
War II, the SKP has been one of the country’s
four major parties and has repeatedlv joined in
coalition govemments of Finland. Although
Finland is a relativelv small country, the SKP
ranks with the major Communist parties of
Europe, usually polling from 16 to 23 percent of
the vote. In 1979 its electoral front, the Finnish
Peoples Democratic League (SKDL) won 17.9
percent of the vote and membership in the
government. The party’s share of the vote fell in
local elections in 1980. Even so, the SKDL/SKP
put three ministers in the new government
formed after Mauno Koivisto succeeded Urho
Kekkonen as Presidem in January 1982. The
foreign policy objective of the SKP in the presidential elections was “toensure the maintenance
and strengtheningof ties with the USSR” and to
place “top priority on reassuring Moscow that
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Finnish authorities would adopt no policies
constituting a threat to Soviet security."12
Not only is there no pro-American equivalem
of the Finnish Communist Party in Cuba but the
United States has allowed Castro to deport to its
shores bv the hundreds of thousands the very
people who might have forced him to accommo
date his policies to the interests of the United
States. Finally, by its continuing communization of Eastern Europe, the U.S.S.R. hasdemonstrated to Finland that thealternative toacquiescence to the demands of Soviet security is most
unattractive. This condition has nocounterpart
in the Cuba-U.S. relationship.
Although they are not spoken as criticism, the
arguments of Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick in
favor of supporting rightist authoritarian re
gimes also require attention in a survey of viewpoints supportive of the Reagan administration’s policies in Central America. In simplest
terms Ambassador Kirkpatrick’s analysis holds
that no sensible nation undermines friendly
govemments in a vital security zone. She embellishes the argument by observing that rightest
authoritarian regimes are not in principie morally inferior to leftist totalitarian ones. But this
does not detract from her appeal to political
prudence.13
Granted, it is imprudent to ignore thedangers
of one’s friends. Let us even assume, for the sake
of argument, that the policy informed by the
Kirkpatrick view of revolution in Central Amer
ica is capable of procfucing a successíul defense of
vital U.S. interests. One still encoumeres two
serious problems. First, the policy inspired by
this analysis may bean international successand
a domestic failure. The injustice of the existing
regimes may be so great and reform of them may
be so protracted and uncertain that domestic
support for the administration’s policy disappears in partisan wrangling and indecision.
While the ugliness of the authoritarian right in
Central America isall too tangible, the sins of the
totalitarian left remain hypothetical as long as
such movements fail to win power. Unable to
discern the similarity, the American democracy
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may choose the lesser apparent evil.
It is, of course, far from clear thai the Kirkpatrick view of the revolutionary process will always
lead tosuccessful international results. And if it
does not, what recourse will the administration
have? The metaphor emploved throughout the
debate on Central America has been that of
climbingastaircase—a slow, steadv rise in Amer
ican involvemem similar to that followed in
Vietnam. A moreapt metaphor vvould be falling
off a cliff. If the present policy of military aid,
economic development, and diplomacy and prop
aganda fails, the administration will suffer a
nasty spill.
DIFFERENT policy is needed.
It must be one that is based on adequate military
support. It must also be a policy that can win the
support of the three-quarters of the electorate
within the United States who have a graspof the
role of force in international politics. The inter
national test of such a policy would be thereturn
of a political and military environment in Cen
tral America favorable to the United States. The
domestic political test of such a policy would be
its ability to win the backing of those who
oppose meddling in the internai affairs of the
Latin and Central American republics and who
are also alarmed about the dangers of Soviet and
Cuban adventurism. Without a strong bipartisan basis, anv policy of opposition to Havana
and Moscow will fail. Under present political
constraints, the United States will be denied
more or less indefinitely the ability to intervene
directly in revolutionarv conflicts in Central
America.
This restraint notwithstanding, the problem
remains: How to base American foreign policy
in Central America and the Caribbean on ade
quate military power? The solution would be to
separate the internai politics from the foreign
policies of the governments of Central America.
In other words, American policvmakers would
base their decisions on the externai actions rather
than the internai ideology of these regimes. This

approach has been recommended by observers
with views as diverse as Maynes and Gonzalez.
However, they have not advocated the additional
measures without which such a distinction re
mains rhetorical. That step is for the United
States to acquire the conventional military capabilities—primarily increased air and naval power—
necessary to prevent governments in the region
from refusing to respect U.S. securitv interests. At
the same time, the United States must maintain
its programs of reform and economic and mil
itary assistance in order not to squander military
and political assets. In some cases these efforts
will aid in the appearance of viable, morally
attractive regimes. In others they will fail, and
hostile, anii-American regimes will come to
power.
The problem for the United States is to
developan internationally effective recourse when
the failures come, as some surely will. This is not
to suggest that II.S. foreign policy problems in
Central America and elsewhere in the Third
World can be solved by military means alone.
Any satisfactorv resolution of the problems facing the United States in these areas will require
all the resources of diplomacy and economic
development that the U.S. commands. But neither
will these problems be solved by a foreign policy
that is inadequately supported by militan' power.
In this sense, it is possible to identify a rough test
of theadequacy of U.S. conventional strength in
Central America and the Caribbean. U.S. policy
will be adequately supported when the United
States is ahle to impose an air and sea blockade
on Cuba without disrupting its commitments to
Europe, Asia, and the Middle East.
With such militan' strength behind its foreign
policy, the protection of vital U.S. interests
becomes feasible and not, as it is in the critics’
world, hypothetical. Without this margin of
conventional military power, the United States
will remain unable to defend its vital interests in
Central America and the Caribbean.
The Keck Centrr for International Strategic Studies j
Clarernont McKenna College, Claremont, Califórnia |
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NATO PILOT TRAINING IN REVIEW
C a p t a in D e n n is L . D a n ie l s o n

T

HE most significam training project to be Wichita Falis, Texas. The goal is to produce the
undertaken by allies during peacetime is the best fighter pilots in the world. ENJJPT is the
Euro-NATO Joint Jet Pilot Training (ENJJPT). most extensive multinational undergraduate pi
The nations involved are Belgium, Canada, Den- lot and pilot instructor training program ever
mark, the Federal Republicof Germany, Greece, conceived.
Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, TurENJJPT has been in development since 1973,
key, the United Kingdom, and the United States. but its origin can be traced back to World War II.
Theofficial opening was23 October 1981 at80th From June 1941 to the end of 1945, the United
Flying Training YVing (FTW), Sheppard AFB, States provided the personnel and facilities needed
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to train more than H.000 Allied pilots.1Most of
them were from England and France although
the graduates also included Chinese. Brazilian,
and Dutch pilots. The United States undertook
this trainingprogram because we were not under
daily threat of enemy attack and did not have the
poor weather that prevailed over Europe; therefore, training could progress without interruption.
Allied training was provided under the leadership of Major General Henry H. Arnold. then
Chief of the U.S. Army Air Corps. General
Arnold committed one-third of his training
capacity to train foreign pilots.2 Pilot training
wasconducted at many locations throughout the
United States including Lackland, Lowry, Luke,
Maxwell. Moody, Nellis, and Tyndall Air Force
bases. Foreign students from diverse backgrounds
converged on these bases to be transformed into
the backbones of their respective countries’ air
forces. The training program was very successful, but the unique cultural backgrounds from
which the students carne posed complex questions for the instructors. How does an American
instructor pilot train a Chinese student who
comes from a strictly agricultural society? How
does one teach air discipline to a student whose
only concept of flying stems from his observations of the flight of birds? In addition to these
culturally related problems, American instruc
tors had to face a more serious problem, the
language barrier. Many students who carne to
the United States spoke little or no English.
Removing this roadblock proved to be a major
task and interpreters were acquired to help conduct training. Even then. a great deal of information was lost through translation. In spite of all
obstacles. the World War II training program
proved vitally important to the war effort of each
couniry that sent pilot candidates to the United
States.
The postwar period brought many changes to
the Allied pilot training program. Lend-Lease
training was terminated in March 1946, which
meant the countries receiving training assumed
total financial responsibility for that training.*
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As a result, foreign training in the United States
has decreased significantly since the end of
World War II negated the need for large air forces
and countries channeled their financial revenue
toward reconstruction. Nevertheless, America’s
Allies still required a force of well-trained pilots
and continued to rely on the United States for
assistance. The United States has been training
foreign pilots ever since.
Sheppard AFB, Texas, has been used for for
eign flight training throughout the last 16 years.
A flight school for the Federal Republic of Germany was opened in 1966 upon the arrival of
Lieutenant Colonel Hans Opel, Commander of
the German Air Force (GAF) Training Group in
the United States.4 German students arrived in
1967, and the GAF program started training
more than 200 students a year. The GAF sent
experienced German pilots to Sheppard to serve
as instructors; however, most of the instructor
pilots were from the United States Air Force.
Training was accomplished by using approximately 80 T-37s and T-38s that were purchased
and maintained by funds from the Federal Re
public of Germanv.5 The program proved very
successful, and other European countries expressed their interest in it. In 1979. the Netherlands decided to enroll students in the GAF pro
gram and also sent a Dutch pilot to be an instruc
tor. Throughout the last ten years, Sheppard
AFB has also been used as a training base for
student pilots from Central and South America,
África, and Asia.
The goals of all our foreign training programs
have been to strengthen our allies in order to
deter another global war and be prepared to win
if war should occur. The North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) exists to achieve these
same goals. The worth of any military organiza
tion is based on its ability to train and maintain
professional soldiers in any arena of combat.
In 1970. theEuroGroupestablishedthe[Eurotraining Subgroup] as a forum for the exchange
of views of training matters in general.6 This
subgroup was expanded in 1971 into the EuroNATO Training Group. In 1973, the idea of a
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NATO-wide flying program was adopted by the
Euro-NATO training—Air Force Sub-Group
(ENT-AFSG). A subsidiary of Euro-NATO Train
ing, the ENT-AFSG formed a multinational
working group from potential participating
nations (Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Germany,
Greece, Italv, the Netherlands, Norvvay, Portu
gal, Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the United
States) to study the feasibility of establishing a
multinational pilot training program. The ultimate objective would be a NATO-wide air force
accustomed to flying and working together using the same concepts, tactics, and t ules of flight.
The United States was finally selected as the
best location for at least the next ten years. As
mentioned earlier, our weather is consistentlv
better than Europe's. Additionally, we have been
in the business of large-scale national and international flight training longer than anv other
countrv. Furthermore, the United States has
greater resources available in terms of facilities,
airspace, and instructor pilots.
In 1980, Sheppard AFB was selected as the
logical USAF base for ENJJPT. The 80th Flying
Training Wing at Sheppard AFB had the capacity to expand its flying operations to meet the
needs of the ENJJPT program and a sizable
cadre of American, German, and Dutch instructors to begin the program. The German Air
Force T-37s and T-38s could be turned over to
ENJJPT, and the GAF syllabus needed only
minor modifications to make it suitable for the
program. The 80th Flying Training Wing also
had an operational PIT (pilot instructor train
ing) program that could expand to meet ENJJP T ’s instructor requirements. A final point
worth mentioning is that the German Air Force
program at Sheppard enjoyed an excellent rapport with people in the surrounding communities. Experience gained through past foreign
training programs at Sheppard helped the 80th
Flying Training Wing anticipate and solve the
problems it faced as it expanded to become the
only multinational organization of its kind.
In February 1980, representativesof the twelve
NATO countries met at Sheppard to set opera

tional policy for ENJJPT. A variety of issues
concerning finances, student quotas, support
facilities, legal arrangements, housing, etc. had
to be resolved among all twelve nations. In
December 1980, ministers of defense from each
countrv met in Brussels, Belgium, to sign the
memorandum of understanding. After the Brus
sels meeting, plans were completed to ensure
ENJJPT's success, and each countrv began selecting personnel who would ultimately be the
ones to make ENJJPT work. ENJJPT was under
way. It is a truly joint cooperative, cost-sharing
project with a NATO-developed syllabus, a joint
NATO staff and faculty, and facilities dedicated
to NATO.
The key ingredient for a successful pilot train
ing program is found in quality instruction.
Instructors for ENJJPT are carefully screened
and selected according to their military records.
Many European instructors chosen for ENJJPT
have between 10 and 15 years of experience in
fighter aircraft. American instructors include top
undergraduate pilot training (l’PT) graduates
plus a cross-section of experienced pilots from all
major weapon systems. The 80th Flying Training
Wing enters all instructor trainees into its own
PITcourse in lieu of the standard American PIT
course at Randolph AFB. Although the local
PIT course at Sheppard is the same length as PIT
at Randolph, the course is specifically tailored to
prepare a pilot to be an ENJJPT instructor.
The ENJJPT UPT course is significantly different from standard American UPT. Among
other things, the students are among the best
qualified from each NATO countrv. For example, only 5 percent of German applicants and 8
percent of qualified American UPT applicants
are chosen. Other nations select students in an
equally stringent manner. Then, during tire 55
weeks at Sheppard AFB, students complete approximately 450 hours of classroom academics,
260 hours of actual flight instruction. and 115
hours of procedural and ground training. The
ENJJPT syllabus has a strongemphasison lowlevel navigation and formation. During the T-37
phase, each student solos in low-level navigation
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andformaiion. DuringT-38 training, twoof the
low-level navigation sorties are flown as a flighi
of two aircraft at an altitude of 500 feet. During
the formation phase, each T-38 student receivesa
flightevaluation in formation flightsof two and
four aircraft. Emphasis in formations of four
aircraft is placed on the basic tactical maneuvers
that students will use throughout theircareers in
fighter aircraft.
The first UPT class consisling of 4 Norwegian. 15 American, and 17 German students
The quality of mstruction is a hey factor in rnakmg
any traming program a success. The USAF uses some of
its best pilots m the Euro-.XA TO Joint JetPilot Trairiing effort. Flere an instructor answers a Royal Air
Force pilol's questions about local flight procedures.
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actually began training on 1 October 1981. The
same day pilots from Canada, the Netherlands,
Norway, Denmark, Belgium, and the United
Statesentered instructor training. Every six weeks
a new class of 36 NATO students enters training.
ENJJPT s second student class was composed of
Norwegians, Dutch, Danes, and Americans. Tire
second PIT class included pilots from Norway,
Turkey, Portugal. Great Britain, and the United
States. Throughout fiscal year 1982 students
arrived from all countries except Canada, Greece,
Portugal, and Italy. Until now Italy has not participated; however, Italy is entering the program
in FY84 with UPT students and instruciors.
Someof the nations (Norway, Netherlands, Den
mark, Germany) will depend on the ENJJPT
program to train all of their fighter-oriented stu
dents. Other nations expect to retain their own

flight schools and will depend on ENJJPT to
train only a portion of their l TPT students (subject to further consideration). The full impact
that ENJJPT will have on the NATO alliance
awaits the test of time, but some observations
have already become apparent within the 80th
Flying Training VV'ing.
From the viewpoint of an instructor, the most
significam observation concerns language. Stu
dents arrive with a good working knowledge of
the English language in both readingand comprehension. Although their vocabulary may sometimes be limited and flying opens a whole new
chapter of words and phrases, students aggressively tackle the challenge to master the lan
guage. This is no small task since one publication alone, the Department of Defense General
Planningdocument, for example, contains hundreds of aeronautical terms that students must
learn. Learning new terminology in an international environment such as ENJJPT does have
its humorous moments. For example, a recent
radio conversation between Fort Worth Center
and a student pilot went as follows:
FORT WORTH CENTER: "Snort 34. when
will you depart your area, sir?”
98

The Northrop T-38 Talon, standard advanced trainer
in the L'SAF. serves in rnany of the mventories of our
NATO alhes. Pilotsfrom sei>eralNATO countrieswill
have had extensive expenence in the fighterversionsof
this aircraft, the FA Freedorn Fighterand the Tiger II.

STUDENT (replving in a heavy accent): “In
roundabout two minutes.”
FORT WORTH CENTER: “Was that two or
ten. sir?”
STUDENT: “Two minutes!”
FORT WORTH CENTER: “I can t understand
you. sir, two or ten?”
STUDENT: "Two; one plus one!”
In spite of occasional misunderstandings, stu
dents are becoming remarkably adept in handling radio calls and manv other flying terms
associated with the program.
Another significam observation deals with the
sense of comradeship created among the students
by the intense pressure of training. Students have
been transplanted from unique backgrounds
into a common environment that is equallv
demanding for all. The "meltingpot" effect, that
has characterized America’s history continues
today in ENJJPT. Each ENJJPTclass issharing
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a vears worth of hard work, long days, and the
ultimate joy of success. Their common goal to
become fighter pilots is enabling these students
to overcome the cultural and social barriers of
their varied backgrounds.
The ENJJPT Pilot Instructor Training program brings together the saine cultural back
grounds but under different circumstances. The
trainees entering PIT are experienced pilots;
manv have performed prior duties as instructors
in a variety of NATO fighter aircraft. Their rank
ranges from second lieutenant to colonel. The
challenge in PIT is for each pilot to tailor his
instruction and standardize his grading practices
to the levei of a UPT student. The diverse back
grounds of flving experience among PIT train
ees provide an inherent advantage in the EN
JJPT program. The European instructor trainees
bringwith them valuableexp>eriencefrom flving
in European weather conditions under Euro
pean flight rules in NATO fighter aircraft. The
varietv of techniques and practical knowledge
each instructor has leamed from his previous
flving makes a significam contribution to the
ENJJPT program.
.As in the ENJJPT Undergraduate Pilot Train
ing program. language and communication differences have required attention. but they are
generally viewed as an opportunity to interact.
American instructors face the challenge of communicating without overusing colloquialisms.
A l\S. instructor would accomplish little if he
debriefed an allied student’s landing by saying,
“You started out in the bali park. but when vou
landed we almost bought the farm." Even the
three English-speaking NATO countries (Uni
ted States, Canada, and the United Kingdom)
find themselves separated at times by a common
language. For example, if a British pilot requested an “overshoot, visual circuit with undercarriage for a roller,” and after landing asked for
a "bowser." he has requested a low approach,
followed by a closed pattern, gear down for a
touch and go. After landing he wants to refuel—
everyone’s vocabulary grows in ENJJPT.
When wecompare ENJJPT with its predeces-
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sor flight program during World War II, the
most significam achievemem has been to reduce
the problems caused by the language barrier.
“ENJJPT English” is a wayof life. Furthermore,
the cohesion already apparent within ENJJPT
with its people working together is particularly
significam when one considers the political differences and problems between some of the participating nations in the past. The Warsaw Pact
will probably never enjoy the spirit of unity
demonstrated within ENJJPT. But what of
ENJJPT s future?
Foreseeable problems are now being faced so
that ENJJPT will not only survive but will fulfill the aims and goals envisioned by each parent
country. Within the working levei of ENJJPT.
the 80th FTW is becominga uniquelv organi/.ed
unit. An American second lieutenant instructor
may have a Norwegian flight commander, a
Dutch section commander, a Danish squadron
commander, a German deputy commander for
operations, and an American wing commander.
That may sound nice to the ambassador of each
country, but the young instructor may have a
hard time getting help from his supervisors for a
serious personal problem. In matters pertaining
to pay, base housing, promotion, career planning, etc., he may not receive much help from his
immediate supervisors because they probably
know less about the USAF system than he does.
Likewise, most American supervisors know little
about the career-planning decisions that other
nations’ officers must make. To help deal with
such problems. each country has a sênior
national representative (SNR) who assists in
meeting needs of personnel from that country.
There is help available to the junior officer,
which may come from his immediate supervisor
or from his SNR. Personal and professional mat
ters all are dealt with tactfully and diplomatically. In a sense, everyone in the program is an
ambassador.
Probably the most significant concern each
country has in the ENJJPT program is in the
product. Each graduatingdass is beingcarefully
evaluated by everyone involved. The abilities of
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the ENJJ PT graduates are directly dependent on How they are handled by the steering committee
the specific maneuvers they were taught coupled and within the 80th FTW impacts the whole
with the judgment that was imparted to them ENJJPTconcept. Program success is beingrealwhile performing such maneuvers and the min- ized at the worker levei, within the wing, and the
imum standards they had to achieve in order to dedication and commitment of all ENJJPT pergraduate. Twelve different countries like those in sonnel are very evident. The overall future of
ENJJPT would have 12 different courses of ENJJPTdependson itsability toproducea pilot
training if each countrv conducted itsown train that meets the needs of each country’s defense,
ing. For example. in the United Kingdom the but there is one final consideration: ENJJPT’s
Royal Air Force flight school introduees its pilots future is also dependent on the future of NATO.
In his inaugural speech at the ENJJPT comto low-level navigation at an altitude of 250 feet
above ground levei when a student is in his mencement ceremony, United States Senator
initial phase of flight training. Additionally, John G. Towerof Texas said, “I wish politicians
they do not assign aircraft individually toa block could emulate the splendid international coopof airspace for training as the American UPT eration that is displaved by the military leaderbases do. Instead. their training takes place with ship [which has enabled NATO to] survive the
all aircraft assigned to operate within the same political problems that have afflicted NATO
area. (It certainly teaches a student to watch from time to time.” As long as NATO members
where he is going.) It is common to hear an share the common commitment to deter tyrannv
instructor say, "Well, in my countrv we do it this and aggression in Western Europe, ENJJPT
way.” The point is that ENJJPT must bea com- stands to contribute to that goal.
If deterrence fails, ENJJPT-trained pilots will
promise. The program must take advantage of
every country’s experience and not lose the value be the first lineof defense. As General Lew Allen,
Jr., recent USAF Chief of Staff, said.
of separate programs through compromise.
In the criticai early days of any conflict that might
The current ENJJPT syllabus was derived
come,
the skill of NATO fighter pilots may well
from the previous German Air Force program at
determine
the tideof battle. The NATO all ies must
Sheppard. In 1980 each country’s representative
fight
as
one
if war should come. Fighter pilots must
on the ENJJPT steering committee approved
react in a similar way; they must understand the
adoption of the GAF syllabus to initiate the
principies of flying, of tactical fighter flying, in a
similar fashion. And there's no better way to start
ENJJPT program. Since that time instructors
that cohesion, that common basis for integral
and SNRs have recommended changes to the
combat,
than this initial joint training.7
syllabus, vvhich are presented to the ENJJPT
steering committee during its semiannual meet- That statement summarizes the purpose of the
ings. These circumstances are the opportunities world’s most unusual flying training program:
that make ENJJPT both worthwhile and unique. Euro-NATO Joint Jet Pilot Training, ENJJPT!
Sheppard AFB. Texas
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FIGHTING THE RUSSIANS:
AN ULTIMATE TEST?
D r De n n is E. S h o v v a l t e r

theaters. The vvearing-down process that took
place during World War I on the Western Front
occurred in Rússia a quarter-century' later. Yet the
conflict that tore the heart out of Hitler’s war
machine, which set the stage for British and
American victories from El Alamein to D-day,
until recentlv wasreladvely unknown to Englishlanguage readers. Language barriers combined
with the destruction of German records and the
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wars, as waged by industrial nations
in the preatomic era, have tended to become
T OTAL
wars of attrition, at least at some times in some
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reticence of the Russians to create an impression
of prehistoric beasts grappling in a nightmare
landscape composed of equal parts of snow,
dust. and mud. The very scale of the fighting
seemed to beggar description on any but the most
general terms.
I NT this context, the memories of
German generais with a literary bent acquired
disproportionate importance. Autobiography
has been aptly described as the life story of a hero
bv one who knows. The Wehrmacht’s commanders had to perform the dual task of explaining a
lost war while justifying their Service in the ranks
of a hideous dictatorship. Bv and large the result
was a tendency to devote several hundred pages
to the glory days of Operation Barbarossa. then
plug in a chapter deploring Hitler’s interference
with one's military genius, and finally skip
lightly over the three years that brought the Rus
sians from the Volga to the Elbe.1 Yet despite
their shortcomings, these works remain a major
sourceof operational information on the RussoGerman VVar.
First published in English in 1958, Erich von
Manstein's Lost Victones has contributed much
to its author’s controversial image.f Some
accounts make a virtual cult figure of him: the
archetypal decent German who obeyed Hitler
grudgingly the better to serve the men under
him; the brilliant staff officer who designed
Germany’s plan of campaign against France in
1940: the master of offensive operations whose
genius almost rescued the 6th Army from Stalingrad; the man who held Germanv's from together
in Southern Rússia for more than a year against
hopeless odds. On the other side of the coin are
descriptions of a Manstein whose military gifts
were not matched by a corresponding force of
character. This Manstein sanctioned and
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endorsed atrocities against Russia’s Jews that
earned him a sentence as a war criminal. This
Manstein, early aware of the military conspiracies against Hitler, temporized for the sake of his
own career and even after Slalingrad cominued
to walk the trimmer’s path. This Manstein deveioped such inflated ideas of his own capacities
that as late as 1944 he believed Germany could
win the war if he wereonly madecommander in
chief.2
A rereading of this unaltered reprint of the
memoir's original English version suggests that
Manstein's professional achievements matched
his character almost exactly. It is impossible to
question his operative gifts. No high commander in World War II fulfilled a broader spectrum of responsibilities so brilliantly. The staff
planner of Poland and France became the
dynamic leader of a Panzer corps in the first
stages of Operation Barbarossa. Transferred
from Leningrad to the Crimea, Manstein
assumed command of an army undertaking one
of the war's most complex sieges. His conquest
of the península after ten months of brutal headon fighting demonstrated that he could be
patient as well as dashing, that he could use
artillery as well as tanks. As commanding gen
eral of Army Group Don, later Army Group
South, he plaved the Russians as a matador plays
the bull, multiplying inadequate forces by his
virtuosity in handling reserves, allowing local
Russian breakthroughs tooverextend themselves,
then checking them by well-timed counterattacks.
Manstein was an optimist. Even after Stalingrad he argued that a draw was still possible on
the Eastern Front. In particular, the demonstrated weakness of the Russian high command
justified a policy of taking big risks for big gains.
Indeed, much of Manstein’s growing hostility to
Hitler reflectedhisdisgust with the Nazi leader’s
lack of strategic sense. Manstein asserted that

tErich von Manstein, Lost Victories, reprint edition, edited and translated
by A. G. Powell, foreword by B. H. Liddell Hart, introduction by Martin
Blumenson (Novato, Califórnia: Presidio Press, 1982, $18.95), 574 pages.
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even Kursk was too limited in its conceptualization and its objectives to be worth the risk. His
repeated insistence that only an elastic defense
could maintain German’s position in Rússia
eventually cost him his command.
One of Manstein’s sharper critics says that he
achieved "little" except forplanning the French
campaign, overrunning the Crimea, and containing the Russian offensive in the spring of
1943.3 It seems reasonable to respond that any
oneof these feats would bequiteenough for most
soldierly careers. Combined, they ensure Manstein's place among World War 11’s great captains. Yet at the same time Hitler’s repeated criticisms of Manstein’s tunnel vision cannot be
dismissed out of hand. Manstein was an able
technician but not a commander whose genius
transcended the militarvlimits imposed bygeographv and diplomacy. Ultimately he accepted
these; he did not challenge them.
In this context Manstein’s repeated descriptions of himself as a man willing to push Hitler
to the limit and to disobey him when necessary
are not inere window-dressing. But his arguments that he was to busy fighting a war to
perceive Hitler’s true nature, and that in any case
a general no more has the luxury of resigning
than does a private, are less convincing. The
essential difference in this respect between the
general and the common soldier is that the
former is tested morally rather than phvsicallv.
When a sênior officer’s personal integrity or professional judgment are unacceptably challenged.
it is at least arguably his duty to refuse compliance whatever the consequences. Whatever
his motivatíons, Manstein remained a step below
the highest leveis of his craft morally as well as
technically. Is it too extreme to suggest that his
limitations in one area reinforced as well as
reflected his shortcomings in the other? And in
that context, is it inappropriate to note that

resignation was not an acceptable option for the
U.S. Army’s generais in Vietnam despite their
relatively high levei of substantive dissent from
administration policies?4

T HE most favorable description of

Great Battles on the Eastern Front is that it is an
extended working paper.t Trevor Dupuy’s Historical Evaluation and Research Organization
has developed a complex and controversial method of applying statistical analysis to military
history. Using mathematical formulae, Dupuv
claims the ability to determine the outcome of
battles future as well as battles past. Thus far the
approach has been primarily illustrated with
examples from Northwest Europe and the Italian front.5 Its application to the Russo-German
War seems only a matter of time. As an apparent
first step. Dupuv and his current associate Paul
Martell offer a book consisting largely of statisti
cal tables and orders of battle based on Soviet
sources.
Much of the material is intrinsically worthwhile. Buffsas well as scholars have had cause to
bemoan the scarcity of such information on the
Red Army. The exact operational deployment of
individual fronts (the Soviet equivalem of a
Western army group) at Kursk, or during the
Battle for Berlin, can be useful knowledge.
Comprehensive data on the tactical densitv of
Soviet artillery and armor in kev engagements
are also welcome, though I would wish to learn
whether the infantry's 82-mm mortars are systematically included in the figures listed under
"guns and mortars." Interesting. too. is the mate
rial on the organization of the 2nd Air Army in
July 1944—among the few detailed breakdowns
of the Russian tactical airarm at itscutting edge.
Unfortunately, however, the data are presented in what amounts to a raw State. The lists

tT . N. Dupuy and Paul Martell, Great Battles on the Eastern Front: The
Soviet-German War, 1941-1945 (Indianapolis and New York: BobbsMerrill, 1982, $14.95), 249 pages.
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and tables are too often meaningless in lhe
absence even of general Information on comparative organizations and doctrines—the sort of
thingthat war-gamer James Dunnigan dideffectively in Ifar in the East.6 What is the use of
knowing how many rifle divisions were in the
first echelon of the 2nd Bvelorussian Front at the
start of the battle for Berlin if one remains ignor
am of what a rifle division was or should have
been? The number of tanks supporting the
Steppe Front on 10 August 1943. as compared to
10 July 1943. means relativelv little without an
accompanying sense of how thev were organized
and what their formations were supposed to do.
Dupuv and Martell appear to have adopted a
variam of thecommon Soviet belief that statistics
convey meaning in themselves.
The problem is made worse by the nature of
the text. It amounts to little more than a series of
battle histories, based heavily on Russian sources
and incorporating neither analvsis nor commentarv. The authors make no significam effort to
show how the statistical evidence they have so
painfully compiled influenced the course of
operations. Even more surprisingly, Dupuy and
Martell begin their work bv an eloquent description of the German performance against such
odds as one of history's greatest feats of arms.
Then thev refuse to tell their readers anything
significam about how the Germans did it. What
factors—perhaps nonquantifiable factors—enabled the Mansteins, the Models, and the men
they led to hold off the Russian masses?
I N Fightmg the Russians in Winter: Three Case Studies, Allen Chew is less pretentious and more useful than Great Battles on
the Eastern Front.f Number 5 in the excellem
series of Leavenworth Papers, this work juxtaposes a series of company-scale actions fought
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outside Arkhangelsk in 1919 by British and
American troops, the 1940 destruction of a Rus
sian rifle division by a Finnish task force, and the
winter campaign of 1941-42. Whether he is discussing platoons or armies, Chew’s conclusions
are the same. Equipmeni. acclimatization, and
training are the keys to winter warfare. Technical or numerical superiority can be irrelevant. or
indeed a positive handicap, as the Russians 44th
Division learned in 1940. Northern winters
confer a disproportionate superiority on the
defense and significantly extend the timerequired
to perform even simple tasks, whether on personal or formation leveis.
Chew accurately criticizes the failure of Ger
mans and Russians alike to draw conclusions
from the experiences of 1918-19. Planners in both
armies simply ignored the implicationsof winter
conditions or expected that morale and general
professional competence would enable their
soldiers to cope. The school of experience charges
notoriously high tuition. But as Chew demonstrates. the Russian army by 1941 had at least
begun making institutional adjustments to its
own climate. Had hechosen toenlarge his work.
he could have shown that the Germans quickly
learned their own lessons. developing increasing
sophistication in winter combat as the war
progressed.
Chew’s work invites more detailed consideration of the role of training, as opposed to heritage. in preparing men and units for winter war
fare. The Finnish troops that destroyed the 44th
Division, for example, included a large number
of men with directly relevant skills: skiers. hunters, and lumberjacks. Fighting on their home
ground, they reduced a motorized division of
Ckrainians to a static tat get in a matter of davs. It
is not, however, usual to find a defending force
so well adapted to its operational environment
by virtue of the civilian occupations of its per-

tA lle n F. C h ew , Fighting the Russians in Winter: Three Case Studies,
Leavenworth Papers, N o . 5 (F o rt L e a v e n w o rth , K ansas: C o m b a t S tu d ies

In stitu te , 1981), 51 pages.
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sonnel. Are elite, specialist units necessary under
arctic conditions, or can the requisite operational skills be acquired bv any good battalion?
In this context it is unfortunate that Chew’s third
case study was a general discussion rather than a
regimental-scale operational analysis like his
first two. A treatment of the functionsand limitations of air power under extreme winter conditions would also have been welcome.
Nevertheless, Fighting the Russians in Winter
resembles the other books discussed in this
review. All three incorporate warnings for an
America whose geographical and political cirNoies
I Gotthard Breit. Das Staats-und Gesellschaftsbilder deutschen
Generale beider Wellknege in Sptegel ihre Memoiren (Boppard. 1973)
is a useful comparative survey of German militarv memoirs.
2. As introductions lo lhe Manstein question, lhe cssay ín Nie
Ausser Dienst. Zum achtzigsten Geburtstagvon GeneralfeldmaTschall
Ench von Manstein (Knln, 1967) are less sycophantic than might be
expected. Andreas Hillgruber’s discussion of Mansiein and his mvth
is parlicularly useful. Alberi Seaion, "Von Manstein." in The War
Lords edited bs Michael Carser (London, 1976). pp. 231-43. is more

cumstances demand the ability to cope with a
broad spectrum of enemies, climates, and terrain.
VVars have a habit of being fought in unlikely
and unpleasant places. They have a way of defying even the most sophisticated efforts of reducingthem toquantifiabledata. Andaboveall they
place demands on character as well as professionalism. No military system favoring the onedimensional specialist, the man who executes
but does not reflect, can ultimately expect to
produce either greal captains or competent
commanders.

Colorado College, Colorado Springs

criticai.
3. Albert Seaton. The German Army, 1933-1943 (New York. 1982).
p. 216.
4. This point is statistically established in Douglas Kinnard. The
War Managers (Hanover. New Hampshire. 1977).
5. Trevor N. Dupuy, Alümbers, Prediction, and IVar (New York.
1979).
6. James Dunnigan et al.. War in the East: The Russo-Germann
Conflict. 1941-43 (New York, 1977).

THE BROKEN EAGLE:
THE LUFTWAFFE AND HISTORY
D r . E d w a r d L. H o mz e

T

HE gifted voungEnglish historian Matthew
Cooper, whoearlier wrote a livelv account of
the German Army, has now turned to the Luftwaffe. His considerable skills as writer and
researcher are matched bv the difficulties involved in trying to untangle the history of the
Luftwaffe. Theyoungestand most favored branch
of the Wehrmacht, the Luftwaffe was largely
resp)onsible for many of the successes of the Wehr

macht as well as its failures. In many ways
analyses of the rises and falis of the Luftwaffe are
better barometers of the Nazi regime than are
studies of any other of its military institutions.
The characteristics of the regime can be seen
clearly in the youthful air force, since the Nazis
literally moulded it from its inception to its fiery
death.
The focusof The German A h Force 1933-1945
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is slightly different from most of the recent publications on lhe Luftwaffe. f Cooper concentrates
on the strategic development of the Luftwaffe. an
area that, according to the author. has been
missed by others. The weapons, tactics. and
combat experiences of the Luftwaffe have not
been ignored but are seen in relationship to the
strategic development of the Luftwaffe. That is
one of the manv strengths of this book. Cooper
sees the Luftwaffe in its totalitv. The interdependence of technology. the economy, political
judgments, and military doctrine constitute the
storv he is trving to tell. This is what he means by
strategic development.
In the first threechapters. Cooper quickly surveys the prewar period and concludes that the
Luftwaffe of 1939 was a tactical air force largelv
because of the technological and economic realities of the period. The leadership of the Luft
waffe was planning a balanced air force consistingof strategic as well as tactical forces, but time
ran out on them. Cooper notes with approval the
Luftwaffe’s decisions to skip development of the
first generation of heaw bombers in favor of an
advanced bomber and the interim solution of
dive-bombing. Heisalsosympathetic to the 1938
decision to concentrate production on four prin
cipal aircraft: the Bf 109. Me 210, Ju 88. and the
He 177. Lnlike most of the postwar critics of the
Luftwaffe. Cooper argues that these were sound
decisions arrived ai through consensus by the
leadership. He even has some kind words for
Ernst l'det's handling of the Technical Office
and its selection of aircraft models, although he
agrees that l ’det and his staff were not capable of
handling their many tasks.
In the prewar chapters, he explains the flaws
in thecommand structure and the growing tensions among Hermann Gõring. Erhard Milch,
Ldet. and the professional military that were to
piague the Luftwaffe during the war. Not much
is done with how the political climate of nazism
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influenced the Luftwaffe, nor does Cooper
address the arguments of many Luftwaffe gener
ais. after the war. that they were kepi in the dark
about Hitler’s grand strategy. Since they were not
privy to the Fuhrer’s ultimategoals, they did not
know what kind of air force to build. Should it be
built to war against France, or should it be built
to attack England or Rússia? Obviously that
would make a difference. Without tight control
and guidance of the political leadership. the
Luftwaffe just grew—battling with thearmy and
navv for a bigger share of the limited resources
but without a clear idea of its intended use.
That the Luftwaffe performed so well in the
blitzkrieg mode was largelv accidental, Cooper
would agree with a recent work of Wilhelm
Deist1 that by the time the Luftwaffe concentrated on a blitzkrieg type of operation lhe blitz
krieg w asathingof thepast. In reality the Luft
waffe was like most of the other prewar air forces,
a hybrid—part strategic and part tactical.
Reflecting the Douhet tradition, the Germans
wanted a strategic Luftwaffe—or at least make it
appear to be a strategic air force—but the best
thev could afford was a tactical air force. As the
war was to show, the Luftwaffe was a íailure at
strategic bombing but successful with interdiction and close support. Probably just as impor
tam as its structure and doctrines, the Luftwaffe
was saturated with an "offensive-minded” philosophy that was hard to reverse during the war.
The feeble efforts at night fighting early in the
war and theslowness in switchingover to fighters later in the war are two examples of this
persistence of offensive-mindedness that would
cost the Luftwaffe dearly.
Once the war started, the shortcomings of the
Luftwaffe became evident. Although it per
formed well in the early campaigns in Poland
and France, the Battle of Britain was another
story. Cooper thinks the Luftwaffe could have
won it had the Germans persisted in their origi-

fM a tth e w C o o p er, The German Air Force 1933-1945: An Anatomy of
Failure (L o n d o n : J a n e ’s, 1981, $27.95), 406 pages.
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nal strategy of pressuring the Royal Air Force.
Fighter Command wason its last leg, but according to Cooper, “It was weaknesses in the Luft\vaffe’s own conduct of the Battle that ultimately
prevented it from gaining the victory vvithin its
grasp.”(p. 160) The Luftwaffe had air superiority
over at least southeast England in support of a
seaborne invasion.
Despite the loss over Britain, the real turning
point in the fortunes of the Luftwaffe was the
invasion of Rússia. Germany now was fightinga
three from aerial war that simply outstripped its
limited resources. The faults in the German production, training, and organizational programs
becameevident, but the leadership failed toreacl
quickly enough. Just as the French seeined to be
astep behind iheGermans in 1940, theGermans
seemed a step behind the Allies during the
second half of the war. The Germans were too
slow in building their night fighter force, even
slower in gearing-up their production. Hardpressed on all fronts, German leadership turned
conservative, preferring “a bird in the hand to
two in the bush” approach. As a result. older
proven aircraft were kept in production longer
than thev should have as the leadership was
aíraid to gamble on newer, more-advanced models. Of course, given their experience with the Me
210 and the He 177, this cautious approach is
understandable, but every country during the
war had flops. The difference was that Germany
could not afford them as much as the Allies.
In other areas the German leadership revealed
its slowness and caution. After the failure of a
quick victory in Rússia, the Luftwaffe had to
abandon its concept of a "balanced air force.”
Concentrating on combat aircraft, thev relegated
the production of trainers and transports to a
secondary role with dire results. More and more
the Luftwaffe in Rússia became tied to groundsupport roles, andwhat little reserves it had were
often switched frantically from one sector to
another or one major from to another like a fire
brigade. "Too Iillle and too late" was a refrain as
common to the Germans after 1942 as it was to
the Allies before 1942.

In most other areas still hotly debated, Cooper's judgment is usually very sound. For example, on the issue about the slow introduction of
the jet fighter, he does not blame Hitler so much
as the Luftwaffe’s leadership. Thev were too slow
in pushing the program. As Cooper constantly
pointed out, the bringing into operational Serv
ice of a new aircraft is a finely tuned process
between military requirements, industrial capacity, and technology. A mistake or even a change
in goals in any of these areas has an immediate
repercussion on the others. The German leader
ship never mastered this art; parenthetically
maybe nobody ever masters this art, but at least
some do better than others. In this case Cooper
would agree that the Germans did not do as well
as the Allies, as the Me 210, He 177, Bomber B,
and the jet fighter prove.
In two areas Cooper’s views are open to criticism. First, he does not see how the organizational structure and training of the Luftwaffe’s
leadership created a mentality that lent itself to
disaster. As Horst Boog recently pointed out in
his seminal study on the Luftwaffe's leadership,2
the doctrine, training, and, of course, the promotions to higher ranks encouraged the development of a Luftwaffe mentality that emphasized
combat over all else. Technological and indus
trial requirements were downgraded just as the
officers who served in these areas were handicapped by the system. l he results were obvious—
a further unbalancing of the Luftwaffe. In what
is probably the best history of the air war, R. J.
Overy argues the same thing:5 that the western
Allies developed their balanced use of all forms
of air power largei v becauseof the circumstances
thev found themselves in, while the Germans
and Russians did not. Second, Cooper does not
acklress the problem of how nazism affected the
Luftwaffe. The Nazi system. freewheeling, disjointed. personality dominated. without clearly
defined goals (except for racism and expansion)
had a devastating effect on the economy as well
as the military of Germany. Under the Nazis,
there just was no overall guiding concept for the
air industry or the Luftwaffe. The Nazis' scorn of
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methodical approaches. their impatience with
experienced experts, and their incessant search
for easy. ‘‘quick-fix’’ Solutions had a corroding
effect on the Luftwaffe during the war. The
Nazis' flair for activism and improvisation may
have been a success in the political realm, but it
was a failure in the more prosaic realm of build-

ing an industry and an air force to fighi a world
war.
Despite these criticisms, Cooper has written
the best popular history of the Luftwaffe during
World War II. It is a balanced, thoughtful, and
interestingly written book that is every bit as
good as his earlier work on the German Army.
University of Nebraska, Lincoln

Noies
I Wilhelm Deist. The Wehrmachl and German Rearmament
(Toronio: Vniversity oí Toronto Press. 19811. Deist is a mc-mber of thr
Instituir for Militarv Hiscorical Research at Freiburg trn Breisgau
which is currentlv doing a projected ten-volume hision of World War
II called. Das Duetsche Reuh und der Zweile IVeltkrieg: two volumes
in the series have been published. Deist has written the Wehrmacht

sedions, and he has argued in all of his works that the so-called
bliukrieg strategy is largelv a figment ol imagination in the rninds ol
writers. Hitler had no coordinated, rational plan for rearmament.
2. Horst Boog. Die deulsche Luftu/affenführung. 191S-194S (Stuttgart: Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt. 1982).
3. R. I. Overv. The A n War 1919-194’>(New York: Stein and Dav.
1980).

MINERAL IMPORT DEPENDENCY:
DOES IT MATTER?
DR LEONARD G . GASTON

I

N congressional testimony in 1980 General
Alton D. Slay, then Commander of the Air
Force Systems Command. pointedout that it was
not just petroleum that presented serious problems of import dependency for the United States.
Noting that some forty minerais wereessential to
an adequate defense and a strong economy, he
reminded the Industrial Readiness Panei of the
House Armed Services Committee that the
United States imported more than one-half its
supplies of more than twenty essential minerais.

Since that time, more discussion has appeared
in the press; and recently a study has been
released by the Library of Congress that will beof
interest to Air Force professionals who would
like to know more about the nature and extern of
U.S. dependency on imported minerais, t
This study by the Librarv’s Congressional
Research Service contains an almost overwhelming array of tables and statistics. It lists twentynine minerais included in the National Defense
Stockpile. defined as “strategic and criticai” by

t A Congressional Handbook on U.S. Minerais Dependency / Vulnerability (W a sh in g to n : U .S. G o v e rn m e n t P rin tin g O ffice. 1981), 404 pag es, a

re p o rt to th e S u b c o m m itte e o n E c o n o m ic S ta b iliz a tio n o f th e H o u se C o m 
m ittee o n B a n k in g , F in an ce, a n d U rb a n A ffairs, p re p a re d by th e C o n g re s
sio n a l R esearch Service, L ib rary o f C o n g ress.
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public law and provides an informative discussion of each: its uses, possible substitutes, where
imports carne from, and the status of actual
supplies versus stockpile goals. Information as
to what percentageof U.S. use of each, from 1976
to 1979 was imported, is given in a summary
table.1The reader vvho is not familiar with Gen
eral Slay’s testimony may find sobering the
information that two regions, Southern África
and the U.S.S.R., loom large as sources for certain scarce minerais essential to the industrialized world.2
The report examines the assertion that the
U.S.S.R. is engaged in a ‘‘resource war” against
the United States; and it concludes that there are
three points of view or leveis of concern regarding such a conflict. None of the three are particularlv reassuring. The first view indicates that war
is an inappropriate term. Supporters of this view
suggest that theSoviet Union is in the processof
changing from an exporting nation for manv
materiais to an importer nation. Although only
economic issues would be involved, such a shift
could ‘dramaticallv change the world supply/
demand status for the materiais thus involved
and necessarilv, will strongly affect U.S. attempts
to maintain the necessarv levei of mineral
imports.” (p. 167) The highest levei of concern
maintains that a serious resource war is indeed
being waged by the U.S.S.R. The middle view
concludes that the Soviet Union lacks the foreign
exchange necessary to get the minerais it needs
on the international market and the capital to
develop internai supplies. Consequently, it will
attempt to combine intimidation and subversion
with economic means to obtain and assure overseas mineral supplies. Some authorities would
insist that recent Soviet behavior is not new. The
ruling government of Rússia has pursued a calculated policy of expansionism for some three
hundred years from the tirneof Peter theGreat,
and it would be expected that the U.S.S.R. s increasing economic and military power would
make it more able and willing to carry out such
subversion. (p. 169)
The report discusses the relative stability and

accessibility of various sources of minerais
imported by the United States, including three
criticai countries of Southern África—Zaire
(formerly the Belgian Congo), Zimbabwe (formerly Rhodesia), and the Republic of South
África (all-important suppliers of essential min
erais but vulnerable to unrest or terrorist activities). Other suppliers include Australia (stable
but far awav) as well as Canada and México
(already reliable. large-scale suppliers of some
minerais). Among manv interesting tabulations,
the report lists the six countries that are major
U.S. suppliers of more than one strategic or criti
cai material: the Republic of South África (4
materiais), Australia (3), Brazil (3), Canada (3),
Thailand (2), and the U.S.S.R. (2).
The report singles out eight materiais ‘‘for
which the industrial health and defense of the
United States is most vulnerable to potential
supply disruptions”—chromium, cobalt, manganese, the platinum groupof metais, titanium,
bauxite aluminum.columbium.and tantalum—
and points out that the first five have been called
“the metallurgical Achilles’ heel of our civilization.”(p. 130)
An interesting sidelight is provided by a discussion of the commercial potential of deep seabed manganese nodides. which contain commer
cial quantities not only of manganese but of
copper, cobalt, and possibly, molybdenum. Concentrations of these nodules lie far bevond nor
mal national jurisdictions, and. until the late
1960s, this would not have been a barrier to
mining. Unfortunately (in my opinion), the
United Nations General Assemblv in 1967 passed
a resolution to consider national limits and
jurisdiction over minerais bevond these limits.
During the intervening 14 years, some 150 na
tions, most economically and technologically
underdeveloped, have taken part in drawn-out
negotiations over these questions. As a residt.
although American firms have led the wav in
sampling and analyzing deposits of nodular
concentrations for commercial viability, "because
of uncertainty over theoutcomeof the U.N. conference, plans for proceeding with commercial
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developmentof ocean miningare beingdelayed."
(p. 295)
Another possible source of more minerais for
the United States might be neighboring countries in the Western Hemisphere; but U.S. interests
there app>ear to be losing out to aggressive poli
cies of the Metal Mining Agency of Japan and
Japanese government loan guarantees and negotiations. (pp. 322, 330-32)
The strengths of the report are in its assemblage of data and insights regarding them. Its
weak nesses are minor: It quotes extensivelv in
places from other reports, and possibly because
of this the reader can lose his way in terminology.
“Southern África” seems clear in meaning as
does "Republic of South África,” but “South
África" as used on page 159, in a sentence which
follows one that refers to “Southern África,” is
not. In addition, some readers might quarrel
with the conclusion that new initiatives by the
Reagan administration to improve the nation’s

defense posture will increase the possibility of a
return to the cold war. (p. 165) (Since the Soviet
military buildup has proceeded apace and Soviet
influence has continued to expand around the
world, one could argue that the cold war never
departed.) Another minor complaint concerning
what was, overall, an excellent collection of data:
Greater discussion of the potential offered by the
Serra dos Carajás region of Brazil would have
been desirable.
But the reporfs most serious drawback is not
attributable to its authors but to the unknown
person, who, for reasons of economy or to meet
the definition of a "handbook,” made the decision that the publication would be printed on 5bv 9-inch pages. The original, well-typed,
double-spaced research report on 8'í x 11-inch
paper was no doubt highly readable: but. photographically reduced to 5 x 9 inches, it is not.
Readers over thirty will want as a minimum to
assure theavailability of extremelv good lighting.

Notes
1. I believe the term.s adopted bv the Wall Street Journal to be more
descnptive: Criticai meaning essential for the conlinurd operation of
C.S. industn some 40 minerais), strategic meaning criucal minerais
that are available in large suppliesonlv from foreign sourcestroughlv

halí of ihose designated as criticai). Roger Lowensiein and Maria
Shag, "Vital Ingredients,” Wall Street Journal. April 15, 1981. pp. I,
20.
2. Edgar Ulsamer, "ln Focus." Air Force. Januarv 1981, pp. 17-21
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POTPOURRI
The Threat: Inside lhe Soviet Mililary Machine bv Andrew
Cotkburn. New York Random House. 1983, 838 pages,
Slfi.95.
Andrew Cockburn‘s book is ihe latesi contribution to the
rapidlv expandingcollection of booksand articles depiuing
the Soviet armed forres as a day-footed colossus or. more in
tune with its nãtional origins, a Potemkin village. In his
words, die Kremlin hason nshands "a drunken, half-trained
ronscript artnv, a high command riven with political
intrigue, progressivelv less useful weapons svstems. and a
societv more Mtlnerable than tnost even to a limited nuclear
onslaught." (p. 236) Given an enemv so weak, why is the
United States spending so many billions on defense? The
answer. according to the author. is simple: the militaryindusuial bureaucrary needsa viable Soviet threat to keep the
dollars flowing for the purchase ol in< reasinglv more complex anti rostlv weapon systems. And those on the other side
of the curtain, the poor slobs, try to keep up with the latest
American fad in armaments. whether useful or not.
G xkburn assumes throughout that the deni/ens of the
Pentagon are dishonest, data-juggling people interested only
in a bigger slice of the budgetarv pie. Nowhere does he depict
the top brassasdectdmganvthing for patriotic reasons. Their
sole motivation. from the secretaries of defense down, is to
keep lhe publit. especiallv its representa ti ves in Congress,
sufficiently alarmed about the Sov iet threat to cough up the
wherewithal for their costlv gadgets. This theme is repeated
ad nauseam.
Just how much of a threat do the Russians present?
According to Cockburn. of lhe million and one-half men
drafted each vear. about half of thetn end up in the construction or railroad troops, usualh for ethriic reasons. Only the
Slavs and tfte Balts man tfteground force combat units or go
into the Air Force and the Navy. But even lhe Slavit recruits
spetul an inordinate amount of time getting drunk, stealing
anvthingmovable to get monev for alcohol, or beating up on
the non-Slavic conscripts. Tlie officers do little about these
transgressions (or. if reported. thev will teflect not onlyon the
offic er's< areer but even on his superior 's. This is theso-called
“vertical stroke” that perrneates the armed forces.
In dealing with the other Services, Cockburn finds them all
grosslv ovenated. The Soviet air force s planes are far infe
rior tolhe Pentagonsevaluations: the PVO, with its one-half
million men. 5000 radar installations. 10.000 antiaircraft
missile launchers. and 25(X) interceptors, is militarily inept
but a real boon to the f !.S. bomber lobhv’s demand for ever
more expensive equipment: the capabilities of Gorshkov's
navy are mvariablv exaggerated bv the American admirais;
and. finallv. the much-vaunted Civil Defense is reallv a lxx>gieman conjured up bv General George Keegan, Leon
Gouré, and T. K. Jones. Bv the lime Andrew Cockburn is
through retailing the Soviet inadequacies, his American
reader should feel rather complacent about the Russian
threat. But not for long. lor he is then informed of how fouled
up hisown forces are. Cockburn, it would seem. just doesn't
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think much of military institutions in general, and the Amer
ican and Russian brands in particular.
On a more positive note, his prose flows readily: hecan be
wittv in his castigations of the bloated military bureaucrats,
and he does display a good knowledge of weapon systems,
both American and Russian. Some of his <riticisms of the
prai litionersof military politii sare both astuteand justified.
If it were possible to avoid the continuous diatribe aimed at
the iniquitous behavior of the Pentagon bureaucrats, The
Threat could make enjoyable reading, but that would mean
ignoring the raison detre of the opus. The last chapter,
entitled "The Consequentes of Threat Inflation," offers
some dout, even apocalyptic, warnings about how the infla
tion of the threat can eventually lead to Armageddon. I
suppose the "hawkish" rebuttal is that ‘‘deflation” of the
threat to such a potnt of absurditv is even more dangerous.
Dr. Kenneth R. Whiting

('.enter for Aerospace Doctnne, Research, and Education
Maxwell AFR, Alahama

The New Red Legions: A Survev Data Source Book, Vol. I:
The New Red Legions: An Attitudinal Portrait of the
Soviet Soldier, Vol. II, bv Richard A. Gabriel. Westport,
Connecticut: Greenwood Press. 1980, \'ol. I. 252 pages
$40.00; Vol. II. 24fi pages. $22.50.
The Soviet Soldier: Soviet Military Management at the
Troop Levei bv Herbert Goldhamer. New York: Crane.
Russak and Company. 1975, 352 pages, $8.75 paper.
Little has been written about Soviet conscripts. although
thev comprise nearlv eighty percent of the Soviet armed
forces. The reason, quite simply put. is that access to information in a lotalitarian state such as the Soviet Union is
severelv restricted. The collection of tnost information is
prohibited. and officiallv released information is frequentlv
and intentionallv distorted. l he result is a profound lack of
information regarding the Soviet soldier. As a consequence.
the Soviet military is often evaluated bv solelv quantitative
means (counting the nttmber of tanks, aircraft. or personnel)
and makingcomparisons with the si/eand numlx-rsof West
ern militarv organizations. Tinis, the United States falis short
in tnost of these assessments. However. sm h simple quantita
tive comparisons are faultv since thev neglect an accurate
assessinent of “the people behind the machines."
Richard Gabriel's two-volume work helps fill this information gap and demystifies the Soviet soldier. It is based on
empirical data drawn mostlv from surveys conducted with
recent Soviet émigrés. The íirst volume contains the statistical data, a treasure for academic purests. but the second
volume makes for more interesting reading. It is a wellwriuen analytica) summarv of thecollected data.
Atnong other serious studies of the Soviet soldier. lhe late
Dr. Herbert Goldhamer’s The Soviet Soldier mav well lxconsidered aclassú. This study relies pritu ipallv on undassi-
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fied Soviet joumals. gleaningas much as one can from them
foi Information regarding the Soviet soldier’s life.
Goldhamersand Gabriel's bookscomplementoneanother
and together comprise an indispensable reíerence for students of Soviet militarv affairs. They provide a thorough
understanding of the largest portion of our adversary 's forces.
One of the most important experiences for the Soviet soldier
is the extensive premilitarv training, which begins at an early
age. Preschool and vouth programs administered by the state
are aimed at instilling a sense of subordination to authority.
In acrordance with the 1967 Law of Universal Militarv Ser
vice. overall responsibilitv for the premilitarv training of
vouth wasgiven toa Communist partv organization known
as DOSAAF (Voluntary Societv for Assistance to the Army.
Air Force, and N av\). DOSAAF membership numbersabout
80 million citizens between the ages of 14 and 27. Through
the esiablishment of militarv clubs, training reaches almost
all Soviet vouth. Although touted as voluntary, public and
social pressures expose vouth of all ages to some aspectsof the
club aciivities. Beginning in the tenth grade, all bovs and
girls receive 140 hours of compulsory basic militarv instruction.
Nonetheless. despite thisextensive program of premiIitarv
training. Goldhamer cites several shortcomings serious
enough to call tnto question its overall effectiveness. Compulsorvpremilitarv trainingvvasintroducedasareplacement
for basic training conducted after induction. but complaints
abound about the quality of the premilitarv training. Soviet
vouth. like all vouth. have their ovvn preferences concerning
what thev learn. Often these preferences do not correspond to
lhe pnonties or needs of the militarv. Addilionallv. equipment for premilitarv training programs is often neglected,
resuliing m a scarcitv of materiais required for effective traintng. Reporis tndicatea serious lack of skill amongconscripis
reporting for dutv. and basic training after induction is
becoming necessarv more frequentlv.
All voung Sov iet males must register for militarv service ai
17 and report for duty at 18. Service is for two or three vears.
depending on which branch thev are assigned to (two years
for armv and air force: three for navy). Call up takes place
twicea vear—in the spring. after the planiing season; and in
the fali. after the harvesi. Females are permitted to enlist, but
those few who do serve in noncombatant roles, traditionallv in
the clerical and medicai fields.
Professor Gabriefs survey reveals that familv support of
conscnption is low Rather. resignation to militarv service as
"an evil that eannot be avoided" (although deferments for
extenuating familv cirrumstances. phvsical problems. and
continuing education acrount for about ten percent of those
eligtble for induction) seems to be the general sentiinent
amongconscripis. Also, ihefearof severepuníshmentassures
mass ronformitv among Soviet servicemcn.
One questions vvhether Soviet leadership could maintain
rnorale and reltabilitv among conscripts if engaged in a
protracted conflict, especially one not directlv threatening
the Soviet homeland. Perhaps Afghanisian provides a good
example: Morale and discipline problems seem to abound
wiihin the ranksof the Soviet forcescurrently battling native
resistance in that borderirig Moslem countrv. Pacifism. fighting. and alcohol abuse are also limiting the effectiveness of
Soviet soldiers.
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Yet it is safe to assume that the Soviet soldier would lx- a
vigorous opponent in a conflict involving the West. In fact,
historically, the Russian soldier has fought best w4ien the
motherland vvas felt to be in danger. However, lx»th Gabriel
and Goldhamer caution against viewing the Soviet soldier as
"ten-feet tall" or a "tnan of Steel.” A comprehensive assessment of the Soviet armed forces would probably place them
on a par with their Western counterparts.
Gaptain Alan J Bergstrom, USAF
Air Force Alerl Center
The Pentagon

Mighty Eighth War Diarv by Roger A. Freeman with Alan
Crouchman and Vic Maslen. New York: Jane's. 1981,508
pages. S29.50.

This volume is a labor of love, the second in a planned
trilogy chronicling the day-by-dav exploitsof the Eighth Aii
Force during World War 11. Roger Freeman first became
enatnored with ihe aciivities of American aviators. when asa
teenage schoolboy lie watched the forinations departing in
the gray dawn and returning in the afternoon, most often in
lesser numbers. to airfields adjacent to his father's farm in
East Anglia. The romance has blossomed through four
decades and seven books, and Freeman probablv possesses
more knowledge than anyone else of the Mighty Eighth, as
heentitled the first volume in this series.
Most of this volume is a compilalion of statistirs dealing
with each mission launched by the Eighth. Among these is
the first heavy bomber attack against the marshaling yards in
Rouen, France, on 17 August 1942. flown by aviators sue h as
Brigadier General Ira C. Eaker, Commanding General.
Eighth Bomber Command; Colonel Frank Armstrong. on
whose exploits Twelve 0'Clock Eligh was based; and Major
Paul Tibbets, later of Enola Gay íame. For each mission. the
author has laboriously researched and provided identification of the groups participating: the targets attacked: the
number of aircraftdispatched: thenumberoíeffec tiveaircraft
(defined as those which actually dropped bombs); the
number, type, and tonnage of bombs dropped; claims of
enemv aircraft destroyed; and American losses of aircraft and
personnel (killed, wounded, and nrissing in action). This
awresome array of data is supplemented by well-written
vignettes of the |XTsonnel, airfields. aircraft. and missions
involved. Most of the excellent photographs, interspersed
liberally throughout the bcxrk, have been obtained from
participants, giving them a spontaneity and depth often
lacking in official photographs.
Freeman wisely declines to take sides in the argument that
still rages among armchair veterans of that com ba t as to
vvhether the B-17 or B-24 was the better aircraft. Freeman
sometimes accepts too uncritically the reminiscences of
aviators who have retold their same daring exploits for foi tv
years, unconsciõusly embellishing them in the retelling.
There are some unexplained disparilies bet ween the ciffic ial
records cited and the credits claimed in the volume. On the
whole, however, lhe number of errors, givcn the mass of
statisties provided, is minimal and evinces the care with
whic h the volume has been prepared. Those who have long
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believed that the United Kingdom and the United States are
separated bv a rommon language will find some convinc ing
evidence in this bcxrk as one reads that "short-snorters” were
"autographed bank notes" andsomeaircraft "vvent missing”
whileon others "the undercarriage lowered to restrict speed."
These minor caveats aside. thisexrellent collec tion, which
is aimed essentially ai the aficionado, clearly evokes
memories oí fortv years ago when young American airmen.
many of them teenagers. were received so hospitably in
Britam. The Yanksgrew to like fish and chips, drank wartn
beer. played darts in friendly pubs.andogled, romanced, and
sometimes even tnarried lovelv Knglish lasses. The visiling
Americans were also impressed with the lush, green
cotintryside which, when viewed frotn the air, showed little
evidence of a determinei! Bi itish people engaged along with
the Roval Air Force and the Eighth Air Force in iheir deadh
struggle to defend human freedom and dignitv. Mighty
Eighth War Diar\ is a fitting statistiial and photographic
account of the exploits of the most publicized of the World
War II air forces and one of the proud ancestors of thepresent
USAF.

Major General John \V Huston. USAF (Ret j
United States Naval Academy

Afghanistan and the Soviet l'nion bv Henrv S. Bradsher.
Durham, North Carolina: Duke University Press. 1983,
326 pages, $32.50 cloth. SI2.75 paper.
The agonv of Afghanistan continues to bedevil most of the
world, which has ineffectually opposed the Soviet military
takeover and the sweep of Afghanistan into the Soviet colon
ial sphere. Henrv S. Bradsher has madeasuperbcontribution
in analy/ing those developments. He brings to this study
vears of experience as a news correspondem on Soviet and
Asian aífairs, including stints in Moscow and Kabul. Af
ghanistan and the Soviet f 'nwn was written while he was a
scholarat theSmithsonian Institution'sKennan Institutefor
Advanced Russian Studies. Bradsher has made excellent use
of government documents, periodicals, and newspapers from
around the world and of interviews with knowledgeable
officials and other partii ipants of recent events in Afghan
istan. Unfortunatelv, but understandahlv. many of those
interviewed are not identified.
After a brief introduction to modern Afghan history,
Bradsher moves quicklv to the cold war and then concentrates on developments since the 1960s. especiallv the overthrow of Mohammed Daoud in April 1978 and the ensuing
chãos and Soviet intervention. The analysis is superior to
anything yet published and. in light of Soviet and Afghan
secrecv. undoubtedlv will not be superseded for vears. Those
interested in American policv also will find this a rewarding
work. Bradsher follows the interplav of American politics
and is criticai of American timidity since the withdrawal
from Vietnam.
Besides the fullness of his account, the author has made
two major contributions to understanding the conversion of
Afghanistan into a Soviet colony. The first is his analysis of
the importante to Soviet leaders of their perceptions of the
international “corTelation of forces" in decisions concerning
Afghanistan. Hebelieves the Sovietsrarefullv evaluated those*

forces and. perceiving the balance between “socialism" and
"capitalism" as favoring them. acted decisively. In arguing
his case, Bradsher goes far beyondevents in Afghanistan in a
fine chapter dealing with changes in Soviet military theory
and force strueture and with intervention elsewhere. princi
pal h in África and the Middle East. Since the 1970s, conditions have apjx*ared most favorable for a relativelv free hand
for the Soviets in Third World adventurism, unrestrained by
fears of Western couniermeasures. He admits that analysis of
Soviet decision-making is difficult and that lhe story of decisic»nsregarding Afghanistan isstill clouded and may never be
fully known; nevertheless, his appraisal of the military, economic, ideological, and other factors is convincing.
The other major contribution is his unique comparison of
the .Soviet intervention in Afghanistan with that of the Soviet
Union and the People's Republic of China in other parts of
Asia. Other scholars have dealt as ablv with the crushing of
the basmat In in Central Asia, but Bradsher inc ludescomparisons with intervention in Mongolia. Sinkiang, and Tibet as
well. riiose comparisons are more illuminating than those
that look primarily at the establishment of Soviet control in
Eastern Europe toexplain what is happening in Afghanistan.
Bradsher refutes the claim that the overthrow of Daoud
was a política! revolution engineered bv the Communist
People's Democratic Partv of Afghanistan (PDPA). Instead
he documents n asa military coup in whic h the unpreparedness of the military to rule resulted in a rapid takeover by the
PDPA. While he does not believe the Soviets were directly
responsible for the coup, Soviet support encouraged it and.
with the rise of the PDPA to power. fully backed lhe Com
munist government.
In addressing the question of motivation for the Soviet
militarv invasion, Bradsher States that for the short term it
was considered essential to maintain the PDPA in power.
while for lhe long term the Soviets were not blind to the
opportunity to move closer toward control of the lndian
Ocean and the Persian Gulf.
Tlroseanxious to seean independem, nonaligned Afghan
istan will find little solace here, where Bradsher States that
"Russian and Soviet power has historically thrust forward
until it met some military or political reason for stopping."
(p. 255) Healsorejects the Finlandizationof Afghanistan asa
solution. noting the sharp divisions within the mujahideen
resistanceas well as their violem hatredof the Soviets, which
precludes the organiza tion of an alternative government.
Moreover. the Soviets insist that Afghanistan remain within
the Soviet sphere. One must agree with Bradsher's conclusion that the future isdark for Afghanistan and "worrisome"
for others on the Soviet peripherv.
Dr. George W. Collins

Wichita State University. Kansas
The February Revolution: Petrograd, 1917 by Tsuvoshi
Hasegawa. Seattle: University of Washington Press. 1981.
652 pages. S25.00.
Tsuvoski Hasegawa contends that the Februarv Revolu
tion was neither a triumph of professional revolutionaries
over the established order nor of good over evil. Ralher. the
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February Revolution was a fortuitous combination of two
events: the revolt of lhe tnasses againsi lhe auiocracy and lhe
alienaiion of lhe liberal opposiiion from the tsaríst regime.
Devoiing hís primarv aitention to the nine-day |X'riod
from lhe beginning of the revolt to lhe abdication of the
Grand Duke Mikhail. Hasegawa is. nonetheless. avvare thai
the social and political factors that led to the revolution are
too coniplex to be described out of context. Consequently,
vvhile ivvo-thirds of the studv is devoted to lhe events of
February. Hasegawa makes a considerable effort to sei the
siage bv detailing the social and political conditions in Rús
sia between 1914 and 1917.
The Rússia of that era was preindustrial and precapitalist;
World War I forced the industrial revolution and all of its
birth painson the backward nation. As Hasegawa illustrates,
the unifving effects of an externai enemy—while thev teinporarih eased a tense political situation—soon gave wav to
even greater unrest. Combined vvith an exponemiallv increasing industrial work force, this situation produced a
volatile political climaie.
The central portion of Hasegawa’s book deals with the
upnsing. the Petrograd Soviet. and the Duma . . . in short,
with the de facto transfer of power. Hasegawa's use ol pri
marv souice material isexcellent. Eachof the crucial seven davs
through I M auh 1917 is painstakinglv recreated. Hasegawa
manages to retain the human element through his chronicling the minute detatls of the actions of individuais and
small groups—actions that were in themselves inconsequential but. in sum. proved vital to the success of the revolution.
Hasegawa clearly demonstrales that the February Revolu
tion was not a spontaneous uprising: the masses had clearly
defined. experienced leadtrs, and the groups that partit ipated
in the various activittes were predictable bv their regulariiv.
Popular discontent. whileoneof lheelementsof Hasegawa's
thesis. was an important but incont lusive íai tor. Pethaps the
hest example of this was the increase in patriotic fervor
evident in the earlv davs of World War I. That discontent had
become a major negative facior bv 1917 is clearlv traced to
government ineptitudeandcorruption. Hasegawa also notes
thatcurrent htstoriansoften inflate the roleof the Bolsheviks.
Initially a weak. disorgantzed plaver. the Bolshev iks assumed
a greater role onlv through coalition and fale: thev were never
the driving force behind the February Revolution. Finally.
Hasegawa concludes that the liberais were powerless to act
against the government but notes that the auiocracy' was
powerless lo att without liberal support. This, lhen, set lhe
siage for the decisive moment.
Tlie Februarv Revolution has received relativelv little
attention despite the fact that its significance maveclipse that
of lhe Ot tober Revolution. For this reason alone, Hasegawa's
book is a significam contribution. The work is thoroughly
researrhed. tnc luding excellent use of rare primarv sources.
Hasegawa’s thesis is logical and well supported bv lhe evidence; if he had anv bias. he has done a commendable job ol
suppressing it. Consequently. The February Revolution rates
top marks as a scholarlv work.
Bevond that. however. the book has two other features
which make it worthv rjf note: it isextremely readable, and it
contains sections that should be of gTeat interest to professional LrSAF officers.
For the Air Force officer. Hasegawa has tncluded some
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sections that should be professionally interesting and impor tant. Specifically. the book contains long passages on rnilitary life. the treatmenl of nuncommissioned officers and
enlisted personnel (and the subsequent effect of such treatmenl), and lhe roleof the rnilitary in the government and the
revolution.
Hasegawa has also captured the life-essence of the Febru
ary Revolution. lor his descriptions of events and people
seem to come alive. Indeed. The February Revolution ranks
with Harrison Salisbut v's Black Nighl, While Snowns being
among the most enjoyable ways to learn Russian history.
Tluts. The February Rei’olution: Petrograd. 1917 standsas
a worthwhile contribution toour understanding of the tevolution in Rússia andone that will appeal toa relativelv wide
audience.
Major Gregory Varhall
An War CoIlege
Maxwell A Ui. A laba,na

The Russian Intelligentsia: From Torment to Silence bv
VladirnirC. Nahirny. New Brunswick London: Transaction Books, 1983. 192 pages. S22.95.
The Russian intelligentsia is a subculture all to itself. and
lhe studv of it requires entrance into the peculiar Zeitgeist
Weltanschauung of that very special world. It is for this
reason a somewhat forbidding, because altogether erudite ií
not arcane. academic field. On the other hand. it is as impor
tant as it is difficult. for the intelligentsia, however it is
defined. has given us the Russian ruling class and the Soviet
administrative apparatus that bedevil our nevvspaper headlines and our equilibrium almost dailv.
The story of the intelligentsia is a tragic one because it
involves for nearlv every participam in it a fateful choice: that
between something like involuntarv thralldom to lhe hulking leviathan ol Soviet government or the agonizing superfluousness ol the persecuted dissidents. This kind ol ( hoice
has been constam, though the narnes ol the doctrines have
been changed to coníuse the innocent, for the past several
centuries.
Vladitnir Nahirny has written a remarkablv fresh review
and assessment of the intelligentsia. He has a genuinelv
astonishing knowledgeof the Russian literature. Especiallv
interesting is his analvsis of the social origins of the intelli
gentsia. Hedisagrees fundamentally with Marc Raeff, who
argued that the intelligentsia carne from lhe pampered whiz
kidsof the Russian nobilitv. On thccontrary, Nahirny shows
that it was scarcely nobleor Russian. Almost all of the writers
in Russian history before Peter the Great were from the
priestly class. More ihan half of the Russian scholars born
between 1750 and 1799 carne from priests’ families. O nlv26.2
percent of the members of the Acaderny of Sciences in the
eighteenih century were Russian. From lhe foundation of
Moscow 1’niversity in 1755 to the end of the century. onlv
30.4 percent of the professors were Russian.
Nahirny notes the almost inhuman seriousness with
which the intelligentsia devoted itself to thecauseof humanity. "It was in . . . the sphere of 'truth,' in lhe company of the
brethren of conviction, that thev found a substitute for love.
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believed that the United Kingdom and the United States are
separated bv a comtnon language will find someconvincing
evident e ín this book as one reads that "short-snorters" were
“autographed bank notes” and sotne aircraft "went missing"
whileon others "the undert arriage lowered torestrict speed."
These minor caveatsaside, thisexcellent collection. which
is ainied essentially at the aficionado, clearly evokes
memories of íortv years ago when young American airmen,
manv of them teenagers, were received so hospitably in
Britam The Yanks grew to like lish and chips, drank vvarm
beer. played darts in friendly puhs, and ogled. romanced, and
someiimes even married lovelv English lasses. The visiting
Americans were also impressed with the lush. green
countryside which. when viewed from the air, showed little
evidenreof a determined Btitish people engaged along with
the Roval Air Force and the Eighth Air Force in their deadlv
struggle to defend human freedotn and dignitv. Mighty
Eighth IVar Diary is a fitting statistical and photographic
account of the éxploits of the most puhiit i/ed of the World
War II air forces and one of lhe proud ancestors of the present
USAF.
Major General John W Huston. USAF (Ret)
United States Naval Academy

Afghanistan and the Soviet Union bv Henrv S. Bradsher.
Durham, North Carolina: Duke University Press, 1983.
326 pages. $32.50 cloth. S12.75 par>er.
The agonvof Afghanistan continues to bedevil most of the
world, which has ineffectuallv opjrosed the Soviet military
takeover and the sweep of Afghanistan in to the Sov iet colon
ial sphere. Henrv S. Bradsher has madeasuperbcontribution
in analv/.ing those developments. He brings to this study
years of experiente as a news correspondem on Soviet and
Asian affairs, including stints in Moscow and Kabul. Af
ghanistan and the Soviet Union was written while he was a
scholarat the Smithsonian Institution's Kennan Inslitutefor
Advanced Rttssian Studies. Bradsher has made excellent use
of govemment doc uments, pericxlicals, and newspapers from
around the world and of interviews with knowledgeable
officials and other partiripants of recent events in Afghan
istan. Unfortunatelv, but understandablv. manv of those
interviewed are not identified.
After a brief introduction to modern Afghan historv.
Bradsher moves quickly to the cold war and then concentrates on developments since the I960s. especially the overthrow of Mohammed Daoud in April 1978 and the ensuing
chãos and Soviet intervention. The analvsis is superior to
anvthing vet published and, in light of Soviet and Afghan
secrecv. undoubtedlv will not be superseded for years. Those
interested in American policy also will find this a rewarding
work. Bradsher follows the inierplay of American politics
and is criticai of American timidity since the withdrawal
from Vietnam.
Besides the fullness of his account. the author has made
two major <ontributions to understanding the conversion of
Afghanistan into a Soviet colony. The first is his analysis of
the importante to Soviet leaders of their perceptions of the
intemational “correlation of fortes” in decisions concerning
Afghanistan. He believes the Sovietscarefully evaluated those

forces and, perceiving the balance between "socialism" and
"capitalism" as favoring them. acted decisively. In arguing
his case. Bradsher goes far beyond events in Afghanistan in a
fine chapter dealing with changes in Soviet military theory
and force siructure and with intervention elsewhere, principally in África and the Middle East. Since the 1970s, conditions have apjx-ared most favorable for a relatively free hand
for the Soviets in Tfiird World adventurism, unrestrained by
fearsof Western couniermeasures. Headmits that analysis of
Soviet decision-making is diffic ult and that the storv of deci
sions regarding Afghanistan isstill cloudedand mav never be
fullv known: nevertheless, his appraisal of the military. economic, ideological. and other factors is convincing.
The other majorcontribution is his uniquecomparison of
the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan with that of the Soviet
Union and the People's Republic of China in other parts of
Asia. Other sc holars have dealt as ablv with the crushing of
lhe basmachi in Central Asia. but Bradsher includescomparisons with intervention in Mongolia, Sinkiang. and Tibet as
well. Those comparisons are more illuminating than those
that lcxik primarily at the establishment of Soviet control in
Eastern F.urope to expiain what is happening in Afghanistan.
Bradsher refutes the claim that the overthrow of Daoud
was a jjolitical revolution engineered by the Communist
People’s Democratic Party of Afghanistan (PDPA). Instead
hedocuments it asa military coup in which theunpreparedness of the military to rule resulted in a rapid takeove? by the
PDPA. While he does not believe the Soviets were directly
responsible for the coup. Soviet support encouraged it and.
with the rise of the PDPA to power, fullv backed the Com
munist govemment.
In addressing the question of motivation for the Soviet
military invasion, Bradsher States that for the short term it
was considered essential to maintain the PDPA in power.
while for the long term the Soviets were not blind to the
opportunitv to move closer toward control of the Indian
Ocean and the Persian Gulí.
Thoseanxious toseean independem.nonaligned Afghan
istan will find little solace here. where Bradsher states that
"Russian and Soviet power has historically thrust forward
until it met some military or political reason for stopping.”
(p. 255) Healsorejects the Finlandization of Afghanistan asa
solution. noting the sharp divisions within the rnujahideen
resistanceas well as their violem hatred of the Soviets. which
predudes the organi/ation of an altemative govemment.
Moreover. the Soviets insist that Afghanistan remain within
the Soviet sphere. One must agree with Bradsher’s conclusion that the future isdark for Afghanistan and "worrisome”
for others on the Soviet peripherv.
Dr. George \V. Collins
IVuhita State University, Kansas

The February Revolution: Petrograd, 1917 bv Tsuvoshi
Hasegawa. Seattle: University of Washington Press. 1981.
652 pages, $25.00.
Tsuyoski Hasegawa contends that the February Revolu
tion was neither a triumph of professional revolutionaries
over the established order nor of good over evil. Rather. the
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Februan Revolulion was a fortuitous combination of two
events: the revolt oí lhe masses against the auiocracy and lhe
alienation of the liberal opposition froin the tsarist regime.
Devoting his primary altention 10 the nine-day ix-ticxi
from the beginning of lhe revolt to the abdication of the
Grand Duke Mikhail. Hasegawa is. nonetheless. aware that
the social and politual factors that led to the revolulion are
too complex to be described out of context. Consequently,
while two-thirds of the studv is devoted to the events oí
Februarv. Hasegawa makes a considerable effoit to set the
siage bv detailing the social and politual conditions in Rús
sia between 1914 and 1917.
The Rússia of that era was preindustrial and precapnalisi;
World War I forced the industrial revolulion and all of its
birth painson thebackward nation. As Hasegawa illustrates.
the unifying effects of an externai enemy—while thev teinporarilv eased a tense politual situation—soon gave way to
even greater unrest. Combmed with an exponentiallv increasing industrial work force, this situation produced a
volatile political climate.
The central portion of Hasegawa’s book deals with the
uprising. the Petrograd Soviet, and the Duma . . . in short,
with the de íacto transfer of power. Hasegawa's use of primart source material isexcellent. Each of the m u tal seven davs
through 1 March 1917 is painstakingly recreated. Hasegawa
manages to retain the human element through his chronichng the minute details of the actions of indiv iduais and
small groups—actions that were in ihemselves inconsequential but. in sum. proved vital to the success of the revolulion.
Hasegawa dearly demonstrates that the Februan Revolu
lion was not a spontaneous uprising; the masses had t learly
deíined, experienced leaders. and the groups that f x m u ipated
in the various activities were predictable bv their regularitv.
Populardiscontent. whileoneof theelementsof Hasegawa'*
thesis. wasan important but inconclusive factor. Perhaps the
best example of this was the increase in patriotic fervor
evident in theearlv davsof World War 1. That discontent had
become a major negative factor bv 1917 is rlearlv traced to
government íneptitude and corrupiion. Hasegawa also notes
thaicurTeni historiansoften inflate the roleof the Bolsheviks.
lnttially a weak, disorganized player, the Bolsheviksassumed
a greater role onlv through coalition and fate; thev were never
the driving force behind the Februan Revolulion. Finallv.
Hasegawa condudes that the liberais were powerless to act
against the government but notes that the auiocracy was
powerless to act without liberal support. This. then. set the
stage for the decisive moment.
The Februan Revolulion has received relatively little
attention despite the fact that itssignificance mav eclipse that
of the October Revolulion. For this reason alone. Hasegawa's
book is a significam contribution. The work is thoroughlv
researched. induchng excellent use of rare primary sources.
Hasegawa's thesis is logical and well supported bv the evi
dente; if he had anv bias. he has done a commendable job of
suppressing n. Consequentlv. The February Revolulion rates
top marks as a scholarlv work.
Bevond that. however. the book has two other features
whirh make it worthy of note: it is extremei* readable. and ti
comains sections that should be of great interest to professional USAF officers.
For the Air Force officer. Hasegawa has included some
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sections that should be professionally interesimg and itnportant. Specifically, the txxik contains long passages on military life. the ireaiment of noncommissioned officers an<l
enlisted personnel (and the subsequent effect ol such n< at
inem). and the roleof the military in the government and the
revolulion.
Hasegawa has also captured the life-essence of the February Revolulion. for his descriptions of events and people
seein to come alive. Indeed. The February Revolulion ranks
with Harrison Salisbury'sfí/ac/t Night, WhiteSnow as being
among the mosí enjovable ways to learn Russian history.
Thus, The February Rnmlution: Petrograd. 1917 stanclsas
a worthwhile contribution to our understanding ol the revolution in Rússia andone that will appeal toa relatively wide
audience.
Major Gregorv Varhall
.4ir lt'ar College
Maxwell AFB. Alabarna

The Russian Intelligentsia; From Torment to Silence bv
VladimirC. Nahirny. New Brunswick London: Transaction Bcxrks, 1983, 192 pages. S22.95.
The Russian intelligentsia is a subculture all to itselí. and
the studv of it requires entrance into the peculiar Zeitgeist
IVeltanschauung of that ver* special world. It is for this
reason a somewhat forbidding. beca use altogether erudite il
not arcane. academic field. On theother hand. it is as important as it is difficult, for the intelligentsia, however it is
defined. has given tis the Russian ruling class and the Soviet
administrative apparatus that bedevil our newspaper headlines and our equilibrium almost dailv .
The story ol the intelligentsia is a tragic one because it
involves foi nearlv everv participam in it a lateful choice; that
between something like involuntarv thralldom to the hulking lev iathan of Soviet government or the agonizing superfluousness of the persecuted dissidents. This kind of t hoice
has been constam, though the names of the doctrines have
been changed to confuse the innocent, for the past several
centuries.
Vladimir Nahirny has writien a remarkablv fresh review
and assessment of the intelligentsia. He has a genuinelv
astonishing knowledgeof the Russian literature. Especially
interesting is his analysis of the social origins of the intelli
gentsia. Hedisagrees fundamental I* with Marc Raeff. who
argued that the intelligentsia carne from the pampered whiz
kidsoí the Russian nobility. On thecontrarv, Nahirnv shows
that it wasscarcely nobleor Russian. Almost all of the vvriters
in Russian history before Peter the Great were from the
priestlv class. More than half of the Russian scholars born
between 1750 and 1799 carne from priests' families. Onlv 26.2
percent of the members of the Academv of Sciences in the
eighteenth century were Russian. From the foundation of
Moscow Universitv in 1755 to the end of the century, onlv
30.4 percent of the professors were Russian.
Nahirny notes the almost inhuman seriousness with
which the intelligentsia devoted itself to the cause of humanity. "It was in ... the sphere of 'truth,' in the company of the
brethren of conviction. that thev found a substitute for love.
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friendship. human affection. and indeed, felt comfortable
and at ease."
I missed here the work of Gregory Free/.eon theeighteenthcentury Russian clergv. In my opinion. ii would have been
appropriate to examine more closely the thesis of Martin
Malia, who has dealt ably with theeternallv teasingquestion
posed hv Míkhail Bakunin: I can understand the French
bourgeoisie m akinga revolution (ogain political rights. but
how can I understand the Russian nobilitv m akinga revolu
tion to tose them? Still. N'ahirnv's work is an infortned and
valuableaddition toour literatureon the intelligentsia.
Dr. Hugh Ragsdale
University of Alabama. Tuscatoosa

Soviet Armed Forces Review Annual, Volume 6 edited bv
David R Jones. Gulf Bree/.e. Florida: Academic Interna
tional Press. 1982, 133 pages. S47.00.
Soviet Armed Forces Review Annual, like earlier volumes
in the series, includes review articles covering retem developtnents in the organization, equipmem. and disposition of
all branches of the Soviet militarv. New features includean
overv iew seuion and a very helpful bibliography of works on
the Soviet armed forces and strategic questions published in
the West. Additionally. the 1982 edition contains special
surveys on intentai security and border troops and on Soviet
interests in the Indian Ocean region.
Readers of Air University Revteiv will want to pay special
attention to the chapters on air deíetise forces by David R.
Jones and air forces bv Alfred L. Monks; the authors highlight importam shifts apparentlv under way in the Soviet
command structure. In thefirst instance, assetscommitted to
the air defense of maneuver units of the ground forces
(mainlv surface-to-air missiles) are being brought under the
administrative control of the national air defense service.
PVO. This merger of tactical and strategic air defense seems
to be in response to the advent of sophisticated low-level
offensivepenetrationcapabilitiesof the NATO air forces and
the resultam need to provide defensive coverage at all alti
tudes. Such developments are instructive because thev illustrate the manner in which Soviet defense planners perceive
threatsand respond to them and remind us thal the other side
must alsocontend with militarv-technological change.
In a similar vein, it appears that a reorganiration of the
Soviet Air Forces (W S) is in progress, with the tactical component (Frontal Aviation) in some way being realigned into
the new "theater of militarv operations” emphasmng the
combined-arms doctrine and with the strategic bomber force
(Long-Range Aviation or DA) being downgraded from
major command levei to some new, lower status. Not in this
connection specificallv, but nevertheless of considerable
interest. are thedetails of qualitative improvements in Soviet
aviation, including the introduction of new aircraft tvpesand
better air-to-air ta< tics.
Given the importance of matters related to the militarv
budget and the impact of defense spending on the national
economv in both the United States and the U.S.S.R.. the
chapter on the Soviet economv in this volume is all too brief.
AIso. some minor mistakes of fact detract from the overall

solid qualitv of the individual essays. For example, the
NATO code name for the SA-8 is Gecko (not Grechko. as
reportedj, and the aircraft used as a surrogate for the MiG-21
in the AIMVAL ACEVAL DACT studies was the F-5 (not
the F-4, whose capabilities are not at all like the MiG-21).
Particular strengths of this collection are the manv tables
of data. compiled from varied sources. and the balanced
perspective on national security interests. especially the
inclusion of details from Marshal Nikolai Ogarkov’s assessment of militarv-strategic issues.
Dr. Ralph S. Oem
Florida International University, Miami

Tracks of the Bear: Soviet Imprints in the Seventies bv Edgar
O BalIame. Novato, Califórnia: Presidio Press. 1982. 240
pages. $15.95.
Tracks of the Bear is a journa lista accouniof Soviet historv
and foreign (x>li< v in the I970s. lt beginson a polemicai note,
making su< h <laims as “the Soviets are bullv boys who need
to be taketi down a peg or two . . . , ” and continuing with an
emotional, shallow, and. I believe. error-ridden analvsis of
Soviet leadership. Subsequent chaptersdeal with an analvsis
of the “Sov iet political-military mind." followed bv discttssions of Soviet progress in the East-West negotiatíons,
Europe, the Middle East, África. South Asia. and Southeast
Asia. Edgar O Ballance continues bv addressing the Soviet
Navv andthen concludes with adiscussionof theearlv 1980s.
In his conclusion. he calls on the United States to "have a
strong, sustained foreign policy," to use economic aid as a
weapon; to support resistance groups in Angola. Moçam
bique. and elsewhere: to continue to develop the Rapid
Deployment Joint Task Force: and to prevent the further
development of nucleat weapons by Third World nations.
Six ma ps and an index support this text.
The book's greatest strength is perhaps its scope, which
includes not only Soviet domestic politics but also discussions of Soviet policy in all of the world's major regions.
Also, CVBallanceoften refers to General George Keegan and
other politically conservative experts who are infrequently
quoted but nonetheless have a contribution to make to the
subjecl. In addition, OBallancesobservationsareoccasiona 11v notevvorthy. For example. 1 enjoved his discussion of
"miirot imaging,” in which he savs that Western leadersare
wroirg toexpec t thal Soviet leaders will react in thesame wav
as Western leaders to a given situation. Finallv, the author‘s
journalistic stvle makes the lxx>k very readable.
Against these strengths. the fxxik suffers from such major
weaknesses that I question its value to the knowledgeable
reader. Of these, the most serious is that 0'Ballance does not
adequately footnote his matei ial. I noted less than twodozen
notations to other sources or references. and manv of these
were to 0'Ballance's other books. This is even more serious
in that theauthor often leaves solid ground toenter the tealm
of conjecture. In his Middle East chapter. for example. he
( laims that the RGB sei tetlv aided Middle East terrorism and
that manv Soviet militarv personnel were killed in Middle
East hostilities before 1971. Footnotesand discussions would
help the reader hv raising the exposition from conjecture to
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analvsis. In ihis respect. his worst (ootnote reads as follows:
"Figures quoted are generallv (hose given bv the Londonbased ... ISS. V.S. Defense Departmeni. the Pentagon or the
CIA." (p. 18) Such imprecise use of source and referenre
materiais prevents the reader írom checking and analyzing
OBallance’s figures. Furthermore. it demonstrates that the
author does not appreciate that the figures of each of these
organizations often reflect their positions, and a high or low
figure can indicate their threat perceptions. Bv not identiív ing sources and bv using data from several sources. 0'Ballance confuses his discussion and makes it of Iiule value to
the militarv analvst
A second major flaw is OBalIances polemicai tone. For
example. while calling the Sov iets "bullv bovs" and making
other similar staiements might sound convincing to the frustrated or naíve reader. it should not be popular with the
militarv or informed general public. Thus. I believe that
0'Ballance's book is a disserv ice to serious analvsis of Soviet
political or militan affairs, because it so populari/es these
respected analvtical endeavors that it places lhem on an
emotional levei where opinion prevails. often at theexpense
of truth.
Commander Brute W Watson. USN
Defensr Intelligeme College
Washington, D.C.
Strategic Studies and Public Policy: The American Experience bv Colin S. Grav. Lexington: Universitv Press of
Kentuckv. 1982, 256 pages. $19.50.
Not so verv long ago, a "strategist” vvas a militarv commander or adviser vvho planned the use of armed force. A
handfui of officers—e.g.. Glausewitz. Mahan, Douhet—
wrote about strategv. almost as a hobbv apart from their
duties. O neoí the oddines of the ihermonuclear age is that a
strategist has become exclusivelv a writer about strategv. and
almost all of those writers have been c ivtlians. (Indeed, the
onlv untformed strategist named in Strategic Studies and
Public Polus, is General Glenn Kent. VSAF.)
Politital scientist Colin Grav isoneoí todav'smost prolific
strategic writers. Son of an RAF Bomber Command navigator. he immtgrated in 1976. To thosereaders familiar with his
polemicai writings. this book is a pleasani surprise—
nowhere is the supposed "window of vulnerability." nor are
advocates of mintmum deterrence libeled with the smear of
"MAD. But unnecessarilv lart attacks on Henrv Kissinger,
Robert S. M< Namara. and YV. YV Rostow do appear. And he
abjures mention of his protrarted campaign for multipleprotective-shelter ("shell game") basmg for MX
Most of the bítok is analvsis and theoretical justification of
strategK studies. directed toward academia—his <metia for
strategir "scholarshtp" could exclude participation bv serving officers rh e militarv professional may find the sections
gning a short historv of strategic writing more interesting.
The besi ideas were produced under V.S. Air Force sponsorvhip at the Rand Corporation in the I950s. which Cray
nghtlv labeis "the Golden Age" of nuclear strategv However. he gives the impression that most civilian strategists
favor assured destruction theory: cenatnly academics do,
but most Pentagon analvsis and <onsultants share the oldest
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and wisest of military ideas: stronger is safer.
Readers ínterested in nuclear strategic theory will find this
a competent summary of the so-called "war-fighting" s<hool,
now the dominant declaratory doctrine of the I !nited States.

B Brure-Bnggs
Hudson Instituir
Croton-on-Hudson, New York

The Third YVorld in Soviet Militarv Thought bv Mark N.
katz. Baltiinore: Johns Hopkins Universitv Press. 1982,
188 pages, SI8.50.
Soviet interest and involvement in conflictsof the Third
World so evolved during the Brezhnev era as to become oneof
lhe central aspectsof both Soviet foreign and militarv policy.
Mark N. Katz. in The Tlurd World in Soviet Military
Thought. has examined this thinking in order to assess its
importante for Soviet foreign polit v antl its significance lor
the YVest.
Katzdetermined that therearesix different aspec tsconceming Soviet military thought in conflicts involving the Third
World. First is the relationship of local war to a world war;
second. thenatureand typesof war in iheThird YVorld; third,
the relationshipof peaceful coexistem e to lotai wars;fourth,
the Soviet viewof indigenous forces in the Third World; fifth,
the Soviet view of American ideas about and actions in local
wars. and íinallv, the role of the U.S.S.R. in Third World
conflicts. (p. 10)
The Brezhnev era was examined because it vvas then that
Third YVorld conflicts became a major lopic of .Soviet mil
itarv thought. Soviet doctrine concerning the Third World
changed progressively Ironr a period when little action was
env isioned for the Soviet Union in the Third World to a verv
optimistic and active involvement in such areas. This has
been followed (since 1976) bv a pessimistic view about Soviet
capabilitv to achieve its foreign policy goals in the Third
World without a large-scale, long-term. costlv commitment
of Soviet military forces to Third World conflict.
During the 1970s "the Soviets became increasingly convincedthat thegrowing militarv strengthof the Soviet Union
could prevent lotai war from escalating into world war.”
(p. 124) Since 1976. the U.S.S.R. hasencountered m anvoí lhe
same problems and obstades that the United States has. As a
resuli. the thought process has changed from one of optimisrn topessiinism. This "illustrates how the USSR underestimated the intractabilitv ol the Third YVorld and the diííicultv in both gaining and retaining influente in it." (p. 158)
The lessons each country has dravvn frorn these experi
entes in lhe Third World havediífered inat least tworespects.
First, the Soviets have reached the cont lusiorj that the most
reliable Third World allies have Marxist-Leninist governments (vvhile the United States has onlv supported democratit governments some of the time). Second. "Sov iet pessimism about the Third Worltl . . . has given rise to greater
Soviet military involvement in these conflicts in order to
protect what lhe Soviets see as vital Soviet interests." (pp.
158-59) (The l Tnited States since Vietnam has been unwilling
t<> become involved militarily in Third YVorld conflicts.)
Katz concludcd with a paradox. Soviet activities in the
Third YVorld are intended to gain allies but often have the
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oppositeeffect. Conversely. U.S. policy is intended to prevení
the spread of Soviei influente, but the opposite often results.
[o prevení ihis. American foreign policy must determine its
goal is in the Third World. Then some attempí ai determining Soviet imentions còuld be found.
Robert G. Mangrum
Howard Payne Cnwersity
Broutnwood. Texas

Aircrafl of lhe Soviet Union: The Encydopaedia of Soviei
Aircraft since 1917 bv Bill Gunston. London: Osprev PubIishing. L.td.. 1983. 115 pages. $68.00.
Nnted avialion author Bill Gunston has compiled an
exhaustive encvclopedia of Soviei aircraft. Mosí of the book
details lhe development of Sov iei aircrafl from the Revolulion lo tlu- preseni. In fact. thedetailing is soextensiveas lo be
boggling However. this is as ii sliould lx- in this kind of
publicaiion: and srholars. buffs, as vvell as miliiarv professionals will find the book useful.
In the pages of Aircraft of the Soviet í nion, one finds not
onlv the MiGs. Sukhois. Lavochkins. and Tupolevs wiih
which vve are familiar but also the Golubkovs, Nikitins, and
kalinms about vvhich vve knovv very litile. While Gunston
does bis usual extelleni vvork ai detailing the let hnical maiters associated with aircrafl development. bis analvsis of the
"ivhv" and "how" of Soviet aircraft evolution does not measure up to that found in Robin Higham and Jacob k ip p s
Soviet Avialion and Air Power: A Histórical View. vvhich
remains theauthoritative vvork in thisarea. Nevertheless.one
can reeommend Aircraft of the Soviet Union to sr holars and
rnilitarv professionals.
E.H.T.
Strategic Miliiarv Surprise: Incentives and Opportunities by
klaus knorr and Patrirk Morgan. New Brunswick, New
Jersey: Transaction Books. 1983. 265 pages, $14.95.
In the fluid and dangerous world of international relations. govemments are moreconcerned today than ever about
their vulnerabilitv to strategic surprise—an inevitable acute
defeat bv an unexpected attack. The phenomenon of surprise
attack is not a new occurrence in the international political
arena. It has onlv been recentlv. however. that attempts have
been made to comprehend the significance of strategic militarv surprise. StrategicMilitary Surprise adds important and
systematic dimensions to understanding such ocrurrences.
klaus knorr and Patrir k Morgan haveselected more than
twenty cases vvhich they labei as strategic surprise dravvn
from the past 120 vears. This volume, on the other hand, is
not concerned with analy/ing the limited surprise that
occurs. as a matter of rourse, in ongoing miliiarv battles.

The Napoleonic Wars marked the turning point for
innovative actions such as strategic surprise, resulting from
improvements in Communications, transportation. vveaponry. and new miliiarv bureaurratir struetures (e.g.. general
staffs) that enabled the management of huge armies that
could inflirt smashing defeats on major States. Prússia was

the first State to realize and exploit the developments in its
wars with Áustria and France in 1866 and 1870, respectively.
The book begins ai this historical [roint and concludes with
the Yom Kippur War of 1973. Today, the possibility of a
strategic surprise is fueled by the growing strength of the
Soviet miliiarv and fears in the West that Moscovv might be
tempted to strike at U.S. nuclear forces or to attack Europe.

A systematic analvsis has been made of the reasons that
lead States to altempt such aliacks. In particular, the kinds of
capabilities required for such undertakings and the dimen
sions that exist to make States vulnerable to strategic surprise
areexamined. Perhaps the most informativeand instruetive
part of this volume is what political considerations contribute to a state's vulnerability.
The book concludes with a chapter on the lessons for
statecraft that can be derived from studyingstrategic surprise.
It includes an assessment of the degree to vvhich States con
tinue to be vulnerable in spiteof improvements in thecollection of intelligence information and in the relative effectiveness of essentially defensíve weapon systems and postures.
The authors <lose. however. on a pessimistic note bv stating
that. ",. . the business of minimizing strategic surprise faces
odds that, though not exactlv insuperable. are very formidable indeed.” (p. 264)
Dr. James Brown
Soul liem Methodist Unwersity
Datlas, Texas

Vietnam: A Nation in Revolution bv William J. Duiker.
Boulder. Colorado: Westview Press. 1983, 171 pages,

$18.50.
In Vietnam: A Sation in Revolution. William J. Duiker

trates Yiemam s evolution, with attention to itsgovernment
and politic s. e<onomic s. t itliute. and s<x ietv. In doing so the
author has takenon a daunting task: that of writinga historv
of Vietnam. from carly times to the modem era. in onlv 155
pages of text.
Al though the book may beof use to the novice, the sjx-c ialist will have some reservations about its analyses. For example. in turning to the Annotated Bibliographv. one finds the
vvork of Gareth Porter (described here as "one ol the most
respected crilicsof U.S. policy**) and William Turlev; omitted
are suc h s< holarlv giantsas P. J. Hotiey. Dennis Duncanson.
and Bernard Fali—all of whom were criticai of theCommunist regime in Indochina.
As an aside, the author impiies that Guenter Levvy’s
exhaustivelv researc hed America in Vietnam is "an apologia
foi the U.S. role in the war" bv attributing this charge to
"c riti< s." Conirary to somec urrem opinions, wtitinga sc holar ly vvork on recent Vietnam dix-s not require that the United
States be singled out for tritit istn. Too manv si bolais have
beenself-hobbled hv theit ideologies, and William Turlev. an
Amerit an professor (whose Ixxik is listetl in Duiker's bibliography), has stated—apparentlv seriouslv—that the Vietnameseare now in Cambodia t kampuc hea) in order tohelp the
Cambodians. He. like Harrison Salishurv before him, traveled to Hanoi to get the "(ac ts.” Suc h is the levei of ac ademit
integritv to vvhich much ol the vvriting on Vietnam has
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descended in this country in lhe lasi iwo derades.
Noihing is said of American Indochina policy under
Franklin D. Roosevelt. That policy, shaped by Roosevelts
Francophobia. has in large measure shaped lhe presem face
of Indochina (whose people in reeeni times have suffered
more hideouslv from their own ivrams than under foreign
domina tion).
A continuing blind spoi of virtually all American writers
on an importam period is reflected by the customarv plavbackon the Brinshoccupation of Saigon in 1945. The Britisfi
commander. General Douglas Gracey. is always assumed to
ha\e been bent on destroying the Vietminh hold on Saigon
and returning the French to power. when in fact neither he
nor his officers had any use for the French, criticized them
severelv, and continuallv pressed the French to grant independence to Vietnam. Gracey drove the Communist-led
Vietminh from power in Saigon beca use the\ were a serious
bar to his written directions to maintain law and order, a
condi tion without which hecould not disarm and repatriate
the Japanese. This is a small but indicative passage in the
book.
Concerning America's Vietnam VVar. the Cambodian
regime of Sihanouk is called "neutralist." The available
archival material shows in fact that Sihanouk. having concluded that lhe North \ rietnamese would win lhe war, sided
with the Victnamese Commumsts in graniing sanctuary to
their forces, the use of Cambodian ports for their war supplies. and instrueted his armv to materially assist the North
Vietnamese and Vieicong. Marrv American soldiers were
killed by enemy supplies brought in with lhe connivance of
these "neutralists."
After the fali of Saigon in 1975. lhe author suggests that
there was some hesitation in Hanoi over unifying Ixrth Vietnams: this rs interesting in that situe the earlv 1940s the
Vietnamese Communists had expressed an intention to unify
all of Indochina, not just Vietnam (which they had always
considered a single entits t, under their aegis. In fact. in 1930
Ho Chi Minh had been insuucted by the Comintern to
change the name of his paru from th e '''\’ietnamese Communrst Party" to the "Indochine.se Com muni st Parts."
The going geis stickier when the author analvzes "the
triumph in \'ietnam of communist doctrine and practiceover
Western bourgeois democracy." One reason not mentioned
was that an entire society (described accurately as a "garrison
State" by the late Bernard Fali) was mobilized for one
enterprise—themakingof war. It wassupported throughout,
atenormouscost. bv steadfastCommunistalliesand wasable
to destros a competing culture which was weaker in pari
because. for all tts fauhs, it tolerated diíferences by a greater
degree than did the Communists; in the end the South was
abandoned by itsown major allv. Thus. to suggest that the
Vietnamese Communists won "after a generation of Hítter
struggle by theirown efforts" may lie stretching a point. The
war was won because the Communists and assorted sympathizers worldwide locked ranks behind lhe \'ietnarnese
Communists. The author anticipates an argument over the
reasons for the "growing popularity" of Marxism, whic h was
and is an alien creed to perhaps most Vietnamese and had to
beconstantly dtsguised bv the party to make it more palatable
tcj the masses.
Although at lirst glance there is an appearance of an
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evenhanded approach ("some charge that su< h and such
produced greai hardship. but on the other hand.otheisstated
t h a t o n closer inspection the knowledgeable reader wíll
question some of the portraits presented here. Take, lor
example, the bloody crushingof the peasant revolt in Ibtikin
in 1950 (whic h appears in the sec tion on lheCatholics); this
may lead the reader to think that religion was somehow
principally involved in the uprising (nocasualty figures are
offered). ralher than the brutalities and (ailures oí the Comtnunist "land reform" program. Expetts liavestated that as
much as íour penem o( the populalion was killed by their
own North Vietnamese Artny.
There is unc|uestionably useful information ol a general
nature in this little book; one whose time is lirnitcd wíll get
some beneíit from reading it. However. Vietnam: A Nalion in
Revolution is a portrait with the watts selectively rernoyed
and the wrinkles smoothed. Its chiei value lies in its tintei iness and freshness. but serious students will want to turn
elsewhere for a clearer look at the past.
Colonel Peter M. Dunn, L'SAF
Defense hitelligence College
Washington. D.C.

Paradoxes of Power: The Mililary Establishment in the
Eighties by Adam Yarmolinsky and Gregory D. Foster.
Bloomington: Indiana Uniyersitv Press. 1983. 154 pages.
S15.00.
This book is a primer on the United States mililary and
delenst- polic v aimed at the general public. It is to be praised
for covering a large number of major issues in its shon span
and for doing so in a readable mannet.
Unfortunatelv. the work is marred by certain yveaknesses.
Among other things. the authors have opted for a zerocitation policy: no statistic, claim ot a Ilega tion. no matter
how controversial, is given a doe umentary source. Consider
this assertion:
The extern to which the outpui of scientists and engineers
in the United States has been appropriated by the Depart
ment of Defense is quite staggering. Conservativeestimates
indicate that defense and space programs emplov 20 percent of all American scientists and engineers engaged in
researrh and development yvork. Other estimares go as
high as 50 percent. (p. 07)
No citation is given foi these "estimates." A moment’s
reflection tells tis the point beingalleged isabsurd.exaggerating the reality In a factorof about 100. After all. “scientists”
inc ludeanthropologists.geologists, botanists, etc ..and "engi
neers" includec hemical engineers.electrical engineers, highway engineers. and so on.
As this silly claim indicates, the authors are not neutral
about the role of the U.S. defense establishment. They take
the view that the mililary represents a menace to American
societv. Their analysis of this point does them little credit.
For example. they íind cost overruns on wcapon Systems
"distressing evidente" of a mililary establishment outside
civilian control. (p. 94) But il a cost overrun ts ipso fat io
evidente oí a lat k of civilian control. then no segment of lhe
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U.S. government is controlled bv civilians. for cosí overruns
abound everywhere. I note, for example. that New York
Gitvs Woodhull Medicai Center was just completed at a cosí
oí S‘i11 million, nearly four times the $85 million originally
projected. For a cost overrun on a gigantic scale, what about
the U.S. Social Securitv system? The huge overruns on the
Rayburn House Office Building show that civilians don t
even control Congress!
Another ‘'out-of-control"episodealluded to bv theauthors
is an mnexplained and undocumented) "private bombing
rampaign" conducied b\ an (unidentified) air force major
general ip. 94)Theauthors themselves State that this alleged
at tion was unsanrtioned bv military superiors, and hence. at
best. a problem of malfeasance. conceming military control
oí the military. The alleged episode is therefore irrelevant to
the civilian control issue.
This tendencyof theauthors to misscriticai disiint tions. to
make mountains out ol molehills in order to ptish their
militarv-as-menace-to-societv prejudice, renders this primer
untrustworthv as well as unsophisticated.
Dr. James L. Payne
Texas Aà-M University

Soviet Style of War by Nathan Leites. New York: Grane,
Russak & Company, 1982, 400 pages. $22.50.
Dr Nathan Leites'sbook isoneof the few published works
for Western readers that deals with Soviet attitudes and performant eon the battlefield in considerabledetail. It contains
extremelv importam, yet often violated, misunderstood. or
simplv forgotten principies and elements in the Soviet conduct of war. Dr. L.eites has undertaken a task of crucial
significance for anvone who needs to have a deeper and more
subtleunderstandingofhow the Soviets fought in their Great
Patriotit War (1941-45) and how they may fight again in the
future.
The book was written largelv bv using Soviet public sources. specifically memoirsof theit wartime leaders, war histo
ries, and articles in militarv journals and the militarv daily
Krasnaya zvezda (Red Starj. Research for the book must have
been a tremendous undertaking.
This long book ini ludes seven chapters: yet. inexplicably,
noconclusionsareprovided. The author cites extensively (in
often undulv long passages) from the writings of Soviet
authors (and occasionally German. too) in portraying the
Soviet doctrinal views and performance in respect to such
importam matters as (I) value of surprise, (2) indecisiveness
and passivitv, (3) offense, (4) defense, (5) failure to pursue the
enemv, (6) rigid adherence to an original plan, despite
repeated setbacks. (7) underestimating theenemy. and manv,
man\ others. Soviet experiences on the battlefield during the
C.reat Patriotit War and posiwar peacetime training activities are used to illustrate their views on specific matters in
conducting conibat.
Despite its title, Soviet Style of War pertains almost
ext lusivelv to the combat employment of ground troops.
I here are occasional, and mostlv misplaced. referentes (for
example. on pages 103 and 357) to naval ac tivities and verv
üttle with regard to the air force or to naval aviation. l he
14-page chapter VII entitled. "Inferences from the Displayed

to the Hidden; Strategic Nuclear War" is almost a non sequitur. Moreover, it does not describe adeciuately what its title
alleges. It would have been better if the chapter had been
omitted entirely and conclusions written instead.
Dr. Leites's work contains much valuable information
about Soviet proclivities in combat, but it also has some
serious shortcomings. Perhaps the single most disturbing
flaw is that actual Soviet performances in combat and Soviet
peacetime activities are described together. Writers and students of the Soviet military should be cautious in taking
Soviet historical writings at face value. not onlv owing to
their customarv exaggerations hut also because of the wellknown Soviet tendene v torewritehistoricaleventsaccording
tt) the needs of a moment. Also, it would have been better, if
Soviet combat performance during the Great Patriotic War
had been assessed in moredetail in the book by C.ermans who
fought them rather than bv Soviet authors. Soviet description
of theirown training activities should not have been equated
with their actual performance. There is a wide tliscrepancy
between what the Soviet <laim in their writings as accomplished and what thev actually carrv out. especiallv in regard
to combat training in peacetime.
However. Dr. Leitess book. despite its shortcomings.
breaks new ground and cannot but contribute to better
understanding of how the Soviets conduct war. One way of
getting a more realistic picture of what the Soviets think and
intend to do is bv reading their open sources carefully. Not
evervthing the Soviets write is propaganda or deliberately
planted dezinformatsiya. although some of it, undoubtedlv,
is. However. Soviet military writings cannot be intended
merelv to deceive those in the West without confusing their
own rank and file. Hence, it seems reasonable to conclude
that the bulk of Soviet military writing reflects a reasonablv
faithful picture of what the Soviets reallv think. All too often
the Western mind views the Soviet mind as a mirror image of
its own. Soviet Stxle of War will help us perceive more
realistically Soviet motives and liehavior in conducting their.
not oar, style of war.

Dr. Milan Vego
Washington. D.C..

Blacks and the Militarv by Martin Binkin and Mark J.
I- iielherg. with Alv in J. S<hexnidei and Marvin M Smith.
Washington: rh e BrookingsInstitution. 1982.190pages.
SI8.95 ( loth, S7.95 paper.

Militarv mémbers are aware that social forces aliei t mission perlormance. and commandeis have to berngni/ant ol
the need fot stn <ess ol theit personnel. Stx tal ( hanges in the
militarv sime Woihl W.u II have affe< teil blai ks more than
any olhei segment ol Amei ii an soe ietv. From the beginning
ol desegregation in 1948. lothegainsol the Roberl Mc \am ara era. to the impar t ol Vietnam, bla< ks have moved loward
full integration. Statisticallv. bv 1981. in theenlisted fone,
blacks represcnicd more than .33 perccnt <*l lhe \rmv. 22
petc em ol lhe Matinê Gorps. more than Ibprn ent of the \it
Force, and 12 percent ol the Navv. However. some have
v iewefl this ovei iepiesent.itum—hlac ks make up 12 percent
ol lhe nation‘s population—asa "problem." Fhis atlitude
lias corne principal lv from uonmilitarv sc bolai s.
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Martin Binkin and Mark J. Eitelberg. with Alvin J.
Schexnider and Marvin M. Smith, have examined every
aSpect of lhe current discussion over lhe employment of
blacks in the militarv. and the Brookings Institution has
published the results of their research. The authors have set
ambitious goals in collecting a wealth of material to stimulate research and encourage debate. Their effort is amply
documented and accessible in the footnotes at the bottom of
the page. However, they do not wish to draw any conclusions or attempt to settle the debate. They have colleeted the
information; others must use it or continue the research.
StilJ. the book has generated a fair amount of controversv
because they have discussed the "problem" and because
some people believe that their real purpose in writing Blacks
and lhe Military was to advocate the return of the draft.
What are the issues affecting blacks as they serve in the
U.S. military? There are several. but permeating all the
rhetoric is the central question of whether there are too many
in the armed forces. Some argue that this number imposes
an unfair burden on onesegment of American socieiv. especially in potential combat casualties. while others believe
that the large number poses certain risks to U.S. national
securitv. Most of the arguments lean toward the latter and
seriously question the government’s wisdom in permitting
the percentagesof blacks toget toa high levei. Interestinglv,
and a point not discussed, many Department of Defense
militarv and civilianofficials have denied that the overrepresentation is a ‘problem" or have simply ignored the whole
issue.
Recently. the Armv's personnel chief. Lieutenant General
Maxwell R. Thurm an. disputed contentions that the Army
had too many blacks, or that they might bear an unfair
burden of combat casualties. or that they might be unreliable in certain military operations; the high percentage of
blacks, the general remarked, "doesn't cause me any prob
lem at all." (New York Times, July 4, 1982) As a military
person, I alsoquestion the validitv of many of the arguments
concerning blacks. But that does not mean that the whole
issue should be ignored; periodicallv, it is réfreshing and
imporiant to examine our military. But what is complicating the question of black partii ipation is that it is part of a
larger and more importam topic that has not been resolved—the concept and role of militarv Service in contemporarv American society. And the Cold War environmeni
continues to add confusion to the discussion. This does not
lessen the value of Blacks and the Military. Military
members need to be introspective and confront all issues
affecting our chosen profession. and this work provides
excellent food for thought.
Major Alan M Osur. l ’SAF
Ramstem An Base. Germany

Fight for the Falklands! bv John Laííin. New York: St.
\lartin’s Press. 1982. 215 pages. Sá.9”) paper.
The swtsh of the missiles has barelv died away. and the
political and militarv afiershocks still jolt the Southern
Cone. but British journalist-historian John Laffin has gen
erated a book-length accoum of the 1982 Falklands War.
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From title to end of 201 pages of undocumentcd, large-type
text. Fight for the Falklands! gushes forth the British version
ol the struggle.
A mutual intelligencefailure set Argentina and Britainon
a collision course. The Argentines misinterpreted the willingness of the British to make minor concessions and rniscalculated British military strength and resolve. British Foreign Office analysts dismissed Argentine warnings as rhet
oric of a military regime mired in political turmoil. Once the
Argentines occupied the islands, Prime Miníster Margaret
Thatcher responded with "rapid, sustained action." Britain
scored a diplomatic victory by gaining the Furopean Econornic Community’s backing whileassumingeventual U.S.
support.
Britain's electronic arsenal and the skill of specially
trained units guaranteed British victory in the early conflicts. With Downing Street’s nod, Tigeríish torpedoes
microchipped the General Belgrano to its icy death. Bmish
commandos destroyed aircraft, radar, and munitions in a
flawless raid on Pebble Island.
After the “nonnegotiations" collapsed, Admirai Woodward unleashed the liberation invasion supported by more
than 26,000 men and a hundred ships. Skillful diversions,
just the right equipment, and lack of an Argentine land
resistance explains the invasion’s initial success. Incredibly,
the Argentine Aii Force handed the British 36 hours of
respite after an initial D-day challenge. But they returned
with kamikaze tactics to claim one British frigate after
another as the Sea Dart missiles radar proved clumsy in
combat. The land battleglowed occasionally white hot, but
superior British mobility, equipment, and ttaining spelled
Argentine defeat.
Laffin’s book offers much raw material for debate and
insight. Fighter pilots' spines will tingle with accounts of
Argentine tactics against missile defenses. Lalfin's conclusion that Admirai Woodward got away with violaiing "a
long standing rule of war . . that air superiority is essential” demands amplification. Can "detailed planning, skill.
courage,” and a few vertical takeoff jets substitute for air
superiority? One suspects that Argentina's low stock of
Exocet missiles and the brevity of the land batlle mav have
proved more importam. Laffin also heaps new fuel on a
traditional fire: lhe debate on the wartime roles of the press
and official propaganda. His long-term solution to the
conflict—construction of a U.S. base to serve "American
geopolitical ambitious in the South Atlantic"—should also
provoke discussion.
Laffin‘s pro-British sympathies heavilv tint his accoum.
He stresses British humaneness but omits rnendon of press
reports that several Argentine prisonersdied whileseart hing
for unexploded mines. He savs nothing about the British
helicopter crew reportedlv rescued in Southern Chile. He
approves of British "calculated leaks" of disinformation
while deriding Argentina's "extravagant propaganda." He
displays a certain disdain for Argentines, whose men are
"victimsof machismo" and whose vyomen "accept that they
are being reared for early marriage or domestic service."
Argentine ieaders were ignoram of British traditions and
"neither imaginative not intelligent enough” to be more
effective.
Reading this work is an importam first step in under-
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standing thecourseof lhe Falklands W arand howelec tronic
weapons affected iis outcome. Ii also helps expiam whv, in
lhe auihor's worels. "neither side understood lhe naiuie of
lhe other."
Major Richard Downes, CSAF
Department of History
l \Y lir Force Academy, Colorado

l'.S. Foreign Policv and Asian-Pacific Security edited hv
William I Tow and William R. Feeney. Boulder. Colo
rado: Westview Press, 1982. 264 pages. S20.00.
lhe h.isis for C.S. Foreign Policy and Asian-Pacific
Set uritx wasa panei on Asian-Pae ili< securitv lhat eonvened
.ii the Iniernalional Siuilies Assoe ialion meeting in 1981. In
addilion lo lhe papers presented ai lhat galher ing. eontributions ucir sola iied from Siephen Gibei i and Roberi Rau in
order loexpand lhe scope of lhe inquirv and lend a fuller
measure of analysis to the topie.
l he h.isa premise of ihis hook is thal lhe Cniled States
should adopi iransregional siraiegies for boih Europeand
Asia whic h. while noi so elaboraie as to consiituie a global
seeuritv organi/ation of non-Communist oi anii-Soviet
countries. would he fnlly capahle of producing a greater
return on C.S seruriiv investments than is now possihle.
Flie spe< ifi< inieni of thisrollet lion of essavs is to develop a
íramework of analysis foi future and more sophislicaied
models of iransregional seruriis iniegralion heuveen lhe
1'niied States and iis Asian-Pacific deferi.se- partners.
William Tow eontends in lhe first <hapter lhat the íoundaiion neeessarv to build sui h a iransregional ser urity linkage with om Asian-Pariíie allies alreadv exisis. He poinis
lo re< em j.ipanese interesi in im reasing strategii dialogues
with NA I O pow ersas wcll as thegrow ihofoverall militarv
mierattion benveen Asian and European siales.
Stephen Gibert ol Georgelown l !niversiiy argues lhat.
while uipproí berneni wilb the People's Republie of China
iPR( i is a welcome developmem. the Cniled States niust
noi neglei i iis (ommitmeni lo Taiwan. B\ proposing thal
lhe 1'nited States engage in sik b a juggling ac I in conduc ting our policies toward lhe PRC and Taiwan, C.ibert indieatcs a serious misreaeling of lhe extern lo whieh the PRf:
holds our break with Iaiwan as the main ingredieni in a
rom inuation of friendh relalions between lhe l !niied States
and the People's Republie of China.
Roberi Rau believes lhat lhe membersof lhe Assoe ialion
ol Southeasi Asian Nations (ASEAX i—whie h consists of
Indonésia. I hailanel, lhe Philippines, Singapore. and Malaysia—have come to recognize the need lo develop their
own resilienee anel militarv strength as a resuli of parlíal
Western sirategir retrenchmem from Souiheast Asia. Further. he reasons lhat lhe Cniled States and its Western
allies could enhance regional security bv lending encoura gemem and suppori to ASEAN.
Sheldon Símon concludes in bis e hapter thal the C.S.
"contribmion to.Southeast Asian seeuriiv for the I980s will
bv neither as ubiquitousas the 1960s and earlv 1970s nor as
minimal as most skepiirsrontenel." Whai is needed. aecoreling lo Simon, is a new modos vivendi bv the 1'nited States.

lhe PRC, Japan, and ASEAN with Vietnam and the
C.S.S.R. This would permit lhe Asian-Pacific region to
devote more of its resources to developmem rather ihan
militarv preparalions.
Hem v Albinski lends some observations on whv ANZCS
(the alliane e beiween Austral ia. New Zealand. anel the Cnited States) has been so stable and notes lhat exponents of a
viable security framework lor lhe Asian-Pacific region
might well wish to keep it so.
In the final substantive chapter. William Feeney treats
issues sue h as geographical, legal, and political economic
problems ronnee tecl with the C.S. Asian-Pacifie basingsvstem Heaecemuaies lhe need lo int reasecomae t and cooperation among militarv personnel of allied and friendlv
regional States.
Bv wav of tone lusion. the collee tive analyses of the eonn ihutors are svnihesi/ed, and some lemaiive polie v recommendalions areoffereel. Faken asa wltole-, Ihis bcxik makesa
strong argumeni for the adoption of lhe iransregional
option.

I)i Gerald W. Berkley
Auburri Unirer.iilx at Montgomrry

Napoleon’s Great Adversaries: The Archduke Charles and
the Austrian Army, 1792-1814 bv Gumhei E. Rotlienberg.
Bloomington: Indiana Press, 1982. 191 pages. S18.9ã.
Students of the Revolutionary and Napoleonic periods
will appreciate this short but eneompassing study of the
force whieh contributed the most manpower and vvas most
oíten in lhe field against the Frene h—the Army of the Habsburg Empire.
Alter an overvievv of the Austrian Army. Gumhei Rothenberg follows it from the First Goalition of 1792 to theentrv
into Paris in 1811. Battles are dise ussed. but the emphasis is
on administration and organizaiion, the ejualítv of leadership. ihe bitter and confused relationships between militarv
anele ivil leaders. anel ihefeebleeílemsat reform. Ashisloeal
point. Rothenberg eoneemraies on thecemral militarv fig
ure. Ak hduke Charles, bioiher of Emperor Franc is I.
Rothenberg. the foremost American hisiorian t>f the Austrian militarv, provides a fascinating look not onlv at the
militarv hui also at lhe political and social fabric of lhe
Habsburg Empire. The emperor's disirust of bis generais,
espeeiallv his broihei. and lhe constam interferenre he
insisted t ivilians play in the organizaiion and strategy of i fie
army shows ihroughout. The unwillingness to recognize or
implement even lhe most fundamental tae tii al and organizational e hanges is obvious. Most importam, no one of
importance. neither the reactionaries nor the enlightened
conservatives sueh as Charles, vvas willing to accept anv
militarv reform that would require social or political
t liange. Clearlv, militarv defeai was more palatable lhan
changing lhe staius eptt).
The verv thoroughness ol the picture Rolhenberg |>resenis. however. t alls imoquestion bis own tule Reading the
caialogof mismanagemem. ill-preparedness, bae kstabbing.
and operational blunders. one vvonders how the word
"great" ean beapplied lo this army anel iis leaders. Ceriainlv.
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one can admire (he sheer staying power oi dns polyglot
Ausirian Armv. Ii is also true thai this army did serve the
political goalsof itsstate. "not toachieve iniliiary glory hui
to defend and restore lhe dynasiir order of lhe eighteenth
ceniury." Yei iis performance on ihe batilefield was generalh medíocre at best. Likewise, lhe portrait of Charles as an
individual seekingonJy limiied reform whileoflen insisting
on theold wavsand lacking the drive lo imposehis ideas on
his subordinaies does noi support lhe tondusion ihai "lhe
Archduke was a greai soldxer."
If lhe description “greai" applies to any part of the Hahsburg militarv in this period, ii belongs to the regimental
officers and the rank and file who "displayed lortiiude and
professionalism" and “foughi mui h Ix-iter lhan could be
expected." Unfortunately. ihis is the one area lhai remains
obscure. presumablv due to the paucity of source material.
Greai or not. the Austrian Army was a constam adversary
which, bs whatever means. imposed the fitst battlefield setback on Napoleon. Bv providingthis lookai theolher sideof
an oft-neglected hill. Gunther Rothenberg has contributed
to our understanding of the entire Napoleonic Age.
Lieutenant Colonel Robert C. Ehrhart. USAF
SHAPE
Belgium

Modem American Armor: Combat Vehicles of the United
States Armv by Steven J. Zaloga and James \V. Loop.
London. England, and Harrisburg. Pennsylvania: Arms
and Armour Press. 1982. 88 pages, S15.9á.
At íirst glance, this is a tvpical pit uire book of the coffeetable variety. full of photographs of tanks in action and
obscure experimental models thai neverentered produciion.
However. Modern American Armor is a deft combination of
reference book and specialized history. As a reference. this
book in< ludes \ írtually all íorms of armored vehicles. such
unusual lypes as the M993 Mulnple I.aunrhei Roc ket Svstem and lhe l ’.S Marine Corps amphibious troop carriers.
Earh of lhe major weapons isat companied bv <onstani 1 76
scaledrawingsas well asexplanations thai noieiherecognition features ihat distinguish different models. I his volume
is, in fact. a rompanion lo the authors' earlier Modem Soviel
Armor and as su< h is an cxrcllent referem e fot anvone who
needs to distinguish between comhai vehic les on sighi.
More importam for lhe general reader, Modem American
Armor is a good brief hislorv of how and whv these vehit les
have evolved since 1941. To cite hui one example. the
authors corrertlv idemifv the reasons whv the M l Sherman
tank was frequently outclassed h\ ns German opponents in
World War II. According lo American doctrine. the Sher
man was mass produced as a reliable. mobile vehicle for
armored exploitation. while specialized amitank or tank
destrover units defeated enemy armor. Such explanations
greatlv assist anv reader seeking to understand whv Ameri
can combat vehicles have developed in spec iíii wavs.
Caplain Jonathan M. Mouse. USA
t \S. Arm\ Command and General Slafl CoIlege
Fort Leavenworth. Fiamos
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The Army Gets an Air Force: Tactics of Insurgem Burc-aucratic Politics l)\ Etederick A. Bergerscin. Ballimore:
Johns 1lopkins I niveisiiv Press. 1980, 216 pages. 31 1.00.
\ decade ago the third largesl an force in lhe world (afiei
lhe United States Air Forre and thai of lhe Sov iel Union)
helonged lo lhe U S. Atim Krederic k A. Bergerson. assoí iate
professor of poliliral si ien< e ai Whiilier ( ãillege and a veteran ol lhe Isi Aii Cavali y. seeks lo deiei mine lhe pro<ess bv
wliii h lhe ai my ac quirctl us own aii corps. I lis approac h is
io analv/e the Armv insurgems in lhe hurcaucratic mazeas
lhev ohtained lhe l ighi to develop their own aii support.
Bergersou s primary ihesis is thai “vvhen controversy
oiciirs ovei hasii issues ol role. mission. and domain. in
large-scale organi/.uions under certain conditions a rnovemeni can develop whitli mighi he talled a hureaucratic
insurgem v." To prove his (hesis. the auihor stresscs the
importam eof mission and lheroleof nom ompliant e in lhe
process bv which this comes about.
He <omends thai mission can ati as a unifving for<e
among ihose who wish lo alter lhe offic ial policy of their
supei iors. He examines the nianv degreesol nom om pliam e
Irorn direct disohedietu e ol an ordei to pailial compliam e.
From Pearl Harhor into the I960s> ihe U.S. Aii Force
ihoughl ilself to hesolelv responsihle loi aii support of the
\imv. In lhesixiies.a small groupof Armv ofliceis—whom
Bergerson labeis “insurgems"—realized the future signiíicanc e of lhe heiicopter. l hev managed lo overcome opposilion from iheir Armv su|x‘t iors. <iv ilian aulhorilies. and the
An Force ihrough varicuis hureaucratic maneuvers and
iec hmc|ues (described in detail in Bergerson's model) and
svslematirallv reconsiruc led lhe Aimv Air Force.
Bergerson s slender sindv [trovides a working model thai
mav he useítil lo the analvses of other "political phenomenon." However. The Army Gets an Air Force is certainlv
noi a cjtiic k read.
Ili Sleplien D. Bcidav Ia
Marxcrrst Collegr
Daienport. lotea

Africa’s Super Power by Paul L. Moorcraft. Published by
Svgma Books and Collins \ ’aal, 1981, Johannesburg,
South África, Distributed in U.S. by Battery Press, Inc..
Nashville, Tennessee, 192 pages.
Militarv propaganda can be occasionally useful reading;
ahhough not usually valuable from a technical viewpoint, it
can be from an emotional one. Paul Moorcraft's Africa’s
Super Power is an unabashed paean to South Africa's military machine, which ihe author sees poisecl io repel the
“total onslaught" of Soviet-led forces against Pretória. This
coffee-table displav-size book is crammed wiih ad mi rabie
photographs of South African military ecjuipment and
hefoic personnel hui is a bit thin on specifics regarding
number, capability, and deploymem of forc es. Thai is to be
expected in a country where ilrc- government stric llv Controls
information about iis militarv. Students of South African
militarv capabilities will do well to stic k with The Military
Balance. The text thai supplements the photos is more lively
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than one expects from ofíicial sources. bui lhe substance oí
the writing carefully follows government-approved themes
and is very selective when presenting facts to support South
Africa's interpretation of the Soviet worldwide threat. Moorcraft acknowledges the assistance of several South African
governmental organizadores in producing the book; 1 have
líttledoubt that his work underwent careful official scrutiny
before being published.
That being the case, why should anyone not enamored
with military pictures read África'sSuper Power? First, the
author strongly impai ts the bitterness of South Africans at
their treatment by the United States and the United Kingdom since 1945. Pretória sees itselí as having been discarded
bv the countries it helped in the world wars and Korea,
unwillinglv driven into the role of ínternational pariah.
Further, Moorcraft all too dearly shows the extreme to
which the Republic of South África hascommitted itselí to
the notion that South África is about to be sucked under by a
Soviet-< reated maelstrom; that this bastion of Christian,
Western eivilization is facingimminent invasion from Moscow's surrogates, perhaps even direct intervention by Soviet
forces as well. Thus, theonlv ltope lor the republic is to have
a military powerful enough to deal with any threat from
guerrilla war toconventional invasion. This extreme interpretation of the threat facing South África is dangerous on at
least two counts: it tends to harden the isolated position of
the government, and it makes clear assessment of Soviet
goals in Southern África very difficult. With planning
blinded by the fear of imminent onslaught, South África
sacrifices the flexibilitv needed to deal with what is a very
long-rangeSoviet policy goal. The Soviets dosee opportunities in Southern África, and thev will be supporting forces
opposed to Pretória in order to drain South African will
power and strength. It will probahlv be a process stretching
ahead fordecades. and South África would do well to face the
threat realisticallv rather ihan push the idea of imminent
invasion.
In an indirect way, ihen, Afnca’s Super Power serves the
interests of an American reader. It provides a glimpse of an
obviously capable military force and it raises our awareness
of a problem that will not íadeawav. That problem centers
on an interestingcombination: our neetl for strategic metais,
the growing Soviet cadreof "ad\ isers" working in Southern
África, the Soviefs expanding power projection capability,
and our desire and ability to influence events in distant
places. It isessential that we understand the stakes involved
in Southern África and the thinking of the major plavers.
Moorcraft s book is a colorful start for anyone interested in
the political-military situation in Southern África.
Lieutenant Colonel David J. Dean
Centcr for Aerospace Doctrme, Research, and Educatton
Maxwell AFB, Alabama

A Policy for Peace bv Field Marshal Lord Carver. London:
Faber and Faber, 1982. 114 pages, 54.95 paper, S9.95 <loth.
Thisslim but meaty volume argues that no sane policy can
be rationally furthered by recourse to even "limited" nuclear
war and that the sio< ks of nuclear weapons in F.urope should

be greatly reduced. Advocates of these reductions will be
pleased to read such opinions from a former Chief of the
British Defence Staff. and serious students of the nuclear
question from all perspectives will profit from his detailed
exposition of the historical and theoretical background of the
issue.
After previewing his main conclusions, Lord Carver
argues that the Clausewitzian notion of absolute war has
been misunderstood and emphasizes the importante of subordinating military to political considerationsin theconduct
of war. The goal musi bea victorv in which all sidessuífer as
fewcasualties as possible, a consideration that is particularlv
urgem given the nature of modern weapons. He then summarizes the viewsoí previous writerson nuclear war. particularlv limited nuclear war. and shows how the assumptions
that makesuch wars feasibleare not valid. Thisdiscussion is
placed in the historical context of evolving nuclear capabilities and doctrine.
It seems to me to be bevond serious question that we must
reduceourrelianceon nuclear weapons of all types.although
manv will lake issue with Lord Carver's specific recommendations for doing so. These includereducing thestockpilesof
weapons for limited nuclear war, maintaining onlv an
invulnerable (and neeessary) reserve for deterrence; making
better use of manpower reserves bv organizing them into
NATO-linked "liome guard” forces with light antiarmor
weapons: reducing or even eliminating Britains independ
em nuclear deterrent: em phasi/ing confidence-building
measures with the Soviets; and accepting the present European borders and alliances as given, in view of the danger
that an uprising in Eastern Europe could escalate into gen
eral war in a process of perception and misperception sim
ilar to that of 1914.
Readers interested in a crisp exposition of Lord Carver's
polic v recommendatíons can skip to the last thirtv pages, but
thev will miss the intellectual and historical context provided
earlier. My onlv complaint is that overlong quotations from
Clausewiiz. Herman Kahn. André Beaufre, and (especially)
Henry Kissinger detrat t from the flow of the argument ably
presented bv the author in his own words. As an expensive
primer lor those who wish to learn or relearn the history and
theorv of the nuclear debate, it is first rate. and the author's
conclusions deserve careful consideration.
Dr. John Allen Williams

l.oyota Cniverstty of Chicaço

Above and Bevond: 1941-1945 bv Wilbur H. Morrison. New
York: St. Martin's Press, 1983, 314 pages. S16.95.
Wilbur Morrisoris recently published Above and Bevond
is the latest of the author's six books about various aspects of
the history of air power. (ollowing Pomt ofXo Rclurn (1979)
and Forlre.su Witliout a Roof (1982). With these two books,
the new work forms a trilogv covering the air wat of World
War II. Above and Beyond is a one-volume narrativefor using
on the role of naval air power in the Patifit during the
Second World War.
The author, a retired Air Force lieutenant colonel who
served with theTwentieth Air Force during lhe war. provides
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a fast-moving. action-packed accouni oí lhe events with Jane's commeniator has addressed what lhe Brilish strategy
Khich hedeals. based on his siud\ ol dedassified navy docu- should have been rather than dwell on successes resulting
ments, operations journals, and previously published war from Argentine ineptness. For example, Brilish air was
histories, as well as on numerous interviews with men who supreme over the Falklands in spite of a lack ol a Brilish
offensive counterair campaign. Simílarly, the survival of
served in the Pacific Theater of war.
The text is more or less chronological in its organization Britain's two aircraft carriers should be a reinforcing arguand is clearlv written to entertain rather than to educate. ment neither for more and larger aircraft carriers noragainst
While how the war ended can never be in doubt for adult airborne early warning aircraft (which were not available).
My only criticism oí Jane's treatment of the Falklands
readers. thev cannot help becoming emotionally involved in
theexciting. life-or-death events Mornson describes: actions episode is that it did not go far enough with w hat has to be
on the outcome of which the li ves of the indiv idual partici- the paramount lesson learned: implied but not stated
pants. the íunctional capabilitv of entire fleets, and the des- emphatically is the point that Britain had to fight the war
thev were least prepared to fight. Within the tight budget
tinv of the world's nations all dependrd.
The author keeps his conviction that air power is all- constraintsof the 1980s, they had built a compact, economiimportant in war on a comparativelv low-kev basis ihrough cal militarv force designed to fit neatly into the integrated
most of Above and Beyond. vitiating its more forthright militarv siructure of NATO. As a result, it was exa< tly the
siatement toward theend with theadmissíon that "by a large wrong force for a Falklands action: short on air iransport.
margin. his [Admirai Chester \V. \im ilz ’s] submarines sank lacking airborne surveillance, and possessing no suítable
more [Japanese] ships than the entire air effort." (p. 292)
long-range interdiction or antiairfield weapon Systems.
A researcher looking for specific details of some acuou in Although I do not wholly accept lhe staternent attributed to
the Pacificduring World War II mav happen to find what he a previous editor of Jane’s All lhe World‘s Aircraft that,
needs in Above and Beyond, making the work momentarilv "History ... repeais itselí to such an extern that if one knew
valuable for him. Most readers. however. can be classiíied all history one wrould never make a mistake in liíe . . I
into three groups: lav. militarv. and scholarlv. Curiouslv. agree that we tend to have to relearn some oí the lessons of
Morrison's text proves unsatisfactorv for membersof all three history. often at great cost.
groups.
Of considerable interesi are the chapters that constitute a
The book deluges the reader with an endless succession of usef ul look at several aspects of todav's NATO and its forces.
details. many of which arefullv meaningful only tosomeone Articles on the Central Army Group (a NATO principal
who thoroughlv understands the geographic relationship to subordinate command under Allied Forces Central Europe)
each other of the places mentioned on virtuallv every page. and the German Territorial Army (the instrument of rear
The average reader is no expert on the geographv of the area security, personnel replacements, and other kev funcPacific and will be Ieft with a feeling ol dissatisfaction.
tions for the German Army) fill in some organizational
1'nless thev are out merelv to kill time or entertain them- details while articles on the role of infantry and the current
selves. militarv men will probablv read Above and Beyond in state of the NATO alliance deal with more subjective matthehopeof gainingnew insights into thesirategy and tactics ters. While generally nonpolilical and objective, theclosing
of modem combat. Their hope is going to be a forlom one. artide by Nicholas Stethem is more pessirnistic than optithough—lessons to be learned from World War II fighting mistic and may leave the reader with a nagging feeling of
have long since been extracted.
disquiet.
Because the book is simplv not a scholarlv one. historians
those readers with a more technical orientation. there
and other scholars will be put off by the mass ol trivial areFor
articles
providingan in-depih lookat the current state of
information included.
the
art
in
militarv
hardware, accompanied by a primer on
However, Morrison's Above and Beyond may well be a how we have achieved
our current state. A feature on
topic of conversation during the next twelve monihs. Thus. "optronics" (optics plus elecironics)
a good layman's
anvone who wants to participate knowledgeablv should read historv of low-light no light viewinggives
devices.
Night is now
it.
like day on the battlefield, and we need to get over our
Major Steven E. Cady, USAF "íight-by-day sleep-by-night"mind-set—ourpotencial eneHeadquarters AFROTC mies will exploit it to the maxitnum. Articles on explosives
Maxwell AFB. Alabama and am m unition. tank guns, and other equipment are also
interesting. iníormative. and authoritative. For the history
bufí and just to show how far we have come in 100 years,
editor Ian V. Hogg provides excerpts from an 1882 equip
Jane's Militarv Review edited by Ian V. Hogg. London: ment list that include an approval for an india-rubber
Jane s Publishing Company Limited, 1982. 160 pages.
chamber pot for lhe use of lunatics.
For posterity, ]ane‘s Military Review provides a look at
Probablv the most enduring feature of Jane's Military
the
m ilitaryenvironment oí 1982 seen in the perspective and
Reinew, second edition, is its treatment of the Falkland
Islands invasion. Published just m onthsafter the hostilities context of 1982. As such, it is a wèlcome addition to the
ended (and appropriately caveated as hastiiy compiled) it military professionaFs library.
has nonetheless zeroed in on one major lesson to be drawn
Lieutenant Colonel William E Boston III, USAF
from the conflict: that we should beware of drawíng the
Air War Cotlege
wrong conclusions too quickly from the results oí that fray.
Maxwell AFB, Alabama
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The French Riviera Campaign of August 194-1 bv Alan F.
YVilt. Carbondale: Southern Illinois Universitv Press. 1981.

208 pages. SI5.00.

Of ihe major amphibious operations of World YVar II.
Operation Dragoon. the Allied invasion of Southern France
in Augusi 1944. isoneof theleast known. Alan Y\'ilt’sbook is
lhe first full-lengih aceount of lhe actions oí all partic ipants
in the campaign, raiher than just a Gerrnan or particular
Allied nation’s view. Ii is a verv well-researched and -written
account of an operation that was a microcosm of lhe problems of (oalition warfareand the Allied mastery of air, land,
and sea combai which won the uai
Professor YY'ilt emphasiz.es the intensedebate between British and American planners over whether the potential gains
from the invasion were vvorth the investment of men and
materiel The British argued for concentrating Allied resources on the Italian campaign. while the Americans
insisted that Dragoon was vitally importam in reducing
enemv pressureon the Allied foothold in Normandy. In lhe
end. thedominant American position in theYYesternalliance
forced the British to give wav. According to YVilt, Dragoon
was a great tactical success. YVithin a month. Southern France
was cleared of Gerrnan troops. Allied forces in the south
Iinked up with ihose in the north, and Allied supplies were
moving through Frenc h Mediterranean ports. 1'nfortunatelv,
large numbers of Gerrnan troops escaped from Southern
France and rejoined their northem forces.
The strategic significance of Dragoon is harder to assess.
Y\'ilt believes, because though it cleared Southern France. it
weakened the Italian campaign andreduced the chance of an
Allied breakout through Italy intocentral Europe. Thus, the
Al lies were unable to tneet the Soviets as far to theeast as some
British offii ials wished. 1lowever, heconc ludes that the main
importance of Dragoon was its c lear indication of American
preeminence in setting the YVestern Allied strategy during
World YY'ar II
Thr French Riviera Campaign of August 1944 is an excellent study of the political and militarv asperts of one of the
majot Allied operations in F.uropeand is a must for students
of the European theater or coalition warfare. It is well illustrated with maps and photographs and contains extensive
notes and btbliography.
Captain George A. Reed, l ’SAF
I '..S. Air Forre Arademx, Colorado

Yours to Reason YVrhv: Decision in Battle bv YVilliam
Sevrnour. New York: St. Martin's Press. 1982. 338 pages.

SI 7.95.

Former career officer in the British army and amateur
histot ian YYrilliam Seymour examines the strategic and tactical decisions in ten campaigns that begin with the Norman
Invasion of Britain (1066) and end with Anzio (1944). These
<antpaigns are all essentially on land. a médium for battle in
whic h Seymour, a professional survevor. feels ai home and
describes with a keen eye for the influence of terrain and
weather. Someof the campaigns (Saratoga, YYaterloo. Chancellorsville. Gettvsburg) will be more familiar to American
readers than olheis (Crécv. Agincourt. Oliver Cromwélfs
1650 campaign in Scotland. and the Gaza battles of 1917).
Sevmoui 's purpose is to examine generais' choices at criti<al moments in campaigns and battles bv reconstructing the
plausible choices ihe\ faced. His alternatives are largely
rational. based on the sort oí situational assessment learned
In all professional ground officers in lhe twentieth century.
(Thec urrem Army formula is METT-T.) Onedifficulty with
Yours to Reason IVhy is that Seymour combines his own
judgment and the assessments ol his prini ipal generais. It is
somctimes une lear whether. sav. Napoleon and Lee actuallv
assessed the situations the same wav Seymour does. .Seymour
complicates the analysis bv shifting the perspective among
several cominanders engaged in the same battle.
YY’ritten with some grace and solidlv based on the better
secondarv accounts of its campaigns and battles. Yours to
Reason IVhx does not, however, catch the phvsical and
psyc hological stress in which field commanders operate.
Intestinal pioblems. for example. probabh clouded Napoleon s and I ec's tac tic al \ ision on two of their worst days of
command (18 June 1815 and 3 Juh 1863). In addilion, Sevmour says little about the decision-making strueture of his
commanders. i.e., their stafls. theiradvisers, their procedures.
The best appraisal on everv srore. interestinglv, is Sev m ours
account of the Anzio campaign. in which theauthor fought
as att olficer ol the Sc ots Guards. Seymour's performance at
Anzio suggests that he might have done better with fewer
campaigns and more derail. for Ireseems to have the potential
to mix the best Kt-eganesquedescripiion with command and
stall tollege rationalism.
Yours to Reason Why will appeal to war-gamers and
amateur generais, espcciallv since it contains setviceable
maps and orders-of-battle. It does not. however. contain svstematie unit assessments and com ba t effectiveness ratios.
Nevei theless. Sevmour has written an intelligent. engaging
book that takes a carefttl Iook at thedilemmasof comtnand ini
several impoi tant campaigns. His book is a nrodest contribution to the growing literature on operational historv.
Dr. Allan R Millett
Ohio State Cnnersitx
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Air Force Reserve (Ret), as the outstanding article in the SeptemberOctober 1983 issue of the Review.
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